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In this work I explore the intersection of death and gender in early modern England.  It is through a combination of contemporary discourses that I investigate this topic - through the plays of Shakespeare and his contemporaries, as well as treatises and polemical debate.  I also place this work at the juncture of psychoanalysis and literature.  To fully explore these texts, I use Sigmund Freud’s 1919 essay ‘The Uncanny’, as well as some of Julia Kristeva’s ideas about abjection and boundary crossing.  I argue that early modern death and dying is inextricably associated with femininity, a motif seen repeatedly in the writings of the period.  Femininity points to what is designated as Other, that which crosses borders, as is the uncanny.  I will show that it is through uncanny and feminine repetitions on stage and in discourse that we see the workings of death in the gaps within the text.  Language and the workings of signification often point to feminine death, operating at a juncture of absence and presence, as does Renaissance theatre.  This puzzle, this conundrum is at the heart of this research.
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Introduction - ‘Still sighing o’er Death’s vizard’: Death, Women, Memory and Purgatory


Antonio:		Echo, I will not talk with thee;
			For thou art a dead thing.
Echo:		Thou art a dead thing.
					(John Webster The Duchess of Malfi, V.iii.37-8)


It perhaps seems paradoxical that I should begin with endings.  However, it is endings that I am primarily concerned with in this research.  The years before Shakespeare’s birth saw a specific ending with far-reaching cultural and social effects; the break with Rome and Catholicism brought about the official ending of the belief in Purgatory.  Taking this religious upheaval as my starting point, I will explore other endings in early modern England:  bodily endings and the culmination of the soul’s journey as well as those narrative and often tragic endings we see in contemporary drama on the English stage, specifically with gender as my main focus.  I am going to explore the early modern woman’s experience of death and the readings we may take from her.  To do this, I use a variety of Renaissance discourses and contemporary play texts.  
I am also concerned with the boundaries between life and death, the quick and the dead, and whether death can be flexible or must retain its icy grip and dark hold.  So I explore the living and their losses, and also the dead themselves: their desires, their voices, their wants.  We already know the severance from Rome affected many areas of English life and culture, including relationships with the dead.  This has been explored fin both historical and cultural research as well as in literary theory with a focus in new historicism (Houlbrooke; Gittings; Greenblatt; Watson; Engel).  The Reformation changed the living’s relationship with the deceased and their status in the world, re-establishing ways to speak to and about them.
	I put forward the argument that these cultural anxieties about endings are embodied, dramatised and engaged with in contemporary discourses through the expression of uncanny contradictions and oppositions, which I take from Freud.  Michael Neill has already explored the ‘uncanny double who watches our every footstep’ in Renaissance art and tragic drama (Issues of Death 74).  I, however, choose to base my discussion in the feminine arena of death and dying.  It is both through language and motif that we see this expression, often through doubling and repetition.  There is a play of absence and presence, an obsession with bordering and liminality demonstrated in the texts of this period which I will use in my discussion.  It is only through engaging with the interplay of oppositions we see time and time again in Renaissance texts, that we are able to begin to negotiate the meanings of the feminine.
	The subject of women and death in early modern society is a topical area of research and certainly one which is complementary.  Women were often intimate spectators in early modern deathly practices, necessitated by their knowledge of nursing and medicine as these branches of learning traditionally belonged to them.  It is relevant that this knowledge often pertained to childbirth specifically.  Giving birth was often dangerous for mother and child in this period, with high mortality rates for both (Houlbrooke, Death 20; 68; Harding, Dead 18).  In 1999, Philippa Berry explored the female figure in Shakespearian tragedy, noting how tragic endings did not offer closure, but left us with the open ended and feminine.  Berry looks closely to the language of the plays to create her readings, which is an approach I shall also take.  However, whilst some of the plays I consider are forms of the tragic, I also negotiate the meanings of domestic tragedy, for example, Thomas Heywood’s A Woman Killed with Kindness, as well as non-dramatic texts and contemporary discourses.  Susan Zimmerman and Patricia Phillippy are also at the forefront of research in this area.  Zimmerman has investigated the meanings of the dramatic corpse and body, explaining how this corpse became a site of conflicting oppositions between older mediaeval customs and new Protestant beliefs, which found its natural fulfilment on the stage.  Phillippy focusses on the practices of mourning in a post-Reformation context suggesting that death facilitates the construction of gendered subjectivities.  She argues that while female grief may be considered immoderate, the space of death still can enable empowerment in women’s speech resulting in identity formation through deathly practices.  I instead contend that we see a collapsing of boundaries and identity in the arena of death.  This is the very nature of the uncanny (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 1919).  It is that which disturbs identity, destroys boundaries and is concerned with borders.  It should be apparent that the uncanny is unmitigatedly associated with death.     
There already is a large body of writing on the ubiquitous presence of death and its iconography in both the mediaeval and early modern period.  Michael Neill suggests that ‘no motif enjoyed greater popularity, in northern Europe at least, than the Dance of Death’ (Issues 51), those dancing skeletal figures in the visual arts of the period.  The perhaps ultimately unreadable skull also appears time and time again, revealing ‘the omnipresence of death in England in the period 1558-1660 [which finds] expression in the secular emblems of memento mori’ (Gittings, Sacred 151), surely revealing the personified figure of Death himself (Neill, Issues 26).  The dance of death or danse macabre, whose origins remain obscure (Neill, Issues 62), featured a grotesque array of figures, their movements freeze framed and often sequenced, beckoned onwards by skeletal Death, painted on cemetery walls such as the Basle dance of death adorned on the wall of Prediger monastery (Guthke 86).  It was a common motif and favourite theme with artists, poets and also onstage leading up to the early modern period and even appeared painted on the north side of St Paul’s Cathedral in 1430, before being destroyed by Reformational iconoclasm in 1549 (Abbott 25; Morgan 125).  This depiction on the cloister walls of St Paul’s was in turn inspired by the famous example at the church of the Holy Innocents in Paris (Daniell 69).  Michael Neill notes how the dance ‘simultaneously displays the hierarchic order of earthly distinction and announces its inevitable cancellation’ (Issues 68).  This was certainly a conundrum as figures from different statuses in life are shown, in media res, with all their varying import intact only to be pulled away to the horror of undifferentiated death.  It was this fear of undifferentiation that the memento mori custom responded to, creating a powerful iconography of death where the viewer is urged to ‘to remember his or her mortality and then to act accordingly’ (Engel, Mapping Mortality 215).  We can certainly debate the effect of such images, if death should be seen as a great universal leveller, flattening out all differences (Watson 98) or as Donne suggests ‘comes equally to us all, and makes us all equal when it comes’ (306).  Or perhaps death can be seen specifically as more of a social leveller, as Hans Holbein shows in his series of woodcuts revealing people of differing trades and professions meeting the grinning and dancing skeleton so that ‘great professional minds are reduced to the same kind of nothingness as the minds of peddlers’ (MacKenzie 102).
There was even a specifically gendered danse in poetic form; the La grant danse macabre des femmes by Martial d’Auvernge published in Paris in July 1486 and again in 1491.  This was created in response to a request from Guyot Marchand, publisher of an earlier edition of a danse macabre that was so successful he asked for a specific women’s dance for inclusion in his next edition.  The representation features thirty six different women from varying occupations and social classes being led to the dance by grinning skeletons.  Most of these women voice preoccupations with material possessions in the face of death and not all are revealed as saved in the afterlife (Wemple and Kaiser 333-42).  The existence of such a gendered dance, one that Wemple and Kaiser suggest is the first of its kind, not only attests to the need to instruct both genders in ways to live and die, but also points to a concern with women’s fates in the next world, an apprehension that material wealth might deter them from the true godly path.
The potency of such deathly images whether in the danse macabre or as the memento mori surely must be recognised.  But we should exercise caution when making judgements about the effect of such representations.  Clayton G. MacKenzie argues that our modern sensibilities may have tutored us to respond to the image of the skull with greater revulsion than normative cases in Shakespeare’s time due to a sanitisation of death (106-08).  Perhaps this is not surprising when we consider the prevalence of death and dying in early modern cities.  Consistently higher mortality rates than today, especially for infants, and a lifespan often averaging out between thirty and forty years helped contribute to this, as well as a succession of epidemics.  The sweating sickness of 1551, the national epidemic of 1556-9, a sweep of influenza, a series of failed harvests heaping on troubles, and of course the bubonic plague outbreaks of 1563, 1593, 1603, 1625, 1665 plus a smaller outbreak in 1636 all caused dread and hardships (Harding, Dead 23-6; Houlbrooke, Death 3-17).  We can only imagine how prevalent and consuming fear of a horrific ending brought about by the Black Death must have been, when statistics suggest that for people in England, of those who caught the plague between 60 and 80 per cent died, and for half of these death came within eight days of infection (Gittings, ‘Sacred’ 150; Slack 7).
	Does a contemporary, personal and firsthand experience with the sights and traumas of death - often in gruesome form - necessarily create a different response to the skull, than a modern, sanitised Western one, where we generally conceptualise death through the media, or through the experiences of those close to us, in hospitals and hospices?  Or would the iconography of death in early modern times elicit more terror, responses to the very real threat of pestilence and high mortality rates, the plague pit heaped with the dead infusing the summer air with its horrific stench?  One thing is certain; the dead are important and cannot be ignored.  To negotiate their varying meanings is vital to an understanding of cultures, as seen with the recent surge of interest and research in these areas not only in the literary scope (Neill; Zimmerman; Phillippy; Watson; Gittings; Houlbrooke).  As Bruce Gordon and Peter Marshall suggest, ‘[i]f societies are to continue to function, the dead must, in a variety of senses, be put in their place’ (1).  So how do we approach the dead and their relationship with the living?  The prevalence of the deathly arts in this period surely reveals a trembling unease in the early modern national psyche regarding the placement of the dead, an anxiety magnified further by the substitution of older Catholic customs for a new Protestant geography of death (Gittings, Death 13-22).  
In exploring the iconography of death, Elisabeth Bronfen, taking Edgar Allan Poe as her starting point, notes how often we are faced with the conundrum of the concurrence of both a beautiful woman and death in the visual arts, which conversely acts as both aesthetically pleasing yet morbid.  She suggests it is the experience of the “Other” which helps makes sense of this puzzle, as the understanding that ‘there is death, but it is not my own’ (xx) allows us to attempt to repress this dangerous knowledge.  In her preface she argues that:

[…] representations of death both articulate an anxiety about and a desire for death, they function like a symptom, which psychoanalytic discourse defines as a repression that fails.  In the same displaced manner in which art enacts the reality of death we wish to disavow, any symptom articulates something that is so dangerous to the health of the psyche that it must be repressed and yet so strong in its desire for articulation that it can’t be.  In a gesture of compromise, the psychic apparatus represents this dangerous and fascinating thing by virtue of another person and at another site; in the realm of art (x).


Bronfen’s extensive research considers death and the feminine specifically in relation to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  However it raises concepts that are also pertinent and productive for the area of this research; namely women and death.  What can we say about these feminine dead in early modern English culture?  And how are their experiences different to those of men?  In the above quotation, Bronfen mentions how the experience of death creates a sense of “Other” which of course is also a well known trope or denotation of the feminine.  It is Freud’s so called dark continent (‘The Question of Lay Analysis’ 1926).  The use of Freud’s label to structure debate about female sexuality is a recurring trend in feminist theory and Mary Ann Doane has argued in her research on cinema and the femme fatale.  ‘The phrase transforms female sexuality into an unexplored territory, an enigmatic, unknowable place concealed from the theoretical gaze and hence the epistemological power of the psychoanalyst’ (209), she observes.  Julia Kristeva too notes how ‘[w]hat we designate as “feminine,” far from being a primeval essence, will be seen as an “other” without a name, which subjective experience confronts when it does not stop at the appearance of its identity’ (Powers 58).  We might ask if it is accepted that the feminine always should be aligned with death, alluded to through the doubled significations of Otherness?  Clare Gittings notes this association from a socio-historical perspective explaining how during the funeral of a pregnant woman, it was often the practice for women to carry the pall, whilst flowers also were used extensively at both weddings and funerals.  Both practices reveal a continuing life cycle linking women and procreation with death (Death 110-11).  The Other is the ‘sallow picture of […] poisoned love’ (Revenger’s Tragedy I.1.14) – the grinning skull of Gloriana - which we see repeatedly in the arts and theatre of this period (in one guise or another) expressing a national anxiety about new belief systems and ways of dying but also revealing what William E. Engel calls a ‘spirit of decline’ (1) haunting the early modern consciousness.  This is a battle with oblivion fought by drawing on emblems from a culture’s collective memory to help combat the inevitability of mortality, more prominent now due to the religious Reformation and the changes it effected which I will consider in more detail shortly.  
	I wish to return now to consider the quote which opened this introduction; Antonio’s words from John Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi (c. 1612-14).  As the widower wanders round the site of ‘ancient ruins’(V.iii.9) it is not his murdered wife’s spirit he encounters, but an Echo, unable to offer advice, give counsel, or command, unlike the loquacious ghost of Old Hamlet, who demands vengeance for ‘foul and most unnatural murder’(I.v.25).  It is left to Antonio himself to create meaning from these words, repeated and echoed back to him.  The mourning husband must look to language, rather than a revenant returned from the dead to help make sense of the world around him, but ultimately the language is his own reflected back.  We see this text embodies and dramatises an anxiety, or rather we see this anxiety expressed through absence:  instead of a ghost at the heart of the play we have an Echo, rather than commands for vengeance we have reflected words.  Post-Reformation England is a society in which doctrinal changes had not just affected religious beliefs and popular consciousness, but specifically for this work, relationships with the dead.  However, not only does this Echo embody contemporary cultural tensions; it is also aligned with the feminine.  It is an echo of all that is left of the Duchess for the grieving widower to hear and it ironically voices an articulation of sorrow and loss, for in its presence it alludes to what is absent - the Duchess.  ‘The Duchess’ absence dominates Act V’, Dympna Callaghan notes (Women and Gender 94) and it is this juxtaposition of absence and presence that I wish to consider.  We are, of course, talking about language and signification.
	In an interview with Julia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida noted that ‘[w]hether in the order of spoken or written discourse, no element can function as a sign without referring to another element which itself is not simply present.  This interweaving results in each “element” – phoneme or grapheme – being constituted on the basis of the trace within it of the other elements of the chain or system’ (246).  Signs, or rather what Derrida terms traces, always point to a plurality of readings; words do not have a unitary meaning but rely on what he terms differance and the play of traces.  Mark Dooley and Liam Kavanagh suggest that ‘[j]ust as writing is always inside speech and living memory, so too the traces of differential relations are always inside identity.  Identity is always marked by this relation to an outside’ (35).  
	Julia Kristeva’s ideas concerning abjection are useful to consider at this point, which she develops in Powers of Horror.  The abject is concerned with boundaries and liminality; the relation between the semiotic and symbolic, between inside and out.  It is also connected to the realm of the maternal or semiotic.  It ‘disturbs identity, system, order [and] does not respect borders, positions, rules’ (4).  Kristeva suggests it is found in three areas: food, waste and signs of sexual difference.  She uses food loathing as an example, explaining how a feeling of disgust towards the skin of milk is an expression of the abject (maternal) and the refusal to drink this skin in turn signifies the need to expel the abject from oneself and thus to enter the symbolic patriarchal order.  However, the abject can never be truly removed.  Not only this, but it also exhibits an attraction or pull, what Joseph Conrad termed the ‘fascination of the abomination’ (Heart of Darkness 20).  ‘The jettisoned object, is radically excluded and draws me toward the place where meaning collapses’ (Powers 2), Kristeva explains.

I endure it, for I imagine that such is the desire of the other.  A massive and sudden emergence of uncanniness, which, familiar as it might have been in an opaque and forgotten life, now harries me as radically separate, loathsome.  Not me.  Not that.  But not nothing, either.  A “something” that I do not recognise as a thing.  A weight of meaninglessness, about which there is nothing insignificant, and which crushes me.  On the edge of non-existence and hallucination, of a reality that, if I acknowledge it, annihilates me.  There, abject and abjection are my safeguards.  The primers of my culture (Powers 2).

Ideas about death and dying are inherently connected with those about abjection.  Indeed, Kristeva herself notes how the corpse is ‘the utmost of abjection.  It is death infecting life’(4).  This corpse threatens the ego and installs horror.  If to enter the symbolic realm of society we must deny the abject and insist on permanent boundaries, there is also the repressed knowledge of the impossibility of these clear cut and safe borders.  The abject must be controlled with rituals to try to help contain it.  Death is inherently tied up with borders and exhibits a wealth of cultural ritualistic practices to try and enclose it and make sense of it, to repress its dangerous liminality.  As Bronfen argued earlier, the death of an Other also reminds us of the contradictory nature of the experience; it reminds us of our own death yet we project it onto an Other.  It is partly through language that we attempt to contain the abject (61) or as Elizabeth Gross notes, by naming or speaking about the unnameable we can ‘maintain an imperilled hold on the symbolic and a stable speaking position.  Naming it established a distance or space which may keep its dangers at bay.  To speak of the object is to protect oneself against it while at the same time relying on its energetic resources’ (93).  
	This brings us full circle back to language; the conundrum of signification, presence and absence.  We also know that the abject, the very nature of death itself, is inherently connected with the feminine.  What I wish to discuss and focus on in this research is the series of oppositions and contradictions operating in early modern discourses connected to feminine death and dying, which we see revealed in the language of the various texts encountered.  This is what Kristeva posits as the meeting point of the semiotic and symbolic in art and literature, often shown through punning and verbal slips, which she develops in Desire in Language by considering Bakhtin (64-91).  In writing about the feminine half of the gender binary, Dympna Callaghan notes how certain antitheses are hard to contain, arguing that ‘gender is just such an opposition, and woman, the lower term, proves so vexatious that it is dealt with as an anomaly’ which is a greater threat than inversions such as carnival which can be more easily contained (Women and Gender 13).  Callaghan’s ideas prove useful here, as she explores the feminine juxtapositions between speech and silence and how early modern drama centres on silence and things left unrevealed.  She argues that tragedy necessarily means that the operations of female speech and silence are crucial to an audience’s understanding of plot (84).  This is because tragedy is inherently connected to death, and therefore silence.  Harvey Rovine also explores the juxtaposition of speaking and silence in Shakespeare’s theatre, noting how men’s silence means honour, loyalty and confrontation, whereas for women, silence is often thrust upon them signifying a lack of alternatives or a ‘passive acceptance of circumstance’ (53).  Whilst it is true that there are many women in drama who do conform to this type, we only have to consider Ophelia’s resort to the language of madness, flowers and symbolism or the Lady’s ghost who makes herself heard in Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy to see that the juxtaposition between language and silence proposed by Rovine is not always so simple.  Moreover, when we consider characters who do move to silence when faced with an impossible situation, this silence is often equated with death, for example, Portia or Lady Macbeth.  To accept death is to move the problem into a different arena altogether.  Questions about choice and autonomy raised here are discussed in chapter one, where I explore Thomas Heywood’s A Woman Killed with Kindess and the readings we may take from her debatable choice to die.      
Women’s use of language has always been subject to close scrutiny.  Catherine Belsey argues about the power of speech in creating meaning, explaining that ‘[t]o speak is to become a subject.  But for women to speak is to threaten the system of difference which gives meaning to patriarchy’ (The Subject of Tragedy 191).  Much has been written about early modern women’s threatening and transgressive speech since ‘[j]ust as silence is equated with chastity and obedience, female utterance is equated with unruliness, sexual incontinence and untruth’ (Callaghan Gender and Power 82).  There was a noted emphasis on the power of the husband to restrain his wife’s speech by physical punishment if necessary, and if these methods were not successful then the private became a public matter.  ‘Since society was threatened by members violating their place in an ordered, public hierarchy, public humiliation became part of most of the punishments for scolding wives’ (Jankowski, Women in Power 39).  
To be a scold was to be female and to use one’s tongue and voice in inappropriate ways.  European punishing rituals such as the charivari or local variants such as the skimmington in Somerset and Wiltshire were designed to publicly humiliate such transgressing women.  These ritual performances shamed neighbourhood members – most often women - who violated their community’s social or sexual standards and mores.  This might be through the pillory and ducking stool or with the classic charivari, an enforced procession in which the victim was ridiculed and beaten whilst discordant music played, often created from pots and pans being beaten.  The skimmington took its name from its form of punishment; a beating from a cheese ladle (called a skimmington).  Whilst these rituals certainly contained an element of festivity and misrule they also functioned as agents of social and ideological control, curbing rebellious sexuality and femininity (Underdown 99-103; Muir 106-09; Ingram 288-96).
	Women’s language is used in other ways too, for example to show a supernatural sense of impending doom or proleptic insight (Berry 1).  Shakespeare’s Richard III demonstrates a feminine use of language which is both transgressive and prophesying when Queen Margaret unleashes her tongue in act one, asking that her ‘curses pierce the clouds and enter heaven’ (1.3.192).  Her insight also suggests the concept of the uncanny, as proposed in an essay by Freud which I shall explore shortly.  Cursing has been noted as an attribute of womanhood in the early modern period, when disruptive feminine speech was becoming increasingly criminalised (Paster, Embarrassed 257) and her curse on Elizabeth also places Margaret as the ‘uncanny harbinger of death’ (Freud ‘The Uncanny’ 142); ‘like my wretched self’ (1.3.200).  The older woman activates a curse that sees her mirroring what Elizabeth will eventually become: ‘Long mayst thou live – to wail thy children’s death, / And see another, as I see thee now, / Decked in thy rights, as thou art stalled in mine’ (201-03).  With Richard, her curses increase in vehemence, her words descend to the language of witchcraft; ‘elvish-marked, abortive … hell … spider … poisonous … toad’ (225-244) and are given an incantatory aspect in the repetition of ‘thou’ in lines 225 to 30, although she ensures her last word in the whole exchange is ‘God’s’ (301).  Cursing is also linked to treachery, as Mary Steible has noted, as the 1580 ‘Act against seditious words and rumours uttered against the Queen’s most excellent Majesty’ cited cursing as an act of treason.  However, the clear subversive nature of the curse is complicated by the legitimatisation of Margaret’s sentiment by Tudor propaganda and the need to demonise Richard or as Steible suggests, ‘Margaret’s verbal desecration of Richard’s body […] is free in its cursing of the already cursed.  It is subversive, and, at the same time, legitimate, for historical authority and divine providence support Margaret’s curse’ (12).  This contradictory curse also fulfils the function of that other ambiguous figure, the ghost, but through language.  It creates discord and guilt, as well as causing the characters’ hair to ‘stand on end to hear her curse’ (301) in a similar way in which the ghost of Old Hamlet tells a tale that will cause ‘each participate hair to stand on end / Like quills upon the fretful porcupine’ (1.5.19-20).
	The Duchess of Malfi also descends to cursing after her imprisonment and psychological torture at the hands of her brothers.  Her prayers turn to curses as she refutes the comfort of religion, instead choosing to blight nature and God’s work.  She curses the stars, brings the world ‘To its first chaos’ (4.1.98) whilst she ‘[p]lagues’ (101) future generations, but Bosola reminds her of the futility of her words; ‘Look you, the stars shine still’ (99).  Of course, this may be posturing from Bosola; the Duchess attests how her curse will take its time to run its course; however no chances are taken with the potential power of chaotic female speech, demonstrated through the pertinent choice of death: strangulation.      
	As I touched upon previously, language can herald the presence of Freud’s concept of the uncanny – for example as I noted in Margaret’s cursing.  At this point I wish to discuss my reasons for choosing to use an approach which incorporates psychoanalysis, as well as exploring Freud’s ideas about the uncanny in more detail.  Psychoanalysis is inherently concerned with recovering the past, unearthing repressed memories, excavating desires or drives and finding identity.  In this research which is concerned with cultural remembrances and the effects of the Reformation, an approach which centres itself on the importance of memory seems indispensable.  The archaeological metaphors used for discussing the processes of psychoanalysis prove especially relevant, for locating memory in space holds great importance to this work, as I will show with a forthcoming discussion of ways of remembering and memory theatres.  Freud himself uses these kinds of archaeological metaphors in discussing the workings of the mind, and his use of such language has been well documented (Kuspit 133-5; Corbey 43-4; King 12-16; Gay, Freud: A Life 170-2; 321; Thurschwell 124).  We know that he likened his task of ‘uncovering these vestiges of the past’ to that of ‘the archaeologist’ (Isbister 68).  A reading partially informed by Freudian thought can be used as a tool to excavate early modern texts to search for answers to the questions unearthed by the consideration of gender and memory, plus ways of remembering and talking to the dead after the Reformation.  This archaeological approach is something that has been utilised by other critics such as Philip Schwyzer, who raises questions over the ethics of excavating through dead remains, suggesting it is partially linked to grave robbing (Archaeologies 122-3).
	In recent years there has been a notable shift in Renaissance theory towards a psychoanalytic approach to engage with arguments, tensions and topics; an increase of work ‘at the juncture of psychoanalysis and other discourses’ (Marshall 54).  Susan Zimmerman has often been at the forefront of such studies, for example, exploring the distance between psychoanalytic and cultural materialist readings, and the problems created by the use of psychoanalytic terms and definitions in the arena of materialism (Erotic Politics 1-11), as has Jonathan Dollimore in looking at how the two different disciplines converge (Sexual Dissidence).  This does not mean that the disciplines necessarily combine in a complementary manner but in ‘contestatory or dialectical ways, in scholarship that exploits and explores tensions’ (Marshall 54).  Exploitation of anxieties and tensions is something I am particularly interested in exploring.  I have already mentioned the contradictions implicit in language and gender.  These oppositions are also prevalent between old and new ways of worshipping, dying and remembering the dead at this juncture in early modern history, which adds weight to the use of psychoanalysis.  Through drama of the period we can gain a sense of these current tensions in society in operation, for as Susan Zimmerman notes, theatre challenges hegemonic social discourses and is ‘inscribed in a mode of carnivalesque’ (Erotic 6).  These inherent contradictions make psychoanalysis apt for exploring such a historical period, despite the apparent incongruity of using discourses born in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries for the early modern period, and the strange bedfellow psychoanalysis makes with other disciplines.  For a period of history rife with uncertainty, surely psychoanalytic thought provides a suitable approach for excavating such tensions and exploring them.
	This is not to say that psychoanalytic readings are becoming more acceptable across the board in Renaissance studies.  Whilst advocating drawing upon such approaches, Zimmerman also notes the stigma sometimes attached to its use within the field (Erotic 1-2).  Patricia Phillippy, who also explores the topic of early modern women, death and dying, places her own research as a direct response to earlier explorations of mourning which utilised a psychoanalytic approach, positing her research as a correction (5-6).  However, its teaming up with other diverse disciplines also suggests a certain mutability and adaptability; Cynthia Marshall explains this as ‘a new sense of flexible borders, a process of speculation and merging’ (54).  This also makes this approach especially pertinent for the topic of death and dying, as these flexible borders joined the world of the quick and the dead in mediaeval society, and although this two-way door was to be officially shut a dialogue about the issue was maintained in the arts, literature and on the stage; an idea we have already noted through considering Kristeva’s Powers of Horror.  Cynthia Marshall also includes two relevant points in her argument for the inclusion of psychoanalysis in early modern scholarship; its relevance partly lies in Freud’s use of Shakespeare to form key concepts and in the emergence of modern forms of subjectivity (54).  Whilst Freud’s use of Shakespeare, although interesting, does not add weight to my argument, ideas about a developing subjectivity require examination.  Lawrence Stone has already noted how the sixteenth century saw a growing trend towards individualism, brought about by ‘changes in human relations within the microcosm of the family [which] cannot be explained except in terms of changes in the macrocosm of the total cultural system’ (150).  This ‘new interest in the self’ (153), at odds with a previously communal based mediaeval society also suggests the worth of psychoanalysis as a tool to explore cultural climates of the time, as psychoanalysis is inherently concerned with aspects of the self.
 Elisabeth Bronfen’s absorbing exploration of death and female aesthetics has inspired this research to a certain extent.  As mentioned earlier, her highly detailed study centres on the juxtaposition of death and the feminine in aesthetics, mainly in the Victorian era whilst using psychoanalytic thought to offer us new ways of thinking about texts and formulating answers.  Using a similar method of applying psychoanalytic ideas and processes will prove a fruitful way to explore early modern texts, a unison which as I mentioned before, may be proving more prominent in Renaissance studies in the past ten years or so, but is still an approach which is not automatically married to such a period of history.  In light of my ideas above, there is a psychoanalytic strand to each chapter, specifically using Freud’s ideas about doubling and the unheimlich from his 1919 essay ‘The Uncanny’.  
	  Freud places the uncanny or das unheimlich in ‘the realm of the frightening’ evoking fear and dread (123).  He goes on to explore the concept through dictionary definitions and different languages.  He explains it in terms of what it is not (familiar, homely - heimlich) and also through literature using Hoffman’s short story ‘The Sand-Man’.  It is the familiar made strange, aided by repetition.  To illustrate, Freud uses the example of the repetition of the number 62 – how if this number is encountered, and re-encountered throughout the day, on buses, addresses, hotel rooms and so forth it starts to take on a life of its own, repetition suggesting significance.  Freud notes ‘it is only the factor of unintended repetition that transforms what would otherwise seem quite harmless into something uncanny and forces us to entertain the idea of the fateful and the inescapable when we should normally speak of ‘chance’’ (144).
	So, the uncanny is a certain sense or feeling of the familiar made suddenly strange.  Freud covers various experiences of the uncanny in his essay, which Nicholas Royle neatly paraphrases for us.  It can be seen in many situations:  something familiar in a strange context, or something strange in a familiar context, a sense of homeliness uprooted, the revelation of something unhomely at the heart of the home, mechanical repetitions of words, curious coincidences, a sudden sense that things seem to be fated, fear of losing one’s eyes or genitals, realising that someone is missing a body part or has a prosthetic limb, manifestations of insanity, mechanical or automatic life (dolls, trance, hypnosis) death, corpses, live burial, cannibalism, the return of the dead, the figure of the double or a secret encounter (1-2).  This is perhaps what is so hard to grasp about the uncanny; it can be so many different things or rather Freud himself places it in disparate situations.  Royle elaborates that it is not “out there” in the simple sense of what is in or outside, but that it may be ‘construed as a foreign body with oneself, even the experience of oneself as a foreign body’ or ‘a strangeness of framing and borders, an experience of liminality’ (2).  This experience of liminality reveals the indispensability of Freud’s essay; any study of death and dying must be concerned with borders and boundaries, as well as those who cross them. 
	However, most importantly, the uncanny is bound up with repetition.  Freud was to explore this concept more fully in his essay ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principal’ (1920) where he explains the compulsion to repeat in terms of psychoanalytic therapy for neurotics.  This is what Freud famously labelled the return of the repressed; the psyche represses certain memories or traumatic events.  However, repression makes itself known in recurring symptoms such as hysteria, or in parapraxis – the so called Freudian slip.  This is an attempt to work through the repressed trauma; a somatic manifestation of repression through bodily symptoms.  The importance of signs written on the body and bodies in general is something we will return to throughout this work, most specifically in chapter two.
	‘Is repetition sameness or difference?’ asks Peter Brooks in Reading for the Plot (124).  How can we speak of resemblance unless there is difference?  He notes how in Lacan’s writings, Lacan sees Freud as distinguishing between repetition and reproduction.  Reproduction is the reworking of the original traumatic scene, whereas repetition involves reliving the event but in the realm of the symbolic, through the transference of language.  Brooks argues:

we can thus perhaps say that for Freud repetition is a symbolic enactment referring back to unconscious determinants, progressive in that it belongs to the forward thrust of desire and is known by way of desire’s workings in the signifying chain, but regressive in its points of reference (124).


Thinking in these terms, it is no great surprise that the uncanny proves to be a highly significant and productive way for engaging with aesthetics and literature, as it takes place in the symbolic - the realm of language and substitution.  Brooks explores this extensively in his book-length investigation into ways to use Freud in literature.  For example, he uses repetition to discuss Charles Dickens’ novel Great Expectations examining the return of the repressed or what has been hidden but is revealed by repetition.  The opening of Dickens’ novel begins in a graveyard as the narrator, Pip, names himself and considers his dead parents and orphan status, demonstrating that the remainder of the text will be concerned with a search for origins, for what has been hidden.  Brooks expands this further to write about the nature of literature in general.  ‘The desire of the text is ultimately the desire for the end, for that recognition which is the moment of the death of the reader in the text’ (108), he elaborates.  However, before this desired ending can be reached, we must move through the plot of the novel which functions as a kind of arabesque, simultaneously progressing and retarding the path of the narrative.  Texts such as Malcolm Lowry’s Under the Volcano (1947), Martin Amis’ Time’s Arrow (1991) or Sarah Water’s The Night Watch (2006) play with these conventions, by creating a narrative trap in which the reader is forced upon finishing the novel to return to the beginning and re-read to make sense of the narrative.  Brooks argues:

Repetition, remembering, re-enactment are the ways in which we replay time, so that it may not be lost.  We are thus always trying to work back through time to that transcendent home, knowing, of course, that we cannot.  All we can do is subvert or, perhaps better, pervert time: which is what narrative does (111).


  However, Great Expectations also has reproduction enacted – repetition as sameness – seen in the character of Miss Havisham, trapped in Satis house re-enacting her wedding.  This is desire become rigid and fetishistic, fixated on one longing, one object.  So the text is haunted in more than one way, as surely all texts are haunted by contexts and other texts that came before – as Majorie Garber suggests a Shakespearian mass haunting (Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers), or Derrida sees Europe as haunted by the spectre of Marx (Specters of Marx).
It is significant that Brooks chooses to use Freud in a literary rather than scientific sense; the need to read Freud’s essays as literature, as well as his literary tendencies in style, has been observed by many (Thurschwell 123-4; Cixous 527-31).  Nicholas Royle notes how Freud refers to himself in the third person in his essay on the uncanny and sees this as revealing someone who has found himself in an unfamiliar place, with a sense of himself as split or double (7).  Freud himself posits the uncanny as being experienced upon encountering dolls, automatons or a doppelganger – doubles of living subjects or of our own selves.  Royle goes on to suggest that Freud’s essay is especially interesting for what it doesn’t say as the text itself works in an uncanny way; Freud is caught up in the process he is trying to define and with each reading different responses are created.  In this way, the text mirrors the unconscious mind as memories, desires and fears make our consciousness a ‘text in translation’; everyday language is ‘subject to forms of editing, distortion, censorship, slippage, misinformation, translation, transposition and wordplay of which we are necessarily unaware’ (20). 
	The uncanny by its very nature is bound up with repetition.  It is natural, then, that we should find it repeatedly and that it makes its presence known in this way in Renaissance discourse and literature.  This is often in the figure of the uncanny double or doppelganger, doomed in a compulsion to repeat.  Its presence not only creates unease for the readers of texts, but the double also acts as a symptom of a general malaise of the early modern national psyche due to traditional ways of remembering being altered and lost.  Doubling also functions as a reminder that the past cannot so easily be forgotten; the dark figure of the ghost is standing behind your shoulder, just out of eyesight.  Relationships with the past often function as a way of negotiating our own sense of identity and the changes which occurred during the Reformation process in England had far reaching effects on cultural and popular consciousness in this period. 
	Particularly relevant to this research is this idea that the uncanny is ‘lodged in language’ (Cixous 530).  It is through the workings of signification that we find it, through the gaps in the narrative.  I have already mentioned that Freud’s essay – in fact all of Freud’s writings – can be read as literature, which is something Pamela Thurschwell encourages the reader to do (124).  As Helen Cixous argues, Freud’s own text ‘functions like a fiction’; in the crossing from heimliche to unheimliche ‘the meaning reproduces itself or it becomes extinguished or it is stirred up’ (531).  In the move across borders, from familiar to uncanny, or even linguistically in writing and speaking about the uncanny, we see a series of oppositions and contradictions in operation. 
It is now vital to consider this past and explore traditional memory, as well as understanding these specific doctrinal changes which altered these ways of remembering irrevocably; to do this we must go to Purgatory.  The loss of Purgatory is arguably one of the most important changes that early modern society underwent through the transition of the Reformation period, which affected virtually all aspects of culture and social order.  Ralph Houlbrooke may disagree that this loss caused ‘serious  difficulties of adjustment’ or a ‘widespread psychic crisis’ (Death, Religion and the Family 54) but it cannot be argued that  Henry VIII’s break with Rome and the Catholic Church did not have far reaching consequences with regards to most aspects of English life – as Houlbrooke’s book length study attests to.  The Reformation not only signified a break with Catholicism, but also with older customs, now seen as popish superstition and blasphemous fancies (Hutton, Stations 360-85).  
There has been much written on cultural practices in pre-Reformation England that has presented this period of history as a lost world in which ritual and custom held huge import, the year holding a rhythmic patterning that ‘followed a calendar that drew on celestial, pagan and ecclesiastical elements.  Each year matched a cycle of birth, death and re-birth, following the rise and declination of the sun, the waxing and waning of the moon, the lengthening and shadowing of days and the warming and cooling of the earth’ (Cressy, Bonfires 1).  Wassail, ritualised hunting, Candlemass, Shrovetide, Lent, Easter, the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, St George’s Day, Mayday…simply in one half of the calendar year the list of events is expansive and shows a highly structured and community-based breakdown of the passage of time which affected the workings of day to day household life (Burgess 45-6; Daniell 4-5). However, the reality of the Act of Thirty-Nine Articles was that for a whole country familiar, recognised and important ways of worshipping and living were irrevocably changed.  Regardless of whether older customs continued in certain areas and households, the effect on the national psyche of having traditional ways of thinking officially upturned should not be underestimated (Duffy; Cressy; Hutton; Underdown; Thomas).  
Purgatory is understandably at the heart of this research.  It sometimes functions as the half-way house in which the dead rest for a time whilst being punished for their sins in life, such as the picture painted for us by the ghost of Old Hamlet – or rather alluded to in I.v – as he declines to talk explicitly of his ‘prison-house’ (I.v.14) instead preferring to suggest its horrors by the effect that speaking such words elicits on both his son and the spellbound audience.  It also sometimes functions as Protestant polemicists such as William Tyndale would have us believe, as a ‘poet’s fable’ (143) born out of corruption and the imagination, used not to purge sins but to ‘satisfy the lust of a tyrant’ (143).  This would be an apt point at which to consider such opposing views of Purgatory; its nature both pre and post Reformation and how the changes in religious doctrine altered it intrinsically forever.
For a pre-Reformation country untouched by religious change, the point of death was a moment at which choices, or rather judgements, about the destination after death in the afterlife still could be made, altered and adapted.  Whilst Heaven was the destination for the godly, and Hell still welcomed sinners, for those more uncertain cases there was Purgatory.  Despite having no obvious written precedent for such a place in the Bible, Purgatory as a geographic location was as real a place as Heaven or Hell to those living in mediaeval England.  Although the early Christians defined the afterlife in terms of Abraham’s Bosom and various states of Limbo, it was not until the Middle Ages that these foundations were elaborated and fleshed out in the Council of Florence and confirmed by The Council of Trent, 1545 (Turner 96).  The Catechism of the Catholic Church tells us how at the moment of death ‘each man receives his eternal retribution in his immortal soul […] either entrance into the blessedness of heaven – through a purification – or immediately – or immediate and everlasting damnation.’  So Purgatory is a place or condition of temporary punishment for those who die not entirely free of faults, where they endure and are punished, often cleansed by Purgatorial fire, ready to be received into Heaven.  However, here the living can still succour the dead, offering prayers for their souls, and indulgences by way of suffrage to quicken these souls’ progression through the Purgatorial fire, thus lessening the time of punishment.  Help could also be provided in figures such as the Virgin Mary, acting as intercessor on behalf of the dead, although the Council of Trent was later to try to limit her power in this area (Turner 128-130).
 This ability to help those passed over was not simply a spiritual matter however, but possessed a fiscal scope, as the ‘whole social and economic importance of Purgatory in Catholic Europe rested on the belief that prayers, fasts, almsgivings, and masses constituted a valuable commodity’ (Greenblatt, Hamlet 19).  These necessary and important suffrages could be bought by those mourning their loved ones.  This commodification was something the anti-clericist Simon Fish was to use in his polemic against the Catholic Church, A Supplication for the Beggars in 1530; his argument hinged on their holding a disproportionate amount of the nation’s wealth whilst representing only a minority of the population.  Economics is also used in the Purgatory debate when Fish discusses the doctrine of Purgatory and the use of bought suffrages, noting how ‘if there were a Purgatory’ and if one soul can be delivered without money, then so can a thousand, thus destroying Purgatory completely (323).  Fish is overtly critical of the unfair nature of such an economic arrangement.  However, it cannot be underestimated how important being able to have some control over events after death must have been.  Here, death was not the end, but an open line of dialogue was maintained, allowing ample time to make up for sins committed during life, after death through being blasted with cleansing fire.  At this point, men and women still had some control over the course of their afterlife, and one would imagine that the family of the deceased could draw some comfort from the fact that they could help loved ones and maintain a form of contact, often through suffrages; it perversely allowed the dead to remain undead.  Purgatory also formed a link between the world of living and the dead that enabled the departed to still have presence on earth.  A liminal or ‘waiting’ place with breakable boundaries, this mediaeval conception of the afterlife (Gittings, Death 19) showcased a continuing dialogue between the quick and the dead (Greenblatt, Hamlet 16) resulting in ‘a regular traffic back and forth across the bridge between life and death [which] was taken for granted (Morgan 131).  Indeed, Philip Morgan notes that the living dead were a phenomenon that already occurred in the Middle Ages, for example ritual deaths for those entering religious orders, civil deaths and for lepers, where those already designated as part of the world of the dead remained on earth, still breathing (129-30).  Slippage between the worlds also occurred in the official Church calendar, as for example in the twin feasts of All Saints and All Souls, our modern Halloween.  This was originally the Celtic festival of Samhain, symbolising the end of the old year and the beginning of winter, a time when the worlds of the living and dead moved so close that the dead could slip through the boundaries and return.  This festival was Christianised yet still retained its Pagan antecedents into early modern times, as bells would be rung for the dead, and despite being banned under Elizabeth I, the practice continued in certain areas well into her reign (Hutton, The Rise and Fall of Merry England 107).
As already noted, the continual presence of the dead is perhaps not surprising in a society with such high mortality rates; Stephen Greenblatt sees this very physicality as turning death into something almost tangible, manifested in the practice of burying the dead in hallowed ground, so that the smell of decay formed a miasma around church-goers to remind them of the presence of death – an olfactory memento mori perhaps.  He graphically creates the image of a society where death is not the end after all:

Not only doctrine, then, but also chants, gestures, images, and the very air that the faithful breathed said the same thing:  the border between this world and the afterlife was not firmly and irrevocably closed (18). 


Is this continuing presence comforting and supporting, however, or burdensome, and possessive?  The flip-side of this security may have been a huge weight of obligation, a sense that the past is refusing to let go, that memory is an all important force to be served, manifest in the ghostly revenant who returns demanding something from the living.  Queen Elizabeth I herself voiced the ideological importance of memory and ancestry through her proclamation in 1560 forbidding the destruction of funeral monuments to preserve genealogy in the face of iconoclasm (Houlbrooke, Death 348).  We see this burden of memory present not only in the suffrages for those cast in fire, but also for those “properly” dead; drawn out funerals with prayers on consecutive days (placebo and dirige), repeated obsequies in a month, the obit or annual remembrance of the departed where a re-enactment of the funeral occurred (Daniell 61-3; Marshall 18-21).  It is clear the dead were not left to rest in peace, but were subjected to a series of memorial activities which made them a continual presence in the lives of those left behind.  Whether this was through the workings of private memory or public remembrance, in prayers or suffrages, they were pushing through the boundaries into this world; a figure standing just behind you, a shadow in the corner of your eye.  I now wish to consider the changed geography of this afterlife after doctrinal changes brought about by the Reformation in religion.

O all you host of heaven!  O earth!  What else?
And shall I couple hell?  O fie!  Hold, hold, my heart,
And you, my sinews, grow not instant old,
But bear me stiffly up.  Remember thee?
Ay, thou poor ghost […](I.V.92-5) 

Hamlet’s ‘wild and whirling words’ (I.V.136) after the exchange with his dead father’s ghost reveal his confusion.  Language breaks down and his body threatens to fall apart, so great is the impact of the ghost’s visitation.  Stephen Greenblatt also considers these words of Hamlet, suggesting that perhaps the Prince’s language owes something more to the absurdity of the command to “Remember thee” – how could he not?  Seeing the ghost of his dead father is, after all, a traumatic occurrence (207).  Indeed, how could the audience, how could anyone, forget such a sight?  The ghost scene in Hamlet surely creates a combination of trepidation, fear and delight for the audience, whether viewed on stage or screen.
	This scene also dramatises a dichotomy between pre and post-Reformation beliefs.  This may seem over-simplistic but the “poor ghost” of memory is placed in direct opposition to the educated man of Wittenberg embodied in the careful and learned considerations of Horatio.  Hamlet’s disordered state, whilst understandable, also reveals the confusion and tension felt when coming face to face with the dead in a changed religious and cultural climate.  “Remember thee?” – how can Hamlet now structure his obsequies?  How can he remember the dead when the door to Purgatory has been irrevocably shut – and yet the dead are still known to walk the earth?
How to read the Reformation in religion and its effects on the popular psyche by its historical nature is something we can never truly know for sure.  Historian Ronald Hutton has suggested older customs continued well into Protestant reign of Elizabeth, such as the practice of ringing bells for the dead, kept alive in parishes across the land despite an official ban (Stations of the Sun 360-85).  But regardless of what practices continued, the Reformation altered this previously close relationship between the living and dead, removed the safety-net of Purgatory firmly from church doctrine and left the congregation’s future down to conduct in life, predestination and God’s will. Whilst the inevitability of death was undiminished and its power still absolute, its ‘meaning, performance, and trappings were all subject to question in the generations following the Reformation’ (Cressy 379).  This new emphasis on justification by faith alone is reflected in religious writings of the period such as ars moriendi tracts, a humane guide which teaches one in ways of dying and facing death, rather than the sudden and uncanny ‘shock’ of the memento mori which serves primarily to frighten and warn (Doebler 38-45), often represented by a skull.  In chapter one I will explore the ars moriendi tradition in greater detail.
It is hard to imagine that the removal of Purgatory could not help but impose a substantial attack on the collective mentality and culture of England, creating a sense of disturbance and upheaval in the natural order of things, a whole nation’s psyche plagued by anxiety.  We can only imagine the shock of living in a society where the expected and familiar safety-net of Purgatory, allowing another chance to communicate with departed loved ones, was now ripped from official consciousness, and where suddenly ghosts could now only exist as a sign of the Devil or of madness, a confusion vocalised by Hamlet’s friends, that the revenant may tempt the Dane over ‘the dreadful summit of the cliff / That beetles o’er his base into the sea’ (I.IV.70-1).  Lawrence Stone precisely expresses these issues connected with the loss of Purgatory:

Sometimes slowly, more often quickly and violently, the Reformation destroyed the social and psychological supports upon which both the community and the individual had depended for comfort and to give symbolic meaning to their existence.  Miracle-working images and relics were defaced and destroyed, chantries endowed for masses for the dead were suppressed, the priests dispersed and the property nationalized.  Purgatory was declared inoperative. Confession to priests was forbidden, and their power to remit sins declared a pious fraud. May Day festivities, church-ales, religious processions, the celebration of saints’ days were all denounced as mere relics of pagan superstition, to be suppressed along with the physical cult objects – the maypole or the sacred images – around which they had been organized. Man now stood alone before his Maker, with nothing but his conscience, the Bible and the preachers to guide him, deprived of all the old psychological props, collective rituals and opportunities for blowing off steam (103-4).


The changes in cultural consciousness cannot be underestimated, and must inform an understanding of tensions operating at this time in English history.  The loss of Purgatory of course also raises another issue which Stone has not directly addressed – the revenant.  How do we make sense of such ghostly figures?  And more specifically, what does the representation of ghosts onstage now signify to us in this changed cultural consciousness?  What are their ‘symbolic’ (Stone 103) meanings?  Do they still signify and if they do, how might we read them?  Early modern English drama abounds with such shadowy figures; Shakespeare alone gives us a whole host of spectres to entertain audiences with.  Chapter four will return to these questions, partly exploring the signification of ghosts onstage, in a world bereft of officially sanctioned revenants.  It is also notable that in Stone’s choice of lexis we see he refers to ‘Man’ standing alone in front of his Maker; however, I wish to address the question of changes in the established ways of death and dying and its effects on women and femininity specifically in this work.  I have already mentioned the conundrum of how women and death are often linked within iconography and the arts and how the feminine is consigned to the Other.  This work will explore and question this natural connection and the feminine spaces of death specifically; the dying woman, the female corpse and memorialisation and the lady’s ghost.

‘In my mind’s eye’: The Art of Memory


	I have already noted how psychoanalysis, the process of uncovering memory and the past, is inherently connected with the archaeological metaphor.  This spatial dimension is something I now wish to explore further using the idea of memory theatres.  Gaston Bachelard has already explored the meanings of domestic space in particular, suggesting how the house serves as a portal to metaphors of the imagination.  He suggests the psychoanalyst should turn his attention to the topography and spaces of the house - our ‘oneiric house, a house of dream-memory’ (17) to stabilise remembrances in what he terms ‘this simple localization of our memories’ (8).  Bachelard explains that ‘[m]emories are motionless, and the more securely they are fixed in space, the sounder they are’ (9).  The link between memory and loci is not something which has been discovered recently.  Philosophers and writers from antiquity, such as Cicero, have already explored this connection.  The prominent Roman orator tells the story of Simonides of Ceos in his De Oratore, who after dining at the fatal household of Scopas in Thessaly, found that he himself had ‘first invented the science of mnemonics’ (78). 
Cicero explains that as the meal was progressing, Simonides was called urgently outside, at which point the ceiling collapsed, crushing all who were dining.  When it came to burial, Simonides was asked to help identify the victims – but through his memory of those attending, forming a visual recollection of where each guest was sitting, rather than an examination of the bodies as these were damaged beyond recognition.  So Simonides discovered that ‘the best aid to clearness of memory consists in orderly arrangement’ and to train this faculty, one must ‘select localities and form mental images of the facts they wish to remember and store those images in the localities, with the result that the arrangement of the localities will preserve the order of the facts, and the images of the facts will designate the facts themselves, and we shall employ the localities and images respectively as a wax writing tablet and the letters written on it’ (78).
	In the simile of the ‘wax writing tablet’ the function of memory itself is given a physical presence through metaphorical language, a soft and pliable surface, something that Aristotle himself in De Memoria et Reminiscentia also uses in the form of mental pictures, phantasms and simulacrum, impressed in the memory like a signet ring on a wax seal.  This metaphor of wax and the seal is an image which Mary Carruthers notes is recurring and important in the works of writers of memory.  It suggests the pliant nature of the mind, the ability to train and shape it (The Book of Memory 24-6).  In considering the genesis of memory, Aristotle questions the nature of perception and remembering and its origins.  He asks when remembering, is it ‘the impression affection that he remembers, or is it the objective thing from which this was derived?  If the former, it would follow that we remember nothing which is absent; if the latter, how is it possible that, though perceiving directly only the impression, we remember that absent thing which we do not perceive?’ (http://evansexperientialism (​http:​/​​/​evansexperientialism​).freewebspace. com/aristotle_memory.htm).  To consider this dichotomy we should consider a painting; we can doubly perceive its nature as both picture and likeness – we can switch between perceptions which are doubled, one translucent and layered over the other.  This reminds us of how theatre audiences perceive actors and the parts they play as well as the early modern dramatic culture.  Boy actors necessarily required this double vision.  
We cannot begin to think about memory theatres without considering Frances Yates’ detailed research on the topic which is certainly the starting place for anyone wishing to study the art of memory, from its beginnings in the oratory of antiquity to its rebirth during the Renaissance period.  She takes a chronological approach, moving forward from the Greek and Roman sources already mentioned here, to the conception and understanding of mediaeval memory developed by Thomas Aquinas, influenced mainly, but she asserts, not exclusively by Rhetorica ad Herennium (55-6).  Yates herself probably gives the most detailed account of such devices; the Renaissance systems of Guilio Camillo and Robert Fludd and their influence.  She even includes an intricate reconstruction of what such a theatre (Camillo’s) may have looked like assuming any were actually built, since none have survived if they were in fact constructed.  This is something Yates believes did happen.  She cites letters between Viglius and Erasmus in which Viglius tells his correspondent how Camillo has allowed him to see his theatre, not a small model, but a structure large enough to house both of them (131-2).  
Peter Matussek is to take the idea of such structures of storage and retrieval even further into the modern age of Bill Gates and Microsoft Windows.  I have already mentioned Cicero’s De Oratore, Aristotle’s De Memoria et Reminiscentia and the importance of Simonides of Keos.  Other names and works can be added to this list concerning the art of memory; Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria and the anonymous Rhetorica ad Herennium, dated c. 86 B.C. which, along with its content, leads Mary Carruthers to believe that the nameless author may have had the same tutor as Cicero (Book 72).  This same anonymous author suggests there are two forms of memory; natural and artificial.  We are born with natural powers of remembering, but to develop the artificial and engage in memory feats, we must train our memory.  Images of what we wish to remember must be placed in certain backgrounds, for example, a house, a recess, an arch.  Letters of the alphabet can also be marked onto the background, as if writing on wax tablets or papyrus (Book 32-3).  To use memory most effectively this background should not be too populous and should differ in an obvious manner, be of moderate size, neither too light nor dark, and so forth.  Images should represent either a general view of the matter, the gist of what is to be remembered, or individual words which are prompted by an image, leading to a word for word recitation.  
The importance of choosing a specific place to house our memories is clear, the natural connection between a locus and the art of memory.  Quintillian also considers the legacy of Simonides’s art of memory, explaining carefully how using different loci can aid recollection.  He explains how the choice of a place to house memory should be influenced by space and variety, such as a large house with many rooms in a similar vein to the previous writings on memory.  Where he seems to differ is in considering schemes for remembering memoria ad verbum – the word for word rote recitation which is mentioned in Rhetorica ad Herennium, asking ‘how can our words be expected to flow in connected speech, if we have to look back at separate symbols for each individual word?’ (100).  Quintillian prefers to keep to a more general scheme of loci rather than the overtly elaborate, which Carruthers suggests a modern reader can understand, as it corresponds to puzzlement over grand and elaborate schemes of memory, their ‘cluttered nature’ (75).
So what is a memory theatre exactly?  I will consider that of Camillo, as set out in his Idea del Theatro created for Francis I of France.  The system is designed in a half circular shape, with lines radiating out from the “stage” area.  Each of these lines is tiered following a traditional stage/amphitheatre structure in this sense, the lower levels holding more importance.  Yates can help us visualise the structure:

The Theatre rises in seven grades or steps, which are divided by seven gangways representing the seven planets.  The student of it is to be as it were a spectator before whom are placed the seven measures of the world ‘in spettaculo’, or in a theatre.  And since in ancient theatres the most distinguished persons sat in the lowest seats, so in this Theatre the greatest and most important things will be in the lowest place’ (136).  

Yates suggests this design is both based on and a distortion of the Roman theatres described by Vitruvius.  For example, in a normal Vitruvian theatre, there are five decorated doors at the back of the stage from where the actors make their entrances and exits, but Camillo transposes these decorated doors into the auditorium over gangways.  On each of these seven gangways, doors are placed, decorated with images at regular intervals, and perhaps, underneath, it stands to reason, are boxes filled with papers relating to the image above (144).  Despite being named a theatre there is no space for an audience; the spectator must stand where the stage would be in a traditional theatre from where he will be able to look out over the auditorium, over the tiered levels and various images, considering their representations, and be privy to divine knowledge.  The highly hermetic, spiritual and symbolic nature of this structure is fostered by Camillo himself.  The magical number seven represents the seven pillars of Solomon’s House of Wisdom, on the lowest tier are the seven planets or heavenly bodies, whilst the remaining six tiers follow the story of creation as represented from a Hermetic tradition seen in Poemandres (Pimander) rather than the Christian Genesis myth (Banquet, Cave, Gorgon, Pasiphe and the Bull, Sandals of Mercury, Prometheus).  It is evident that Camillo’s project was vast, mythic, ambitious and expansive, offering a sort of journey for the viewer, rooted deeply in Cabalistic mythology and ways of seeing the world.  Not only a structure to aid memory, but a device offering the spectator a certain power in ways to unlock the ‘whole contents of the universe’ (Yates 155) representing a change in the Renaissance psyche.  This was from a mediaeval conception where ‘man was allowed to use his low faculty of imagination to form corporeal similitudes to help his memory’ to ‘Renaissance Hermetic man’ who ‘believes that he has divine powers; he can form a magic memory through which he grasps the world, reflecting the divine macrocosm in the microcosm […] into the magical words of his oratory and poetry, into the perfect proportions of his art and architecture’ (172).
	For Yates, these sorts of memory structures not only offer an aid to recall, but impart mystical knowledge and are a tool to a higher state of consciousness and understanding.  The importance of the symbol is clear, something which Kate Robinson also comments on in her exploration of Camillo.  She notes that whilst impressive in scope, other writers of the period were equally wide-ranging in their treatment of themes:

What marks out Camillo is his reliance on the visual image - on the sign - to reveal his meaning. L'Idea contains over two hundred distinct visual metaphors, which are graphically described in text, although there are no drawings, as such. Interesting parallels can be made with the book and Renaissance hieroglyphic and emblematic systems. L'Iidea del Teatro is an intensely visual book (3).

Perhaps then to fully appreciate Camillo’s ideas, we must remember the argument that the typical Renaissance preference is for visual representation over knowledge communicated by words or language (Radcliff-Umstead 48) in a society where after the widespread introduction of the printing press, we see a multiplication of visual aids, both the sign and symbol re-iterated repeatedly and codified (Eisenstein 42-52).  These ideas however, contest dialectically with iconoclasm, where images were destroyed and the growth of discourses such as marriage guides and instructions for good conduct.  As I will argue, it is in language that we can read the signs of death, dying and the effect the Reformation had on these practices.
	The ease with which a memory theatre such as Camillo’s sits with Renaissance drama is clear; mimesis, the theatrical nature of its structure, its basis on a Vitruvian design, the emphasis on visual representation and its very denotation.  However I wish to consider how we might place such memory structures with the psychoanalytic ideas I raised earlier; uncanny doubling and repetition.  The process of accessing the knowledge in Camillo’s theatre requires the user (to borrow Aristotle’s metaphor) to be able to consider both the painting as image and representation for what is absent, functioning in much the same way as our understanding and relationship with language, the problem of signification and absence (Carruthers, Book 25).  To speak, to use language itself denotes loss, the constant referral to what is not there, but elsewhere, intrinsically linked to recollection and perception, as does the use of memory theatres suggest, or indeed, the entertainment of theatre itself.  Actors, props, scenery, images and objects onstage both exist in the life of the drama and also refer to what is outside the life of the theatre, in much the same way as Aristotle’s painting.  This requires a layering of perception from the audience.  We also bring to the theatre our own memories, preconceptions and belief systems, our own understanding of the outside world and these too are layered onto the scene set in front of us.  The theatre presents to us conversely what is not there – the word written and acted, mimesis and imprints; ghosts of things not present inhabit the stage.  Like language it works on the interplay between presence and absence and is therefore ingrained with the practice of doubling.
	This doubling is especially apparent in memory theatres, where the user was positioned as both spectator and actor on the space of the stage.  In discussing memory theatres and Romeo and Juliet, Linda Perkins Wilder argues how the ‘memory arts themselves reimagine the role of the physical body not as the location of memory but as an observer of external, well-ordered memory scenes’.  This is because the rememberer extracts recollections from his or her interiority by imagining the act of remembering itself as an act of spectatorship; we project ourselves outward rather than inward (160).  However Perkins Wilder suggests that the dramatisation of Shakespeare’s memory theatre results in a contestatory relationship as verbally the actors recreate memory for the audience – ‘an aural landscape coded in a visual language’ – but the desire of the audience is ultimately thwarted.  The scenes re-created by Romeo and the Nurse for the audience are not recognisable as naturalistic plus their recollections onstage have halted the forward momentum of the narrative (172).  This brings to mind Engel’s ‘vacuole in a cell’ – a moment when the dramatic action is halted in a form of tableau such as the Mousetrap in Hamlet.  
Despite being banned from appearing onstage as actors, women were important spectators in early modern theatres.  Jean Howard notes how although men controlled the stage through play authorship or acting in troupes, ‘many patrons were women, and stage fictions had to accommodate their presence, if only by offering patriarchal constructions of femininity to female spectators’ (109).  Alison Findlay sees the experience of spectatorship for women as potentially transforming them into ‘wilful subjects who will please themselves’ (Feminist 88).  Being a theatre goer allowed them a certain degree of autonomy and thus becomes a feminist act.  
Chapter one is where I begin to explore some of the issues raised in this introduction.  I start by considering the space of the deathbed, and the dying woman lying upon it.  This bed is a potent signifier in this mnemonic space where the dying woman’s final words and actions in her drama are played out.  The bed also occupies a dual position, pointing back to happier times of marriage as well as signifying death.  The space of death allows the dying Protestant woman a certain amount of freedom as traditional boundaries are broken and moved; she is encouraged to speak out and offer advice to those gathered around her.  It allows her an active role in shaping her own ends, rather than the traditional silence associated with femininity.   However this license, like all good carnival, is temporary.  I consider the traditional cultural form of the ars moriendi – an instruction manual in how to die well, and how the Reformation altered the meanings of this form, giving the dying person a different and more central role in their own final drama.  I explore Phillip Stubbes’ A Chrystal Glasse for Christian Women which centres on the deathbed exempla of his wife Katherine.  This shows a woman allowed to transgress certain boundaries and express herself in new ways, granted by the powerful space of death and dying, as she lies on her deathbed.  There is a chance for re-self-creation and a new expression of identity, as the deathbed becomes a locus for these transformations, a form of magician’s conduit, both converting and creating.  However, this text is complicated by its authorship.  Katherine’s last words are narrated by her husband, leaving us to ask where the voice in the text truly lies.  I also consider Thomas Heywood’s domestic tragedy A Woman Killed with Kindness.  Here the audience is presented with a halted image of Anne lying on her deathbed.  Her death is a complicated one due to her adultery.  I argue that these texts can be used to explore and answer questions about death and gender in early modern England, as both offer sets of contradictions and oppositions which ultimately point to a collapsing of boundaries.   
	After the image of the dying woman, I consider the uncanny corpse.  There are many categories of the dead; the physical corpse, the acted dead, the dead as a footnote to the action and the all important signifying corpse.  In considering this body I bring issues of gender to the forefront.  The corpse is uncanny by its very nature.  It refers to something absent but that is conversely before us in sight/site, which brings us to the feminine.  What does this corpse signify?  It becomes a site of multiple significations.  I explore the difficulty of finding definite meaning in the face of such oblivion.  I turn to Thomas Middleton’s The Revenger’s Tragedy to explore the gendered nature of this corpse and the signifier of Gloriana’s skull.
	In chapter three I take the reader beyond the corpse, beyond funeral, to memorial.  Changes in religious doctrine mean that new ways of remembering were being negotiated, a new system for remembering both the dead and the past.  Again I base my discussion in gender by considering William Brettergh’s account of his wife Katherine’s troubled passing in Death’s Advantage Little Regarded & The Soule’s Solace Against Sorrow.  This particular feminine death is an interesting comparison to that of Katherine Stubbes, who is placed as an exemplum of feminine stoicism and piety in the face of death.  Instead, Katherine Brettergh’s body becomes a site for contestatory ideas about memory and memorial.  The act of writing performs a necromantic action and Katherine is raised from the dead into memorial.  But of course, the act of writing brings with it issues regarding absence and presence, the workings of signification.  She is uncannily duplicated for the reader.  John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore is a text, I also explore in this chapter.  It articulates anxieties over the search for new definitions and methods of remembering the dead, revealed in the workings of death and desire.  I question the meanings of the graphic central motif of the play – the ripped out and penetrated heart of Annabella.  This heart is a fetishistic auto-icon.  It acts as a substitution for what is lost, and operates at the borders of identity, bringing us to an ultimate collapsing of boundaries.
	In the final chapter I consider the early modern ghost, the uncanny visitor who returns.  Of course, in a changed religious context, this ghost’s return is made difficult, if not impossible.  I explore how this changed ghost is feminised and powerless, robbed of its traditional function.  Instead it occupies a position of femininity, and is concerned with keeping remembrances rather than asking for suffrages which we see in both Lewes Lavater’s Of Ghostes and Spirites Walking by Nyght and Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy.  Here the ghosts are either trapped outside the interior action of the social sphere, or absent from the stage, instead reappearing in feminised ghost substitutes.  I also discuss the figure of the female ghost on the early modern stage in Thomas Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy, where we see a return from the afterlife to protect the body from defilement.  There is also an ongoing fascination with ghosts and ghost lore, which is clearly articulated in Lavater’s treatise.  






















One:  “Dead in [her] bed”: Gender and the Deathbed


	When the stage directions tell us ‘Enter Othello with a light [He draws back a curtain, revealing] Desdemona [asleep] in her bed’ in the opening of V.ii of Shakespeare’s tragedy of the same name, the audience is presented with a visually arresting scene of the newly married bride, waiting in her wedding/death bed.  We share a pregnant pause or hiatus, as Othello muses over the misinformed ‘cause’ of her apparently necessary death, kissing her sleeping body and expressing his confusion and horror over her apparent guilt, as well as the imagined defilement of her body.  In an ominous and tragic need to reinstate her purity, he asks that she ‘Be thus when thou art dead, and I will kill thee / And love thee after’ (V.ii.18-19).  So this is the dark heart of the play, a moment of quiet hesitation before the murdering action takes place and Othello’s downfall is complete.  It is what Engel terms ‘a vacuole in a cell’ (Death and Drama 40) in his discussion of the art of mnemonics and theatre in early modern England.  It is a mnemonic space which temporarily holds the rest of the play’s action at bay, whilst hinting at events yet to occur.  Engel focusses his discussion of this concept on the dumb show, which simultaneously represents different aspects of the narrative onstage, past and future, ‘integral to the forecasting and consummation of the play’s dramatic action’ (Death and Drama 40).   In discussing the moment when Antonio discovers his wife has committed suicide as a consequence of her rape in The Revenger’s Tragedy, Engel notes that:

This image of a woman’s heroic body shown in death provides a moment of arrested stage movement and an occasion to reflect.  Along with its Latin sententia, this image functions as a virtual placeholder, both visually on stage and also emblematically within the narrative tug of the drama.  In this way the moment of death is framed within the already special space of the stage provided by the tableau to create a mnemonic point of reference set off from the play’s dialogic flow and from its main mimetic design.  It calls forth a living exemplum, or rather the image of a dead one, that momentarily monumentalizes the event.  It is from within the space of this reflective pause that the outraged courtiers link their destinies and vow to avenge her rape and death (Death and Drama 56).

	In this same way, the moment in Othello when the Moor pauses before the murder and muses on his actions about to be performed as well as the brevity of life, signals to the audience that this is a highly charged, iconic scene, one which lives on in the mind after the life of the play. It is the space of the deathbed, laden with meaning: the topic of this chapter.  The deathbed is a locus which represents a liminal point in between two worlds, or aspects of being and existence; a space where conversely identity is both constructed but ultimately lost.  It is a space where meaning is fashioned, instructions left for the living, and role models created, as I will show in the texts considered in detail here.  These are the example made of Katherine Stubbes on her deathbed, memorialized into an ars moriendi text, A Chrystal Glasse for Christian Women by her husband, Phillip and also Thomas Heywood’s domestic tragedy, A Woman Killed with Kindness.


A Space for Dying
 

Death and dying have always been tied to forms of memory.  Ritualistic ceremonies both official and personal, memorials, graves, monuments – the dead leave the living the task of dealing with the forces of memory and how to adapt, continue, honour, repress or forget.  The official theft of Purgatory during the Renaissance period in England meant that how to remember was of exceptional importance, for the reason that this ability to legitimately connect with the dead and the means to remember in this specific way had been taken away and renegotiated.  So we see many ‘crises in memory’, a factor which has meant that in recent years, scholarship has centred on this ‘crucial category’ (Sullivan, Memory and Forgetting 3).  This is why the ghost of Old Hamlet tries to maintain its hold on the living line of hierarchy and worldly affairs.  Its order to ‘list…revenge [and] …remember’ (1.5.22; 25; 91) so affects Hamlet with guilt, love and fear that he alters his own ‘table of […] memory’ to ‘wipe away all trivial fond records/All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past’ so that the ghost’s ‘commandment all alone shall live’ (1.5.98-102).  Hamlet must find a new way to deal with his memories and relationship with the past and dead, and so the ghost ‘initiates in Hamlet a fantasy of annihilation and Reformation of the self through forgetting and the subsequent inscription of a memory trace’ (Sullivan, Memory and Forgetting 13).  It would not be overdramatic to state that losing Purgatory meant nationwide changes in ways of thinking and remembering, as seen with Hamlet’s complete overhaul within his own psyche after coming face to face with the revenant of the past.  
	This is what William E. Engel terms the ‘spirit of decline’ haunting the Renaissance imagination in his work exploring memory in drama, dictionaries and history compendia.  He notes that all of these textual forms share a common principle of organisation, as ‘each was decidedly at odds with oblivion, and drew from reservoirs of the culture’s collective memory – namely from emblems, proverbs, and exempla’ (Death and Drama 1).  This seems reminiscent of a model of a Jungian psyche where certain archetypal images are accessed from a collective unconscious and generate meaning within society to return within film, literature, art and folklore.   
	Consideration of the memory arts has enjoyed a certain revival in Renaissance scholarship recently, growing from an interest in visual forms of memory, iconography, symbols and contemporary dramatic structures (Yates; Engel; Sullivan; Holland).  What I want to consider here is the idea of a mnemonic space and the specific emblems that inhabit that space – namely the bed/deathbed.  Frances Yates has already noted how the structure of the memory theatre lends itself to the space of the acting, or as Peter Matussek says, the ‘old insight of the Roman rhetoric manuals – namely, that the highest degree of mnemonic efficiency is exhibited by techniques involving topographical arrangements of mental images (loci et imagines)’ (4) was adapted to early modern ideas about memory.  I will discuss memory theatres in the third chapter on John Ford’s drama ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore, but for the purposes of this chapter, the concept is also relevant.  The idea that memory can be located within certain icons and places, that specific images become invested with layers of meaning does seem an idea that is particularly well suited to theatre, where within a confined space symbolic actions are played out, and stage props come to encompass a world of meaning and precision.  This is not lost on William Engel, who also notes how ‘the theatre was above all’ suited to stage such emblems (Death and Drama 52), seen most obviously in the play-within-play and dumb show.  He argues that ‘the emblem, like a dumb show, contracts recognisable icons into a single frame and imparts a message through multiple means’ (47).  As I mentioned earlier, dumb shows are tableaux vivants – moments of stillness where time, space and action are momentarily halted within the main action of the play.  Engel also suggests that dumb shows function as memory markers, as the rest of the play’s action whether in the past, present or future can be navigated from this point.  So the dumb show in Hamlet reveals in a few instances a mirror to the recent past, the present and the future already mapped out due to the revenge action which has been set in motion and which Hamlet must now take.  This is perhaps similar to how the ghost functions, as Peter Buse and Andrew Stott note that ‘in the figure of the ghost, we see that past and present cannot be neatly separated from one another, as any idea of the present is always constituted through the difference and deferral of the past, as well as anticipation of the future’ (‘A Future for Haunting’10-11).  We can already see a blurring of boundaries here, a merging of time.  I will return to the early modern ghost, its place onstage and the feminised ghost in particular in the final chapter of this work.

	But see, his face is black and full of blood;
	His eyeballs further out than when he lived,
	Staring full ghastly like a strangled man;
	His hair upreared; his nostrils stretched with struggling;
	His hands abroad displayed, as one that grasped
	And tugged for life was by strength subdued.
	Look on the sheets […]		(III.ii.168-174)


So we are told in Henry VI Part Two or the First Part of the Contention as Warwick draws back the curtain to reveal Gloucester [dead] in his bed.  The newly murdered and revealed body is doubled for the audience, both in site/sight and graphic description, for not only are we subjected to the grotesque spectacle but also the vivid language of this horrific display.  As a parting image of the deceased, this twisted and contorted body with its black face and popping eyes surely would have been an unpleasant reminder to a contemporary audience of some of the new issues manifest around specific changes in religious doctrine and belief, namely the removal of Purgatory from official belief systems.  The signs of suffering inscribed on the body of the corpse would have reminded audiences of these changes and how they were now powerless to assuage any suffering in the next world as well as causing anxiety, as the physical state of the corpse was taken as evidence of the condition of the departed spirit (Abbott 37).  Perhaps even more importantly, we are told to ‘Look on the sheets’ (174).  It is the gendered domestic space and the space of the bed where we must look for signs and meanings, where we will see certain oppositions and tensions played out – those raised by changes in doctrine, resulting in a set of conflicts for the soul, for identity and for posterity.  
This knotted body of Duke Humphrey is a graphic doubled image, both physically on stage and through language, of a man or moriens, facing death and caught unawares.  It is a violent and unwanted death, not one carefully prepared and planned for, as would be desired in a world with new boundaries for behaviour regarding the living, dying and dead.  We are familiar with the empty horror of the memento mori of poor Yorick’s skull in Hamlet, and its purpose to force the living audience to think on death whilst in the midst of life, as well as prompt the Prince into action.  As mentioned earlier, this grinning death skull is represented widely through the arts and literature, in earliest mediaeval forms as a series of sixteenth century woodcuts by Hans Holbein, the so called danse macabre, a collection of prints showing the dancing skeletal figure of Death drawing King and pauper, fool and child alike to their ends.  This was a possible response to the earlier fourteenth century plague and the feelings of hopelessness, horror and despair it surely elicited (Doebler 37-45).  But whilst the death skull might prompt a reflection upon one’s own mortality, a changed world view in which actions in this life matter more than and to the exclusion of posthumous redemptive prayers placed supreme importance on how to live a pious good life and face a good death.
The ars moriendi developed into the form widely known in the Renaissance from an earlier text of eleven woodcuts, which depicted a series of varying temptations facing the dying man, known as the moriens, until finally, the moment of death was represented.  Each illustration was helpfully accompanied by a page of text guiding the reader in the correct ways to die and thus help construct their final moment.  Both Sister Mary Catharine O’Connor and Nancy Lee Beaty explore the development of the ars moriendi tradition in methodical detail, from its original Catholic manifestations, to its reworking as an instrument of Protestant advice on how to live, and more importantly, how to die well.  
In the face of the fearful images of the death skull, destroying and levelling without distinction, the ars moriendi might be a humanistic counter-argument, an actual guide to instruct the moriens in the ways of dying peacefully and showing how careful preparation during life is important for an orderly, planned death at home, in the deathbed where the final battle for the soul will be staged.  Rather than the sudden horror of the grinning skull of Holbein beckoning one to an unprepared death at any time in one’s daily activities in life, the ars moriendi tradition offered a complete narrative or drama of a good death, perhaps to counter the shock of that grinning skull (Doebler 45).  This surely constitutes a cultural clash, signalling the anxiety created around such oppositional texts - the conflict between an instructional guide to prepare for death and a warning.  The faithful reader of the ars moriendi sees a continuing series of images representing a dramatic struggle for the soul with a victorious outcome, rather than an independent, arrested and static image, such as the memento mori skull, revealing the power of death over all living things and the fear this inspired.  This drama of dying culminates in ‘a great climatic moment of evaluation of the self:  the final moment of ‘self-fashioning’ in which the Christian ideally loses the self to find it’ (Doebler 49).
We are already familiar with Greenblatt’s ideas about Renaissance identity and self fashioning; how in the ‘sixteenth century there appears to be an increased self-consciousness about the fashioning of human identity as a manipulable, artful process’ (Renaissance Self-Fashioning 2).  This sense of identity formation reveals men and women as cultural artefacts, exhibited through dress codes and within portraits, displaying rituals of power and societal codes.  In his discussion about Thomas More’s life and subsequent death on the scaffold in 1535, Greenblatt notes how it is only in his last moments that More seems to resolve his identity issues connected to contemporary religious upheaval, most obviously verbalised in Utopia (68-9).  His troubles with ‘outward compliance and inward silence’ (69) also point to aspects of More’s character overall.  His wide ranging interests yet his ability to withdraw from court life are, Greenblatt suggests, ‘subtle displacements, distortions, and shifts of perspective’ (22) wholly similar to not only his written word in Utopia, but also Hans Holbein’s 1533 portrait The Ambassadors.  Here, two Catholic men are staged surrounded by props depicting worldly matters and pursuits.  However, the presence of a memento mori in the foreground of the composition in a skewed perspective -what Greenblatt terms an ‘anamorphic death’s-head’ (18) - requires the viewer to take a ‘still more radical abandonment of what we take to be “normal” vision.  We must throw the entire painting out of perspective in order to bring into perspective what our usual mode of perception cannot comprehend’ (19), which conversely both affirms and contests the skull’s existence.  To see the death’s-head, we have to ignore the rest of the painting, so that for Greenblatt, the skull affirms death’s ‘uncanny inaccessibility and absence’ (19).  This leads back to Thomas More, as Greenblatt argues that Utopia requires the same shifts in perspective.  Death also brings about a change in perspective on the scaffold for More; here at last he is to bring together opposing aspects of his identity which previously caused consternation.  Greenblatt notes that it is through role-playing that ‘they triumph and are destroyed together on a scaffold’ (73).
	The moment of death, and the period of reflection immediately before, allows subjects to construct themselves in a way of their own choosing, fashioning not only their identity, but the final moment in a life’s performance.  This performance, as we will see, also allows a moment of gender play or reversal.  Men must take on stereotypical attributes of the feminine, such as quiet contemplation and reflection, whereas women may speak out and leave advice for those left behind (Houlbrooke ‘The Puritan Death-bed c. 1560-1660’ 122-44; Phillippy 81-108).  It is a ‘license to escape the limitations of gender, a license both issued and revoked by death itself’ (88) Phillippy argues, showing a clear debt to ideas about subversion and containment in Renaissance research (Greenblatt, ‘Invisible Bullets’ 21-65).
I now wish to consider different forms of ars moriendi texts.  Despite offering the potential for gender transformation, the texts were highly gendered in that the representations featured mainly men, certainly as the dying moriens central to the piece, although women were often bystanders.  Patricia Phillippy has noted how the advances of the Reformation brought about ‘women’s increasingly marginal role in representations of the deathbed, and the doctrinal exile of the Virgin and female saints’ (214) in discussing two unusually female authored ars moriendis from 1621 and 1634.  In the following discussion I am aware of the sometimes gendered nature of my choice of pronoun as I discuss the pre and post Reformational guides to dying.
The pre-Reformation ars moriendi appeared initially in the second half of the fifteenth century in two textual forms – illustrated and un-illustrated. In the former, the drama reveals itself visually as a great battle between the dying moriens, Satan and his agents.  Satan’s attempt on the dying man’s soul centres on temptations, such as those against faith, despair (suicide), impatience, vainglory and avarice, whilst the moriens has the inspirations of a good angel to help counter these.  These focus on the redemptive nature of the crucifixion, which is reinforced by the presence of various figures such as the Virgin Mary, Jesus, Moses, saints and angels.  This battle for the soul continues, illustrated by graphic images of the dying man, lying on his deathbed, beset on all sides by the forces of evil, until the moment of death and the eleventh and final woodcut, when the demons are shown raging beneath the deathbed in anger over their failure, and the dying man’s soul, shaped in human form, is received into the company of the angels (Morgan 125-8).  This final picture of the dying man battling his deathbed demons proves a highly memorable image, one which Doebler suggests found its way into English tradition, and is hard to imagine absent from the imagination (58).  It is an image we are to see repeated in various narratives of early modern death and drama, as various battles are enacted on the deathbed.  These are for the soul, for posterity and identity.
	Here begynneth a lytell treatyse of the dyenge creature enfected with sykenes uncurable with many sorowfull complayntes (1507) shows a pre-Reformation vision of the deathbed struggle, which will prove useful to examine at this stage.  We see a typical scene in which the dying man’s voice is heard, talking us through the experience of his death.  He is filled with fear and doubt and after battling with Satan, appeals to the Virgin Mary for supplication exclaiming ‘…I hope she wyll not refuse me / for I understande and knowe well that she hath holpe many a synner…’ (A5v).  Mary indeed intervenes on behalf of the moriens to Jesus, and the ultimate image is one of triumph; the supplication is successful, and the soul is ushered to heaven.
Despite being the scene for the dying man’s final performance, the pre-Reformation deathbed was a far from solitary event.  Something we can gather from ars moriendi prints is that the moriens, entrenched in his bed, is surrounded constantly on all sides by a bustle of activity and observers.  This was very much a communal event, with the dying man cast as the central actor in his own drama.  Hopefully alerted to advancing death by infirmity or old age, the sickening person would have had time to make preparations, such as the paying of any debts, disposal of the estate and of course, repentance.  Wills were often written down by the clergy and were an important part of the whole proceedings, as the will ‘allowed the deceased to gain spiritual benefits for the soul and control the distribution of funds to family and friends’ (Daniell 32).  Verbal or nuncupative wills were the other option if there was no method of recording the dying person’s wishes.  It perhaps seems strange from a modern Western perspective that it was normal practice for the dying to provide their last will and testament only when on the deathbed and facing death, rather than in advance.   
The exact progress from illness to death followed a precise and ritualistic pattern.  In Kristeva’s terms, this is an attempt to contain the negotiable boundaries of death through custom, an attempt to enclose it.   After the dying person takes to her or his bed, the family and friends contact the clergy, the priest says Mass in Church and the consecrated host is carried in procession to the sickbed.  On arrival, the priest would begin the ordo visitandi or order for the visitation of the sick, in which a crucifix was held before dying person, to provide reassurance and also drive away demons, before beginning the seven interrogations – seven questions intended to ascertain the sick person’s belief in the scriptures, rejection of heresy, sins committed in life, desire for forgiveness and belief in Christ.  After this fairly rigorous interrogation, the extreme unction and sacrament were applied and given.  This was to prevent the Devil taking the corpse for his own ends, and it was a common belief that once the unction was applied, the person was ‘thought to be in a shadow world between life and death until bodily death occurred’ (Daniell 36).   There were rules governing extreme unction as to the application and the number of times it could be administered to the same person, and the uncertain status of the sick person once it had been given – neither wholly living or dead – reaffirms a view of pre-Reformation society as one in which boundaries between the two worlds were insecure.  Philip Morgan notes other figures also occupying a liminal space in pre-Reformation England, such as members of religious orders dead to the world through admission to the priesthood and lepers who became the walking dead through the mass of separation in which they were proclaimed one of the living dead, and denied the activities of normal life.  Trials of corpses were not uncommon, and miracles such as bringing the dead back were accepted, reinforcing this image of a society with traffic moving both to and from the world of the dead, continued and open lines of communication (129-30).
	The dying person was expected to ‘take an active part’ (Daniell 37) in their own demise as emphasised by answering certain questions in a ritualistic way and expressing humility - the formulaic set response.  As actual death approached, a close friend was encouraged to lead the moriens with prayers and meditations upon Christ’s passion and the cross, while holy water could be sprinkled to further deter the Devil.  The final battle to prevent the ‘eternal jewel’ of the soul (Macbeth III.i.68-9) from falling into the hands of ‘the common enemy of man’ was now reaching its culmination; the lines were being drawn and the last curtain was about to descend.
I now wish to move this discussion forward and consider the differences forced upon this now familiar deathbed scene by changes in official doctrine.  Whilst some aspects remain recognisable – the dying subject, friends and family, guidance and no doubt pain, tears and lamentation – the art of dying had evolved out of necessity.  Without Purgatory, the moment of death becomes imbued with extreme importance and significance, bringing with it a greater sense of anxiety.  With burial there is a sharper separation so comfort can no longer be obtained from rituals holding the living and the dead together.  Gittings concurs with this view.  She observes that:

in this new scheme, death became the decisive moment at which the soul’s fate was sealed for ever; there was no longer the halfway house of Purgatory, offering a lifeline to the dying and a sense of purpose to the bereaved (Death 39-40).

This is a retrospective rather than a prospective view of death and dying.  The moriens can no longer rely on prayers said in the future, after death, but must look back to life and deeds as the deciding factor of their ultimate fate in the afterlife.  The doctrine of predestination brings a further facet to the issue, as only God knows the elect, making it therefore essential to be humble and doubting in life, perhaps causing more apprehension concerning one’s fate and ability to affect it.  This anxiety has been connected to a growing sense of individualism in the move away from medieval society and customs to the beginnings of a more capitalist and individualistic society.  The importance of death rituals such as burial and an increase in monuments worked as a kind of cathartic experience, ‘mitigating the growing anxiety over death, attendant upon the nascent individualism of the period’ (Gittings, Death, Burial and the Individual 13; 22-23; 22; Aries 46-52).  Defined divisions in death reflect the beginnings of a more individual approach with firmly demarcated boundaries between living and dead, and also among the dead themselves.  It is perhaps no surprise that tomb sculpture and memorials gained popularity at this point of history.  Perhaps this is a response to the horror of mass undifferentiated graves found in periods of plague, when the sheer numbers of the dead created a situation where hundreds of bodies were thrown in together, regardless of social standing.
Ritualistic customs such as funeral services were to change too, being substituted for a more minimal and abbreviated experience as all the excess trappings of Catholicism were curtailed and removed.  Confession of sins became optional, whilst symbols of popish superstition such as holy water and extreme unction were banished.  The 1552 Book of Common Prayer reflected these changes, and most noticeable perhaps, was the elimination of the need for ministerial assistance, although this was still acceptable (Houlbrooke, ‘Puritan’ 124-126).  The spread of literacy rates also played a role here, allowing laymen to take on the clergy’s role, especially at the side of the deathbed.  As Houlbrooke notes:

the rejection of the doctrine of Purgatory meant that the dying were now faced with only two possible destinations after death:  heaven or hell.  They were deprived of any prospect of assistance from the prayers of those they left behind them.  If anything, the doctrinal and liturgical changes of the Protestant Reformation enhanced the importance of the final drama of the death-bed.  Yet they also left the dying person with diminished ritual support (‘Puritan’ 123-4). 

The moriens now claimed greater responsibility for his or her own death as an ultimate performance and therefore consciously shaped the ends of a life in a fitting manner.  Without the safety-net of Purgatory there was no space in which the drama could continue for an encore.  The deathbed was now an arena for protestations of faith and advice rather than confession, whilst painful sickness was regarded as an example of God’s providence, to be met with patience and passivity.  The amalgamation of active and passive in this new deathbed space has been widely commented on.  We hear last words giving advice and exhortations, but also a certain passivity and meekness in having to endure God’s providence and divine will.  Houlbrooke notes how patience in suffering and submission were important parts of the whole deathbed experience, yet in post-Reformation England those dying were:

usually described as playing a more active role in the drama of their own death-beds, especially by means of good advice and exhortations, declarations of faith, devout prayers, and the ready acceptance of death itself (‘Puritan’ 131).

This collaboration of active and passive behaviour warrants further discussion.  As I mentioned previously, if a good death requires both active and passive elements, then the deathbed clearly allows opportunities for traditional gender roles to be subverted as each moriens takes opposing and stereotypical male or female attributes to assist in that all important final performance.  Men must suffer patiently, whilst women may speak out, offering advice to friends and family.  However, this does seem a little over simplistic.  Whilst there is an element of gender reversal, on an ideal deathbed scene the dying man still actively speaks out, and the dying woman still must suffer patiently.  To suggest that men and women engage in gender reversal doesn’t take into account the stereotypically gendered roles they still both must play.  Rather than Phillippy’s assertion that the deathbed is the space where we see identity forged through gender and self-creation, instead I suggest there is a collapsing of boundaries and identity reflecting contemporary anxieties about the ongoing processes of the Reformation.     
	However, conversely the Reformation also removed important female representations and icons such as the Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene.  Patricia Phillippy suggests the Virgin is all the more noticeable due to her absence after the change in religion, much like the ghosts we are to look for in the final chapter.  She sees this loss of the power of feminine iconography as representative of a Protestant assault on gendered grief and also as reflecting a reformed view of mourning, restraining the excessive with stoicism whilst rejecting the feminine.  This view contrasts to gendered pre-Reformation grief in which mourning is a female group activity as the mourners are prone to rip their clothes and hair in a mourning frenzy, reminiscent of the followers of Dionysus in Greek legend, the Maenads (15-48).  However, whilst iconoclasm did occur widely throughout England, we still do see evidence of gendered mourning, for example in Shakespeare’s early History play cycles, in particular Richard III as explored by Katherine Goodland (135-154).  This official rejection of the Virgin, however, does reflect in part the overall change in attitudes towards death, as now the dying person is denied Mary in their hour of need, instead having to rely on inner strength and meditating on the Passion to help overcome the deathbed struggle, leaving the responsibility for facing the end within the limits of their own psyche.




Her ‘Golden Words’: Women and the Deathbed


She obeyed the commandment of the Apostle, who biddeth women to bee silent, and to learne of their husbaudes at home.  She would suffer no disorder or abuse in her house [… ] (Phillip Stubbes, A Chrystal Glasse for Christian Women A2v ).


From the outset it is apparent to the reader that Katherine Stubbes represents a shining example of a good Protestant death in the eyes of both her husband, and the ideology he represents.  Phillip Stubbes, known often for his virulent Protestant pamphlets, wrote A Chrystal Glasse for Christian Women to illustrate to the public the exemplary nature of his wife’s conduct and because he thought it his duty ‘to publish this rare and wonderfull example of the virtuous life, and Christian death of Misstresse Katherine Stubbes’ (A2v).  Despite the apparent simplicity of his statement regarding the function of this text, A Chrystal Glasse is a much more complex discourse, revealed in the above quotation I chose to open this section with – the contradiction of the woman ‘bidden ‘to bee silent’ and who obeys ‘the commandment of the Apostle’ as well as her husband, yet who asserts herself and ‘would suffer no disorder or abuse in her house’ (A2v ).  This textual paradox, the conundrum of the silent woman who demands order in the home and creates a formidable impression is the focus of this section.  By considering Stubbes’ exemplum of a good Protestant death we will be able to explore both the signifying nature of the deathbed and more specifically the dying woman upon it.
	Phillip Stubbes was a man who took pride in his wife’s attitude and actions. This is immediately apparent to the reader; as on the dedicatory page he outlines the aspects of his wife’s death which allow her to be considered as an exemplum to others, such as her ‘godly life’, the ‘hevenly confession of the Christian faith’ made on her deathbed and the ‘wonderfull combate betwixt Sathan and her Soule’(dedicatory title page).  There is no reference to outside help from the Church, showing this text as an obvious progression from the pre-Reformation ars moriendi with its need for clerical assistance. Instead, Katherine is clearly placed as the chief protagonist in her own death struggle.  The emphasis Phillip shows is on her actions – her statement of faith and her struggle with the Devil, all of which have made her account worthy of re-telling and a suitable narrative for public consumption.  But whose voice are we hearing?  Is it the husband or wife who speaks louder in this text?  Since it is male authored, must we assume that it is only Phillip’s voice speaking?
	Phillip presents his wife as a virtuous and religious young woman during her short life – initially through her good lineage and family, and then through her own actions once she was ‘bestowed […] in marriage to one Maister Phillip Stubbes’ (A2f).  The author is lavish with descriptions of her good deeds.  He notes the commendations she had from all who knew her for her ‘singular wisdom, as also for her modesty, courtesie, gentleness, affability and good government’ (A2v) as well as her learning and delight in the scriptures, so much so that ‘you could seldome or never have come into her house, and have found her without a bible, or some other good booke in her hands’ (A3f ).  She was never heard to lie or speak in anger, fall out with her neighbours, scold, brawl or go out feasting and making merry (if so, only with Phillip) even if her husband was away in London.  This exemplary picture he builds up of her virtuous life is supplemented by her apparent own exhortations, as Stubbes moves effortlessly between first and third person in his narrative, and he adds authenticity to his account by inserting a paraphrase of her ‘golden words’ in a statement of her readiness for death, throughout life:

I have inough in this life, God make mee thankeful, and I knowe I have but a short time to live here, and it standeth me upon to have regard to my salvation in the life to come (A3v). 


Not only is the influence of the post-Reformation ars moriendi tradition clear in this text – seen partly through her self-awareness, preparation and vigilance – but it also exemplifies the convention. It is an influence we see in the very title of the piece revealing the reflective quality of Katherine as a perfect model of Protestantism; she is an example of virtuous behaviour to admire and imitate.  This is surely less a defence against the terror of unexpected death so greatly feared, than a demonstration of Katherine’s salvation.  Ralph Houlbrooke suggests how ‘the faith of the dying individual […] now assumed over-riding importance’ on the post-Reformation deathbed; predestination meant that each individual’s soul now already belonged to the ranks of either the elect or the damned, ‘yet it might only be in the last hour that his grace manifested itself in moving a sinner to repentance’ (‘Puritan’ 154).  The final deathbed behaviour is paramount as effectively this will be the performance of Katherine’s life.  She has, after all, been preparing for it in all her years on earth. 
The description of this good life is a prerequisite of her good death and an indication of her salvation as one of the elect.  Indeed, she had, according to her husband’s narrative, a sense or forewarning of her own death after the conception of their child.  Phillip Stubbes recounts how she told her family and friends that ‘she should never beare more children:  that, this child should be her death, and that she should live but to bring that child into the world’, which he sees as no doubt being revealed to her by the spirit of God, ‘for according to her prophecie so it came to passe’ A3v ).  Death or a foreknowledge of death is not only linked to the feminine here, but to Eros; procreation and childbirth as noted earlier, are placed at the interstices of Eros and Thanatos.
	We see this same prediction of death in Bulstrode Whitelocke’s diary as he recounts the death of his mother in 1630 when he was twenty-six years old at the family home, Fawley Court.  She speaks to her son of a ‘prophetick sense of her neer approaching death’ and her happiness ‘to be dissolved & to be with Christ’ and she walks around the garden for one last time, confident that she shall never see it again.  At supper, she says ‘nothing to her husband of her expectation of death butt dranke to all her children’ before taking to her chamber early.  Here, she departs slightly from the typical Protestant deathbed scene, as she chooses to die alone in prayer, revealed by the maid who ‘affirmed that she heard her often in the night praying’ (62) and by the fact that in death, she is found with her hands folded as if in prayer.  Nevertheless, she does leave good advice for her family in the form of ‘a paper written by her a little time before to take leave of her husband and children & to desire him to pay some small debts which she owed, & by many speeches to her son & others, which were the more called to mind uppon her death which they presaged’ (62).  In her discussion of the mediaeval Lazarus play cycles Katharine Goodland notes how female mourning is inherently connected to premonition; that these ‘prophetic utterances embrace the belief that the woman’s psyche is intimately connected to the life-cycle of the universe’ (41).  We are reminded of Berry’s suggestion of the importance of organic cycles when considering the trope of women and death (18), an understanding of the natural progression towards dissolution, a special knowledge of the workings of Fate such as that possessed by the Moraie  in Greek literature and mythology, feminine figures who spin and cut the threads of life.  The connection of women and of deathly matters is evidently a well established theme, not only in the early modern period.  
	A certain sense of autonomy can be seen in women’s last requests.  An early modern woman’s options in will-making were severely limited, as technically all her possessions belonged to her husband so she had nothing to bequeath unless a spinster or a widow so the final statement or piece of advice has an additional importance and weight in the deathbed scene.  Bulstrode Whitelocke’s account does not conform to the conventional Protestant death with all the family present and a public exhortation of faith and advice; but we do see such a scene in Phillip Stubbes’ account of Katherine’s death.  Katherine’s mental coherence is a fact which is pressed firmly on the reader, even during the pains of her illness.  Stubbes tell us that:

during all which time, she was never seene, nor perceyued to sleepe one houre together, neither night nor day, and yet the Lord kept her (which was miraculous) in her perfect understanding, sense, and memorie, to the last breath, praised be his holy name therefore (A3v).  

Delirium was greatly feared on the deathbed both pre and post-Reformation.  Hallucinations, fevers and loss of mental faculties prevented confession or a final expression of faith whilst also leaving the body open to possession and revealing it as marked by the Devil.  The deathbed account of another Protestant woman, Katherine Brettergh, was greatly complicated by her bad death, sans mentis, in 1601.  After her demise, Deaths advantage little regarded and the soules solace against sorrow, a book of the funeral sermons given at her burial, was published, with an account of her deathbed experience as an appendix.  Deaths advantage is very conscious attempt to try to rewrite Katherine’s death in positive terms despite her delirium.  William Harrison, a member of the Church in Lancaster and author of the first sermon in the collection, affirms to the reader that the ‘divell doth most tempt the best’ (57) and explains that those who led a good life but die a bad death need not necessarily cause suspicion, as infirmity may arise from the weakness of the flesh.  Death, as the performance of a whole lifetime, is clearly invested in grave importance, so much so that it becomes subject to power struggles and rewrites.  I will explore Katherine Brettergh’s bad death in closer detail in chapter three in relation to memorial and the changes the Reformation brought to established ways of remembering.
	To return to Stubbes, Patricia Phillipy points out that we never truly hear Katherine’s voice in A Chrystal Glasse for Christian Women as her speech is always represented by her husband.  This suggests, says Phillipy,  that any dialogism in the text is contained within Phillip’s voice (81).  This seems debatable.  It is true we cannot escape from the fact that this is a male-authored text.  Phillip Stubbes gives weight to the exemplum by telling the reader in the dedicatory and on the title page that his wife’s ‘golden words’ have been ‘set downe word for word, as she spake it, as nere as could be gathered’, simultaneously giving his account authority by its authenticity due to his place at the deathbed as witness, and leaving himself a healthy margin for error, incorrect recall or misinformation.  He shows her as ready for death through her daily meditations, her rejection of earthly things, ‘in regard whereof, she was willing to forsake her selfe, her husband, her childe and all the world besides’ (A4v) and in her readiness to set her issues in order.  After creating this typical Protestant deathbed scene, Stubbes then gives his wife a voice or allows her to speak in the first person in what he terms her ‘golden sentences’ (A4f ), something which was lacking from Bulstrode Whitelocke’s diary.  
	Katherine expresses her desire to be with God, her readiness to leave this world with gentle expressions to herself such as ‘I desire to be dissolved, and to bee with Christ’ and also louder, more public expressions of her fervour for release, ‘Oh my good God, why not now, oh my good God, I am readie for theee […] Oh send thy messenger death […] to deliver my soule out of prison, for my body is nothing else but a stinking prison to my soule’ (A4f).  She also falls often into a trance-like state or slumber, in which she murmurs similar phrases or experiences visions of heavenly sights.  
	She both rejects earthly things, including her family, and gives her advice to those at the bedside.  We see her calling her baby to her, before kissing it, and asking that God bless the child and make him ‘an heire of the kingdom of heaven’(A4v) before expressing her deathbed advice to her husband.  She tells him:

beloved husband, I bequeath this my child unto you, hee is no longer mine, hee is the Lordes and yours, I forsake him, you and all the worlde, yea and mine own selfe […] And I pray you sweet husband bring up this childe in good letters, in learning and discipline, and above all things, see that he be brought up and instructed in the exercise of true religion (A4v).


Denied the option of an official will and bequest, Katherine instead simply affirms her detachment from the world in face of death, and asks that her child be brought up with an education and in a manner befitting their religion.  Her detachment from earthly things is then illustrated in a very visual, if not slightly surprising way with her sudden virulent rejection of the family dog, which according to her husband she had loved well in life but on her deathbed she suddenly pushes away and cannot bear to look at again.  She explains that she and her husband have sinned by accepting the dog into their bed when they would have been unhappy to accept a Christian into the household in a similar way. 
	Katherine is now revealed as prepared for death, and her final confession of faith – rather than the Catholic way of confession of sin – is in the first person and extended over a number of pages.  She reveals a highly competent knowledge of religious matters such as the makeup of the Church, predestination, the loss of Purgatory, Biblical knowledge and current religious debate, for example the argument against transubstantiation– if we are to accept that this knowledge is hers rather than her husband’s.  The battle with Satan is brief and victorious, and won by her merits alone (or God’s) rather than through the Catholic notion of intercession.  She reveals she now sees beautiful visions of angels ready to guide her, and her last words to her husband before she falls into a ecstatic swoon are ones of command, telling him what psalms should be sung at her funeral and instructing him not to mourn her.
	It surely is on issues such as these – admonishments and commands to Phillip - that fissures in the text open, allowing us to glimpse the paradoxical nature of this pious biography.  From the outset, we view the text with a double vision, as we read Katherine’s experiences and words through those of her husband.  The exemplary nature of her death, unlike Katherine Brettergh’s, and the weight Phillip Stubbes places on her experiences set her up as a paradigm, not only of a proper pious death, but as an example of femininity to be copied by religious women throughout the land.  This is reflected in the publication of this account - the text’s replication indicates the hopeful multiplication of Katherine’s exemplary behaviour in domestic terms in households across early modern England, or as Patricia Phillipy argues, ‘the text’s popularity (it appeared in thirty-four editions between 1591 and 1700) attests not to Katherine’s dialogic resistance to patriarchy, but to her effective exemplarity within it’ (81).
	Katherine is further presented as a virtuoso of feminine behaviour in the very title of the piece.  Stubbes calls his eulogy A Chrystal Glasse, clearly setting his wife up as a reflective surface in which others can see this shining exemplum, and hopefully also if not their own self, then their desired and ideal self.  In explaining how his wife was ‘a myrrour of womanhood, and now being dead, is a perfect patterne of true Christianitie’ (A2f), he installs her with as much if not more value dead than living due to the ability death has given her to spread the example of her pious behaviour through print.  Death adds gravity to her power as a role model, as well as enhancing his own reputation; Katherine also reflects her husband’s own shining exemplum – as master of his own house and husband to a virtuous wife.  Patricia Phillipy agrees with this reading, arguing that:

certainly insofar as Katherine’s virtues reflect Phillip’s sound household government, the memorial extols its author’s accomplishments more roundly and reliably than it does his wife’s (89).
	
More so, the creation of two shining exempla offers us an uncanny doubling.  Both are represented as outstanding citizens and models of Protestant virtue.  Katherine is created for us through language, whilst this language conversely points to what is not in the text; Phillips’s exceptional exemplum.  It is the arena of death which enables this, which adds weight to our reading of this uncanny doubling and it is not without irony that on one level it is Phillip who is absent from the text.  With the focus on his wife, the reader builds Phillip up through incidents related to us regarding their life and her conduct, and also through gaps, such as her admonitions of his behaviour.  We also see a certain merging here, as Phillip, through his textual absence, becomes associated with the Other, whereas Katherine, although created through language, also points to Otherness, through her physical absence through death, through the workings of signification and through  femininity itself.  
So where does the true voice of the text lie?  Is it just Phillip’s we hear?  Phillip Stubbes’ control and success in running his own household is certainly one of the readings we do gain from the text.  But does this indicate that the authorship and control lies exclusively with the husband, and that there cannot be any dialogism within the text, as Phillippy argues?  A Chrystal Glasse is an example of a successful, didactic text, giving advice and instruction in the befitting manner for the post-Reformation deathbed scene.  Nevertheless, it seems that there is still a space for Katherine’s voice within the confines of Stubbes’ narrative, despite the fact that her words are written by Stubbes, either in paraphrase or direct quotation.  After all, not only have her words been invested with enough importance for her husband to recount them, but certain events and stories within the text point to presence of Katherine within its confines, allowing a certain amount of space for the reader to hear her voice and to gain a sense of her character and personality.
	I mentioned Katherine’s strange reaction to her puppy above.  I term this reaction so, not in essence as she was on her deathbed and no doubt subject to whims which perhaps can be seen as indicative of her true character, but strange as to its inclusion in Stubbes’ account.  It sits uneasily next to her exhortations of faith and patient suffering – the sudden mention of the dog seems almost unfitting and perplexing.  Phillippy also finds the puppy remarkable due to its inclusion, specifically as Katherine not only rejects her pet but rebukes her husband (as well as herself) for indulging the animal (92-3).  What becomes apparent in such a textual incident are primarily two issues; how Katherine, despite her obedience to the scriptures and the ideological belief that a woman should be silent and subservient, was a fairly forceful character in life, and also how her husband has chosen to narrate this incident, despite his castigation within it.  Issues such as these bring authenticity to the whole text – including Katherine’s spoken words.  
	This suggests a form of complicity between husband and wife, the continuation of a form of dialogic discourse within the text.  Kate Aughterson views the text as highly dialogic and sees a large gap in A Chrystal Glasse between Phillip Stubbes’ ‘ideally modelled woman and his actual description of her public actions’ (3) which she views as symptomatic of a subversive or rebellious discourse on behalf of Katherine against dominant patriarchal society which is represented by her husband.  She refers to other incidents in the text, such as Katherine’s outspokenness against Catholics and atheists to support this argument, yet Phillip Stubbes is content to leave in the incident with the puppy as well as his wife’s forceful views and admonishments of him, rather than editing it out in a gesture of ultimate control.  It does not seem possible to present Katherine as a figurehead for a subversive and rebellious feminine voice, when it becomes evident that Stubbes is happy to allow such elements to remain in the text, in fact it suggests a certain amount of pride in her and her viewpoint and words.  It is the power of the deathbed space which allows Katherine her influence as symbol; the potency of the dying woman whose image is infused with a high degree of cultural influence.  In the same way that the sight/site of the dying Desdemona causes a sudden hiatus in the play’s narrative, so does the image of Katherine, preparing for her final battle in the magical space of the deathbed, create a notable impact on the writer and reader. 
	This idea of the potency of the deathbed space is explored by other critics.  Despite denying the possibility of any dialogism within the text, Phillippy agrees with the idea of complicity between author and subject as the text ultimately supports the social structures which created and contain it; but it allows a space for self-creation in gendered terms.  She denies the possibility of subversion, but at the same time posits the text as constituting a space where women can temporarily assume power granted by license, therefore short-lived and revocable – indeed she seems to be suggesting a form of contained subversion through gender reversal, a symptom of the carnivalesque.  ‘Licensed by death, these women engage in final acts that rewrite gender in the household’, Phillippy argues, and she suggests the gender reversal can be revealed in the fact that Katherine’s words are given weight above Phillip’s own, and also as she takes on the aspect of the active speaking role, and he becomes scribe and attendant (107).  She goes on to argue that ‘the deathbed is not a gender-neutral space, but a stage on which sex is constructed and performed’ (96) which certainly can be seen through the deathbed practices discussed earlier, as well as Katherine’s strong voice within A Chrystal Glasse, as women are given a chance to take on typically masculine traits such as having control over their dying scene, and offering advice, whilst the dying man must be patient in the face of suffering and pain.  These are temporary states, granted by the space of death and licensed.  The popularity of published accounts of such pious biographies attest to this, indicating to some degree the ways in which society views them and the attitudes expressed as acceptable behaviour to be imitated.  Mary Ellen Lamb in her discussion of the Countess of Pembroke’s translations of such male authors as Petrach and Mornay concurs with the problematic aspect of this. She argues that:






We are again seeing the opportunity death allows for established gender roles to be subverted, for women to act like men and men act like women, if only for a short time.   But of course, men and women still retain their own gender’s stereotypical trappings of performance, perhaps suggesting more gender play than total reversal as there is an amalgamation of roles, doubled on top of each other within the pages of the text.  
We can also see this doubling in the writing process.  In Stubbes’ narration, he is both subject and object within the text, as is his wife.  Stubbes places himself as the ‘I,’ the authorial voice and Katherine as subject; however, Katherine is also the narrator through her golden words, which in turn positions Phillip as object.  This intermingling of roles and identity is reflected in the playing with traditional gender roles which death allows.  It brings us to a collapsing of boundaries, as the clear lines of identity are blurred and doubled.  To write Katherine back into existence helps negate the power of death and a fear of collapsing borders, yet it also points to what is not there – the woman.  And to write her also conversely reveals this intermingling of identity, at odds with a fight against oblivion and attempt to assert a sense of self.

The lover is a narcissist with an object […] As far as he is concerned, there is an idealizable other who returns his own ideal image (that is the narcissistic moment), but he is nevertheless an other.  It is essential for the lover to maintain the existence of that ideal other and to be able to imagine himself similar, merging with him, and even indistinguishable from him (Tales of Love 33).

Julia Kristeva argues this when discussing Freud’s ideas about narcissism and the ego set out initially in his paper ‘On Narcissism’ (1913) and later adapted in his revision of his theory of the mind in ‘The Ego and the Id’ (1923).  We can see these ideas in Stubbes’ text.  Katherine is the idealised Other, who conversely both narcissistically conforms her author’s existence and negates it, by pointing to a collapse of borders, gender play, what is absent and death.  But more than this, Stubbes’ careful recreation of his dead wife through language points to her importance.  His words re-create her, building her presence and physicality back into print and thus the world.  His writing is an act of love.  This may be partly a narcissistic love, one that operates at the interstices of desire and death, but it is love nonetheless.

  
‘New Married and New Widowed’: Feminine Endings and the Uncanny in  A Woman Killed with Kindness


	When the shamed and reinstated wife of Heywood’s play announces in the penultimate act that she will ‘now to [her] deathbed’ (16.100), the audience discovers that it will finally be allowed to see what has so far been denied them - a furtive glimpse into the inner sanctum of the bedchamber as the private nature of marriage is opened up to the inquiring eye of the community.  This privacy is a new concept for an early modern audience; a combination of emerging subjectivity and ‘the rise of the companionate and sexually bonded marriage’ (Stone 223) meant that new notions of private and public were still being established.  When we gain a glimpse into the interiority of this particular marriage,  A Woman Killed with Kindness (1603) leaves us with two prominent images just as with Katherine Stubbes; Anne dying in her bed in this inner sanctum and her ‘marble tomb’ (17.138) engraved with her husband’s epitaph, bestowing a final interpretation to her life and actions.  This section is concerned with that first image; the dying woman, her potency and what readings we may take from her. 
	A Woman Killed with Kindness is a play which presents the audience manifold contractions and oppositions, at the heart of which is the questionable nature of Anne’s death.  It is also a work which sits easily in the genre of domestic drama alongside plays such as the anonymous Arden of Faversham (1592).  The Revels Series places A Woman Killed with Kindness as a play ‘on women’, again with Arden but also with Middleton and Dekker’s The Roaring Girl (c. 1607) and Middleton’s A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (c. 1613).  This is no surprise; due to the label of domestic genre we can expect concerns connected to gender to be at the forefront of such plays, for example, issues such as femininity, marriage, sex and the nature of desire.  As we will see, contradictions encompass Heywood’s play from start to finish, from the marriage to the grave; from desire to death.
	As in A Streetcar Named Desire, where Blanche Dubois tells the audience that, ‘death […] the opposite is desire’ (Williams 206, scene 9), this fundamental juxtaposition propels the action of Heywood’s play from the first to last lines uttered.  In the opening act we are privy to a scene of celebration as the wedding dance of Mistress Anne and Master John Frankford is in full swing, Anne’s brother wondering if anyone will ‘lead the bride a dance’ (1.1). The answer is two-fold, from Sir Charles and also Wendoll, the instrument of Anne’s dark fate, and this response combines both punning and the eventual destiny of all men – ‘the dance every man must dance’ (1.4) - led by the grinning skeleton of death.  We have already noted how the skull is a common emblem in Renaissance iconography, ‘a familiar refrain of Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedy’ (Mackenzie 126) and its heritage leads directly back to the mediaeval danse macabre (Llewellyn, The Art of Death 19).  This visual representation of ‘a coherent development of the dance of death topos within the dramatic framework of a given play’ (Mackenzie 126) is something we often see onstage in the Protestant era, whether in its vivid representation in the dance of the madmen in The Duchess of Malfi or the verbal reference already mentioned in Heywood’s play.  It is a ‘potent source of literary and theatrical imagery […] that lent itself most easily to appropriation by playwrights’ (Neill, Issues 43).  In A Woman Killed with Kindness, we already know that Anne is doomed.  Meanings converge and are doubled as the wedding sheets become the funeral shroud and Anne becomes a corpse bride, susceptible to decay as we see mirrored in the fast decline of her integrity when faced with the temptation of Wendoll.  This path is brought to its inevitable conclusion as in the final moments of the play Anne accepts death with a renewal of her nuptial vows, leaving her husband ‘new married and new widowed’ (17.123).  It is a highly discussed point that Frankford coldly and cruelly waits until Anne is so far from life to ‘restore’ (17.116) her back to her official position as wife within the community.  Jennifer Panek contextualises the play by considering contemporary marriage guides, and reaches the conclusion that the play is ‘an exemplum of how not to treat a repentant adulteress’ (363), casting Frankford’s actions in a negative light.  Rick Bowers argues that trying to find answers by attempting to fit such grand notions as justice and tragedy to the text causes it to lose meaning – we need to consider the play on a smaller scale as a narrative about the lives of everyday people.  But Frankford’s delay in forgiveness is a recognition that acceptance of death is the only way Anne can regain her good name and status.  As already noted, death is our last image we are left with – the deathbed and the memorial grave.  But we know how it will end from that first pun combining death and desire in the opening lines; from the doubling of the marriage/death bed we already know that ‘her future is mapped out for her’ (Williams 191; scene 7). 
	The marriage/death bed then is a conundrum, a puzzle, a locus where meanings multiple and thus lose singularity.  This plurality in itself brings us back to the feminine, signifying to us that the marriage/death bed is inextricably connected with gender.  This is not so unusual.  ‘Women and death’ (6) is a well worn trope, Philippa Berry argues in her work on feminist theory and tragedy; and the paradox of this association is predominantly illustrated in performance by the use of wordplay and punning.  We have already seen this in A Woman Killed with Kindness where wordplay at the outset has revealed the duplicity of language, a doubling of denotations which emphasises a surplus of meanings and open female bodily endings.
	Berry also suggests the importance of natural organic life cycles in the question of women and death; she sees the emphasis as being on the route rather than the ending – as putrefaction and decay are both natural processes with a debt to alchemy, carnival and festivity (18).  Festivity has often been connected with the feminine and with comedy; we have already noted the temporary power of licence granted those on the deathbed.  Julia Kristeva expands Bakhtin’s notions of heteroglossia and dialogism in Desire in Language, whilst François Laroque notes that the ‘great value of festivity is that it ushers in a different kind of time whose limits are set in advance and which stands out against the background of everyday life’ (235).  We see this throughout Laroque’s study in his exploration between the opposition and balance of festival and everyday time – a calendar of older pagan festivals existing alongside the secular - a kind of ghostly doubling of time.  Private festivity is often represented dramatically by ‘two opposite aspects’ of ‘weddings and funerals’ (236).  Laroque argues that in comedies dramatic tension is dictated by the binary opposition of the marriage and burial with these events occurring at the outset and culmination, the main action of the play leaving the audience questioning whether the outcome will be tragic or comic (235-7).  However with tragedies the gap between the marriage and funeral is much shorter, the time frame quicker, so that ‘the funeral baked meats / Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables’ (Ham. 1.2.179-80).  The small length of this gap is magnified even more in Heywood’s play, where wordplay and the heaping of meanings and images upon each other shortens time into an instant where marriage and death are combined within the first five lines of the action, not including the Prologue.  The sight of Anne in her marriage/death bed is one we have been preparing for from the beginning. 
 This bed, Bettie-Anne Doebler argues, is one of the major symbols of the early modern period along with the skull and skeleton (38-44); and we see clearly that the bed is this play’s focus.  It is an iconic image which haunts us from the opening pun, throughout the doomed action, until the unveiling of the deathbed and beyond in our imaginations, connecting death and desire as does Doebler in her paradigmatic choices of available symbols in her argument.  The dramatic irony that the bed as site of extra marital betrayal is shielded from our eyes is not lost on the audience; however, we acknowledge that this scene is largely unstageable and remains to be viewed solely by Frankford (Richardson 170).  The very public nature of the final deathbed scene is a form of ‘tableau’ (Richardson 170); it is that moment of narrative hiatus or a dramatic representation of an ars moriendi woodcut that jostles in direct opposition with the secrecy of betrayal behind closed doors. 
	The bed had been growing in importance in this historical period.  Recent changes in ways of living and dying had recast domestic life and all its trappings.  We see a move from the open spaces of mediaeval living with its large communal halls to the private closed interiors more familiar to us, as the concept of the household and family gained momentum.  Household goods themselves begin to signify in different and more complex ways, through the ritualised writing of wills and the bequeathing systems as items are left to friends and family to be carriers of tradition, memory and personal ideology.  Value is carried down through generations, objects functioning in a metonymic relationship within the whole of the community as single possessions stood in for the whole bequest and for the wishes of past generations.  In his consideration of the meanings of domestic space, Gaston Bachelard too notes how it is within the home that a great many of our memories are housed, and the more elaborate the structure is, the more nooks and crannies, the more ‘our memories have refuges that are all the more clearly delineated’ so that all our lives, we turn back to them in our daydreams.  He calls this a ‘simple localization of our memories’ (8).  And, unsurprisingly, it was the bed which was most important and valuable within these early modern domestic spaces, usually listed first in inventories - the ever signifying bed with its memories of conception, birth and death, a form of dynastic marker (Belsey, Shakespeare and the Loss of Eden 63).  Marriage and death were the moments of family life at which these ‘transmissions of familial identity and emotional connections to the dead’ were most likely to take place (Richardson 71; 68-71).  
	So we are brought back once again to death and desire, the bed as memory marker of present and past generations, most certainly a prized and expensive possession bearing the marks of life and death.  It is a refuge of civility, a symbol of morality (hence the audience’s denial of the sight of Anne’s adultery) and even more, perhaps a vestige of mediaevalism representing the soul due to its central position in the composition of the series of ars moriendi woodcuts (Comensoli 83).  
The bed and bedchamber also denotes danger.  In her discussion of marriage and family values, Catherine Belsey explores domestic objects and furniture, specifically ones connected to a marital union, such as chests and beds, examining John Dorrington’s four-poster bed at the Ancient High House at Stafford.  This bed has free-standing figures at the headrest on each side: Adam and Eve, with the trees of Life and Knowledge between them, complete with the snake.  It is clear that Adam, certainly, is already fallen, holding a bitten apple with a skull beneath his feet (Loss 63).  This cultural artefact encompasses the inevitable link between death and desire, but also for Belsey, the duplicity of the signifying practice – the impossibility of invoking paradise without also alluding to its opposite meaning, loss and the Fall.  Marriage furniture connected to the Fall is inevitable and commonplace; marriage inhabits a contradictory space as it is both a remedy for desire and an institution which in its cure for the dangers of desire, simultaneously repairs and reaffirms the original loss.  It attempts to ‘bring desire in from the cold’ thus making it safe in an officially sanctioned ceremony, but also cannot escape the fact that ‘paradise is always lost, and the loss is part of the meaning of the word’ (Loss 74-82; 81; 75).  To be married is to acknowledge that paradise is truly lost.  The bed’s role in this social drama is clear; it is repository of conflicting and dialectical ideas centring on married life, desire, and of course, death.  It becomes apparent that the bed signifies on many levels as an important and potent cultural artefact.
On the stage the bed also carried a weight of significations and often took a central position, as we see in Heywood’s play.  It was one of the ‘most substantial theatrical properties of the professional theatres’ used repeatedly in drama – often tragedy, but also in comedies and history plays.  The staging of such highly charged bed scenes forced the audience to look on private and personal matters, and also on the bodies of the actors. These scenes ‘foregrounded the body: the body which is either literally or symbolically about to be exposed’ (Jones and Stallybrass 208).
William Engel suggests that the ‘theatre was above all’ suited to stage such emblems due to its very nature of representation.  As mentioned earlier, he specifically uses the tradition of the dumb-show and play-within-the play to illustrate this concept, explaining how ‘the emblem, like a dumb show, contracts recognisable icons into a single frame and imparts a message through multiple means’ (Engel, Death and Drama 52; 47).  Dumb-shows function as a form of tableau vivant, a moment of stillness where time, space and action are momentarily halted within the main action of the play.  They are memory markers, allowing an audience to map and navigate the trajectory of plot from this point, whether forwards or backwards.  In this way the dumb-show in Hamlet shows us in a few instants the action already seen and soon to come: marriage, murder, new love affairs, broken promises, death.  It is a mirror to the recent past and provides a foreshadowing of the future, already set in motion by the ghost’s promptings of revenge. 
We can widen this suggestion specifically on from the dumb show to encompass the whole stage as a mnemonic space, where staged events and tableaux hold the action at bay but at the same time refer to other events, a moment which is heaped and layered with meanings past and future.  In Julius Caesar, this moment is positioned within Brutus’ orchard before dawn, where ‘Between the acting of a dreadful thing /And the first motion, all the interim is / Like a phantasma, or a hideous dream’ (2.1.63).  It is also in the arbour of Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, where the body of Horatio is horrifically displayed for all to see, in what Richard Madelaine terms part of a nexus of dark and vicious places in his exploration of these locations and their relation to sexual transgression on the Renaissance stage (160).  Celia R. Daileader also explores such locations of eroticism and desire, explaining that the ‘intimate stage space is literally a plurality of locations ranging beyond the bedchamber, from bower and sunless spot to closet and tomb’ which ‘connotes both illicit desire and the grave (135).’ 
	I wish to return briefly to the play mentioned at the outset of this chapter, Othello (1604), a play almost exactly contemporary with A Woman Killed with Kindness (1603).  The ‘famous bedchamber scene’ of this tragedy shows the ‘erotic and emblematic dimensions of the bed itself […] the marriage-bed’s being transformed into a death-bed,’ for as Richard Madelaine has argued, dramatists who wished to take the link between death and desire one step further placed scenes crucial to this understanding in the bedchamber itself (171; 170).  Whilst it is clear in Desdemona’s request for her husband to come to bed that she is still thinking of the bedchamber as a space for love and marriage, Othello is already journeying down an altogether darker path.  I would argue, however, that whilst this scene does show confusion in the function of the bed – whether for procreation or dissolution – it is not a transformation from one to the other that the audience is subjected to seeing.  We could say that Desdemona already knows on some level that she is marked out for death and is working within her own pre-scripted tragedy; in act four, scene three, Othello’s command to ‘Get you to bed on th’instant’ is immediately understood in its proper context as whilst Emilia is helping her undress she asks that the bed sheets might ‘shroud’ her and remarks how the ‘song of the willow’ will not leave her mind on this night.  But what then of her rebuttal of her husband’s claim that she is on her deathbed?  She asks for banishment instead, refusing to confess her apparent sins, so forcing Othello to commit murder rather than sacrifice, as did Caesar’s killers.  Perhaps it is the shock of the sudden realisation that causes Desdemona to fight for her life as much as she is able, or perhaps the ominous atmosphere in IV.III serves more for the audience, heightening the dramatic tension and expectation.  Perhaps Desdemona has repressed the knowledge under the false surface belief that the bed can still function as a place for love and marriage rather than as a death bed.   
	Whatever the truth, it becomes clear that the bed is functioning as a ‘localization for our memories’ (Bachelard 8) – it is serving as the nexus for meaning to gather and take shape.  Whilst the memory of sex and marriage forms, an archaic memory of the bed functioning as a place to die and also a future memory converges on the same location.  This is in a sense a doubling of purpose and memory, as the bed multiplies in its significance or as John Kerrigan notes in relation to Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, ‘parts of the stage come to signify points where remembered, unresolved acts occurred’(4).  In A Woman Killed with Kindness, Anne’s bed is where the transition from the world of the living occurs and initially this appears to provide a perfect model of a Protestant way of dying as she actively chooses to accept her own fate through self enforced starvation and make peace with friends and family before her moment of death.
	However, the apparent ease of this transition is not as simple as it first seems.  In fact Heywood’s text is filled with nuances and complications as to the actual nature of Anne’s dying experience.  The text embodies a set of contradictions in which we see the model of the ideal Protestant death diametrically opposed to various surrounding issues: the nature of Anne’s guilt for adultery, the question of redemption and forgiveness and her husband Frankford’s role in her punishment and subsequent death.  
	The large growth in the publication of marriage guidance manuals in early modern England clearly demonstrates an interest in the domestic sphere and private issues of family life.  The actual nature of this interest is still open to debate.  Juliet Dusinberre sees Puritan marriage conduct books as partially liberating, as the nature of marriage moved nearer to a state of equality between genders brought about by raising the status of the union (Dusinberre xiii).  Or perhaps, conversely, the proliferation of such guides suggests a need for containment, a symptom of unease in the relations between the genders.  This set of contradictions is at the heart of A Woman Killed with Kindness, an issue I will explore further with reference to Freudian theory.  
In 1912, Sigmund Freud turned to two Shakespearian plays to explore psychic connections between recurring images from myth and literature in his paper, ‘The Theme of the Three Caskets’.  This short essay uses The Merchant of Venice and King Lear as its starting point for the idea of a choice, specifically a choice between three options – the three caskets from which Portia’s suitors must choose, or Lear’s choice among his three daughters.  Of course the conundrum is that the right choice is what is initially deemed most worthless – plain lead and the silent Cordelia.  This choice among three is something Freud sees echoed throughout myth and literature such as the choice of Paris among three goddesses, or the Prince’s among between Cinderella and her two sisters.  The meaning of this third choice is clear to Freud; the muteness of lead and Cordelia, the pallor of the metal and things hidden, lead us unmistakeably back to that third sister.  However, this time we are reminded of Atropos, one of the three Fates or Moirae of Greek and Roman mythology, who cuts the threads of men’s lives.  The third choice represents death.   
	What we are encountering here of course is reaction-formation, a substitution so that the ‘third of the sisters was no longer Death; she was the fairest, best, most desirable and most lovable of women’ because she was replaced by a ‘wishful opposite’ (520; 521).  Psychologically, it is a way of facing the death instinct, through substitution of beauty for the goddess of death and through buying into the illusion that the choice is still ours to make and made freely.  Freud elaborates:

The free choice between the three sisters is, properly speaking, no free choice, for it must necessarily fall on the third if every kind of evil is not to come about, as it does in King Lear.  The fairest and best of women, who has taken the place of the Death-goddess, has kept certain characteristics that border on the uncanny, so that from them we have been able to guess at what lies beneath (521).

This perverse conundrum is reminiscent of ideas suggested about the nature of desire in marriage and indeed, the duplicity of representation.  It is impossible to invoke either Paradise or innocence without alluding to its exact opposite meaning in the signifying process of language itself, which functions through opposition and absence.  The ‘excess of meaning’ (Belsey, Loss 73-77; 75) in Heywood’s play attests to this duplicity of signification, and it is Anne’s death in her bed and the various issues stemming from this scene which offer a way to explore the play.
As noted above, this third choice of Freud’s has uncanny characteristics.  In discussing the uncanny, Nicholas Royle points out how it is inherently ‘something unhomely at the heart of home’, a foreign body which unsettles time, space and order (1).  This emphasis on the unhomely is something Freud engages with in discussing the etymology of the term “uncanny” itself, that ‘this word heimlich is not unambiguous, but belongs to two sets of ideas, which are not mutually contradictory, but very different from each other – the one relating to what is familiar and comfortable, the other to what is concealed and kept hidden’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 132).  The ambivalence of heimlich in its signification as both “house” and “secret”, that it travels in one direction until it finally coincides with its opposite in itself, embodies the set of contradictions which form the basis of the play.  It is a conflict between stasis and mobility (Dollimore, Death, Desire and Loss in Western Culture 169).
In A Woman Killed with Kindness, Wendoll seems to embody this contradiction; he is the uncanny outsider.  He is already present at the outset of the play at the wedding dance and his presence will have far reaching reverberations.  Wendoll’s arrival into the well established hierarchy is as an outside agent, a foreign body who invades and unravels the threads of domesticity.  We might even term this attack not only as on the life of the family, but also as an assault on the Body Politic, if we are to believe that the household began to function as a political institution (Stone 202) or ‘a little common-wealth by the good government whereof, Gods glorie may be advaunced’ (Cleaver 13).  It does appear initially that Wendoll does not only attack the household, but seamlessly integrates himself, to the extent that he takes on the role of husband and lover of the lady of the house, duplicating Frankford’s character, replicating and doubling. 
	It is the beginnings of their affair that I wish to turn to at this point to further explore the nature and meanings of Wendoll.  This perhaps proves one of the most fascinating aspects of A Woman Killed with Kindness, but one which has concerned other critics.  Roberta Barker argues that it is hard for an audience to identify with Anne, and although occasionally Heywood seems to suggest there may be a discernable identity for her, this is unfulfilled due to masculine ideologies (166-78).  It is true that from the text alone there is no obvious indication of Anne’s future infidelity from her actions or words.  It almost seems as if she is only awakened to the concept of an extra-marital affair once Wendoll raises the subject himself.  However, the clues do lie in the language.  We have already noted how Wendoll’s first lines in the play bring into sharp focus not only the path that Anne will take, but the inevitable juxtaposition of the wedding and deathbed:     

	Sir Charles:	Yes, would she dance ‘The Shaking of the Sheets’;
			But that’s the dance her husband means to lead her.
	Wendoll:	That’s not the dance that every man must dance,
			According to the ballad.
							(1.2-5)         

We are immediately given a foreshadowing of how Anne and Wendoll’s sexual affair will culminate, as the purpose and nature of the bed doubles in meaning.  Sir Charles’ bawdy comment about the wedding night is transmuted into a reminder of ‘the dance that every man must dance’ – the danse macabre – even in the midst of the wedding festivities, and we see the alignment of one type of bed with another far more final one.  Wendoll is not only an outsider, a foreigner, but he represents the presence of the unheimlich in the play, as ‘the uncanny harbinger of death’ (Freud ‘The Uncanny’ 142).
Not only does he infect the household as a foreign body but his very language draws to the forefront the idea of doubling - of furniture, ideas or props, and so forth until the bed itself is doubled to encompass marriage and death.  These two beds occupy the same place as if shadows resting on top of each other, a motif we are to see persistently in early modern drama as areas on the stage become invested with meaning and ghosts of meaning.  This short dialogue also doubles the action of the play in a further way; not only are the beds from different stages in life pressed together, but as mentioned earlier, the audience is alerted to the ending of the play in the very first lines.  We watch the opening conscious of the weight of the unavoidable ending; we see the deathbed scene already reflected in the wedding celebration.
	The doubling of the bed is reminiscent of the memorial practice of using transi tombs to house the dead, a sculptural three-dimensional manifestation of the body of the deceased in varying states of decomposition and appearance popularised in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries in Northern Europe.  These were in contrast to the ‘silences of the decorous medieval effigial tomb’ with its tasteful simulacrum of the deceased – surely a representation of a Bakhtinian closed body.  Transi tombs instead showed this body in decay and putrefaction as well.  So the sculpture reveals the dead body doubled; a bunk bed effect with the complete, sealed body on top, dressed in clothes speaking of its status when living, whilst the mouldering body resides below – perhaps with worms graphically crawling through the bones (Binksi 151; 139-152). This second body corresponds to the lower mode of carnivalesque, open to the world around it.  Philip Morgan sees this interest in the macabre and morbidity as resulting from the Black Death, suggesting how the transi or cadaver tomb shows ‘both an emphasis upon the grim reality of death and the fearful warning that death and reckoning comes to all’ (120).
	This doubling in the play raises the question of Anne’s autonomy.  Wendoll might represent the dangerous power of the outsider and offer us a glimpse, mirror-like, into the forthcoming action; but what about Anne?  Is her fate unavoidable? To what extent is she a willing victim and complicit in her path?  Or is she simply powerless in the face of an inescapable action set into motion from the opening words?
	At the outset, Anne is depicted and described in terms of property by the male characters discussing her.  Sir Francis corrects himself and asks Frankford’s leave to dance with his sister, rather than her own permission, and Sir Charles admires the fact that Anne is ‘So qualified and with such ornaments / Both of the mind and body’ (I.14-15).  Anne also defines herself in similar terms.  Talking about her husband, she explains that:

	His sweet content is like a flattering glass,
	To make my face seem fairer to mine eye;
	But the least wrinkle from his stormy brow




Frankford is held up as a mirror from which Anne can be reflected – her appearance is determinate upon his countenance, in the same way that her worth as a wife is denoted by the other characters in terms of possession and property and their decision upon its correct worth, revealing attitudes we would expect to find regarding women and ownership from a text of this period.  It is similar to how Phillip Stubbes is revealed to the world as a good and righteous husband when his wife is reflected out through the pages of the text, showing his positive character traits through her own.
	However, there are elements in direct tension with this idea of Anne as passive property.  Despite the male characters’ references to Anne as an ornament or type of bauble, she refuses to accept this denotation and remain simply as a decoration, but interacts within the scene, taking control of the dialogue when the assorted men discuss her virtues and praise her, by asking them not to consider her ‘imperfect beauty’ (1.30).  Instead she draws attention to her position as a wife, and indicates strongly that she prefers to draw her definition from her husband, rather than anyone else.  We are further asked to reconsider a view of Anne as only a possession by Sir Charles’ observations as to the couple’s marriage.  Whilst he maintains Anne is like a type of glittery jewel, he also asserts that she is:

			[…] no chain
	To tie your neck and curb you to the yoke,
	But she’s a chain of gold to adorn your neck.
	You both adorn each other, and your hands
	Methinks are matches.  There’s equality
	In this fair combination; you are both scholars,
	Both young, both being descended nobly.




Their relationship here is defined in terms of balance and equality, like the ‘two better hemispheres’ (60) of the union that John Donne refers to in various terms in his ‘Songs and Sonnets’ poems.  That we can view Anne and her self-identity in conflicting ways is no surprise.  This duplicity is mirrored in the whole text, especially in relation to the deathbed scene and its role as the starting point of Anne’s affair.
  	I have already mentioned the shock of Anne’s adulterous relationship with Wendoll as there seems to be no obvious motive for her deceit; she appears dedicated to her husband and verbalises no desire to begin an affair.  It almost seems she only takes action and begins her deathly course when Wendoll expresses his desires.  Is she truly powerless to react in any other way to his appetites?  We see Wendoll’s reasoning as to his actions from the outset, in fact, we learn that this is something which has been weighing on his mind for some time, as he appears already deep in thought about the issue:

	I am such a villain if I apprehend
	But such a thought; then to attempt the deed – 




For Wendoll it becomes apparent that he views his path as already decided – fated even, and himself as one of the damned due to his infatuation with Anne.  It is perhaps somewhat ironic that it is Anne who suffers death, whereas Wendoll suffers a partially self-enforced banishment.  However, even the seriousness of this is somewhat lightened – Wendoll muses that although he will ‘wander like a Cain / In foreign countries and remoted climes’ where his infamous nature will not be known, he intends to come back to the scene of his misdemeanour, hoping that he ‘may in court be raised’ (16).  He will return phoenix-like, better educated and under patronage as a member of the court after the humiliation in the aftermath of the affair.  For Anne, however there seems to be only one path which leads to her deathbed and as such, it is frustrating that we cannot gain a true sense as to why she began her affair with Wendoll, nor does she express any logical motivation for her actions.  This is something which she herself affirms when Frankford questions her, searching for a reason:

	Frankford.  		[…] Was it for want
			Thou played’st the strumpet?  Was thou not supplied
			With every pleasure, fashion, and new toy – 
			Nay, even beyond my calling?
	Anne.  		I was.  […]
	Frankford.	[…]  Did I not lodge thee in my bosom?




It is almost as if she has become inextricably entangled in Wendoll’s scheme simply by his willing it, or that once he verbalises his desire she has no choice but to answer it; the force of his conviction and desire for her has carried her along like a wave.  The play also dramatises a clear picture of the sexual mores of the period; the double standard that communicates what is an ‘inescapable’ message according to Ronald Huebert – that ‘for the man, adultery is a fault that can be mended; for the woman the damage is permanent, the loss beyond repair’ (86).                                                     
The servant, Nicholas, certainly believes in an outside influence to account for Anne’s fall from grace and identifies the moment Wendoll ‘came miching first into our house’ (7.177) as the source of her corruption: the destabilisation of the foreigner or outsider.  In writing about the position of servants in the household hierarchy, be they in uncertain positions like Wendoll or ones more secure like that of Nicholas, Wendy Wall argues that:  

these plays highlight the threat posed by servants who sustain the household with their labors and who engage in intimate relationships with the household inhabitants (201). 


	Wendoll’s indeterminate status within the household nucleus brings even greater uncertainties.  Frankford invites him into his home on the basis of his appearance and demeanour which he reveals to Nicholas he has ‘noted, and his carriage / Hath pleased me much by observation’ (4.25-6).  On the basis of this, Frankford asks him to treat his house as his own, which proves highly disagreeable to the established servants, revealing their uncertainty and worry with regards to the position he is to inhabit within the domestic structure, and what effect his inclusion will have on the status quo.  Wall calls this relationship cannibalistic as she cites constant references to edible body parts within the text, and sees the connection between Wendoll and Frankford as one of incorporation, and bodily invasion – Wendoll is assaulting the body politic of Frankford/the household.  From this it naturally follows on that Wendoll behaves with Anne in a similar manner – as Anne is an extension of Frankford and his household.  Could this be construed as the “reasoning” behind Anne’s actions?  Due to her husband’s inclusion of Wendoll and his invitation to treat the home as his own, has he opened up the possibility for this guest to take advantage of the situation?  Wall posits that removing the parasite Wendoll is no easy task, as he has merged with not only the couple, but the whole domestic apparatus, so it comes as no surprise that Anne chooses to starve herself to death, ‘not only to symbolize a necessary denial of appetite and the flesh but also to seal her body from new suspect incorporations’ (Wall 204).  However, to look for reasoning behind Anne’s actions, even if they lie at the feet of her husband, is surely to assume that she has some form of control; Ronald Huebert argues that A Woman Killed with Kindness is an ultimate ‘fantasy of male omnipotence’, that ‘it is creating ideology: the ideology of absolute patriarchy for the ordinary seventeenth-century man’ (91).  In this fantasy, not only does Anne have absolutely no power, she also will take on the role of a less than perfect wife, so to enable her husband to react in the way he does when faced with her adultery, thus reaffirming his control (91-4).
So in these terms, could we argue that Anne’s corruption represents a lack of judgment on Frankford’s behalf, as he issued the invitation to Wendoll to join the private domestic structure?  It is the serving classes of the play, who recognise both the duplicity of Wendoll and prevent Frankford from committing murder when he discovers the liaison, thus avoiding the troubles of Sir Charles, which reveals an inherent distrust of a new type of self-made man, hard to define in terms of traditional hierarchal structures.  Ultimately, there seems no choice but to remove Anne from the family unit of the play, as to let her remain not only undermines Frankford’s authority, but would prove a constant reminder of the ease with which he was infiltrated by an outside force.

‘‘Tis welcome, be it death’: A deathbed of one’s own


	When Anne pleads to her husband to ‘mark not my face / Nor hack me with your sword, but let me go / Perfect and undeformed to my tomb’ (13.98-100), she seems to express an awareness of sin, and a forceful desire to ensure her body is allowed to remain whole, if Frankford does indeed demand her death.  This horror of mutilation reflects not only a fear of the fragmented body but also an attempt to regain her whole, classical, impenetrable body, to reinstate her chastity.  This may be a vocalisation of remaining pre-Reformational anxieties regarding the state of the body after death.  Conflicting ideas existed about this body.  The practice of dismembering body parts was one practice that was popular at this time.  This was particularly the case with those killed during the Crusades as removing the heart for separate burial enabled an easy transportation back to English soil.  Saints’ bodies were also often dismembered to provide multiple relics and of course, for a society which still believed in Purgatory, the more body parts spread across the country, the greater the number of masses that could be said for the soul.  However, traitors’ bodies were also often dismembered and a Papal Bull issued by Boniface VIII in 1299 outlawed the practice under pain of excommunication (Binski 63-6; Horrox 100-1; Daniell 122-3).  Such opposing ideas about the body and its state after death suggest anxieties which were carried forward after the Reformation, as we see in Anne’s concern about her bodily state and need to remain whole.
Her request raises issues; can we posit this as a self-affirming plea in the face of death, a shaping of her own ends, a chance to re-write her hurtful and lustful deeds in life?  Reinstating her chastity will perhaps leave an over-riding image of the impenetrable body, to counter that of the grotesque one open to the outside world and susceptible to sin and infiltration.  In a sense, this is what we will see occurring with Katherine Brettergh’s posthumous image after her bad death.  Memorialisation is an important issue here which will be explored fully in chapter three.  However, this chapter draws as its focus that other image we are left with – that of the moriens trapped in the very act of dying: Anne framed on her bed as a memory marker for the play, an iconic image from which all other action must flow.  We have already seen this gathering momentum in the first lines of the text, and it is no surprise that it is Wendoll who first creates the image of death in the midst of the wedding ceremony. 
Despite Wendoll’s first lines, A Woman Killed with Kindness proves a difficult play in according guilt, as we have already seen when discussing the beginnings of the affair.  However, this work is concerned primarily with the endings, so it is to the end of the affair – the discovery of the illicit union and the consequences that we must look.  
Frankford’s ‘sentence’ (13.131) upon his wife – her banishment and complete severance from the marital and domestic sphere - on one level seems mild in severity, when we consider Othello’s actions performed simply on suspicion of adultery – namely murder.  Frankford asserts to Anne that this judgement is based on his decision not to ‘martyr thee / Nor mark thee for a strumpet, but with usage / of more humility torment thy soul / And kill thee even with kindness’ (13.154-7).  The proximity of the words ‘humility’ and ‘torment’ highlights the paradoxical nature of Frankford’s sentence – does its apparent leniency mask a crueller system of patriarchal control?  He also seems to be denying Anne the chance to reinstate that impenetrable body we explored earlier.
	The powers of the deathbed space also need to be addressed here.  It is especially interesting that despite Frankford’s protestation that he should never have contact with Anne again, he relents and comes to visit her.  Yet, this is on her self-made deathbed, when the end of her life is certain, and she can pose no further threat to established society.  Other members of the group also visit Anne on her deathbed, despite her crime.  Her brother, Sir Francis, tells his shamed sister that:
	  	
	I came to chide you, but my words of hate
	Are turned to pity and compassionate grief;
	I came to rate you, but my brawls, you see,
	Melt into tears, and I must weep by thee (17.63-6)  
		 
The audience sees a sudden shift in intent when he encounters the space of the deathbed, from anger and potential violence to sorrow and mourning.  Perhaps regret too?  This sudden inversion of emotion – from the stereotypical masculine sanctioning of a woman who has endangered the established norm for society by her infidelities to a gendered position of mourning, more commonly associated with the feminine – is allowed due to the space the deathbed allows for behaviour out of character, even to the extent of bending and playing with gender roles, and we glimpse a tear fall from her brother, Sir Francis’ eye.  We might query whether this is less due to the deathly space where stereotypical gender behaviour can mingle and merge, and more to do with the fact that Sir Francis can appear to be as devastated as he is able, now that he knows Anne will die – his compassion will not signify any further disruption of the social fabric; he can afford to be magnanimous now.  Frankford too is moved to pity and openly weeps.  He tells Anne:

	FRANKFORD:		As freely from the low depth of my soul
				As my Redeemer hath forgiven His death
				I pardon thee.  I will shed tears for thee,
				Pray with thee, and in mere pity
				Of thy weak state I’ll wish to die with thee.
	ALL:			So do we all.
	NICHOLAS:[aside]		So will I not;
				I’ll sign and sob, but, by my faith, not die.

Frankford’s rather worthy proclamation of forgiveness can be read in two ways – either as a heartfelt expression of grief, and also absolution, or as possible due to the finality of the moment – as I stated he can afford to be noble as his wife will soon be dead.  Nicholas certainly appears to recognise this aspect of the scene in the same way he astutely recognised the potential corruptive nature of Wendoll – when the assembled mourners and Frankford assert their desire to die with Anne, he snidely remarks that he shall do no such thing, as ultimately do the mourners, despite their protestations.  The space of death and dying has allowed Frankford a certain looseness with words and roles – he expresses untruths and becomes minister, then official and groom at his own wedding as he restores his wife’s name and children to her, and weds her again with a kiss.
	Unlike Desdemona, Anne accepts the death role actively – she actually seeks it.  Upon her banishment she proclaims to Nicholas:

	If you return to your master, say […]
	That you have seen me weep, wish myself dead.
	Nay, you may say too – for my vow is passed – 
	Last night you saw me eat and drink my last.
	This is to your master you may say and swear,
	For it is writ in heaven and decreed here.
					(16.57-64)
   
Considering her words, the decision to die appears to be hers.  She declares that she sees the decision as fated in heaven, and decreed by her upon earth, thus revealing the paradox of actively choosing to shape her own ends in a society which believed in the doctrine of predestination.  However, regardless of the need for her to die due to her actions, the actual decision in the manner of death is totally hers.  Her choice of starvation, whilst apparently gendered in terms of the feminine, unlike a heroic Roman-style death, nevertheless reveals a great sense of stoic perseverance, even when confronted with forgiveness on her deathbed.  She also does not suffer a death offstage revealed only to the audience in stage directions, but is given centre-stage in the last scene of Heywood’s play, and her own life.  Her transformation from a ‘woman made of tears’ and also a sexual creature (16.77) to an image of a dying woman as a source of power, able to generate grief and forgiveness in the audience around her, and her stoical acceptance of her fate in her denial of her passions and her life, reveal her ability to rewrite her own end in a style of her choosing.  
Perhaps Anne has simply made the best out of the limited options in the situation, and has been accepted back into the fold of the family and reinstated as wife, parent and role-model.  She nevertheless represents a figure or symbol of power to the audience through her ability to shape not only her own ending, but also the attitudes of those around her.  One would imagine that the image of Anne, lying on her deathbed, presumably centre-stage, would prove a highly powerful and emotive image for the audience of the play, and as such, Anne is revealed not simply as a reflective surface to mirror Frankford’s sentiments back to him and the audience.  Instead, she also takes on a position of power and becomes the total focus for the final scene whilst taking on attributes of stoicism and defiance in the face of adversity unlike Wendoll who simply skulks away like a coward.  Of course, much of this is dependent on acting.  Roberta Barker notes an RSC production of the play directed by Katie Mitchell (1991) where the actress playing Anne (Saskia Reeves) jerks around on her deathbed, ‘juddering horribly in her wooden cot’ and affecting all the men surrounding her (186; 186-7).
 The last words in the play are Frankford’s and perhaps reveal his decision to take control of Anne’s image in the same way Stubbes controls his wife’s reputation by having  the ‘golden letters’ (17.139) inscribed on her tomb that ‘here lies she whom her husband’s kindness killed’ (17.140).  This could be taken as a disclosure of complicity in her demise, as it does seem that it was his proclamation of banishment that led Anne to starve herself to death.  Yet Anne herself appears totally mortified at her own actions; she labels herself a ‘spotted strumpet’ (17.78) and as someone who is weak and unable to resist the temptations of ‘the devil’ Wendoll (16.106).  The space of the deathbed allows her to regain control by the ultimate denial of food in contrast to her lack of control before.  Frankford too expresses genuine upset and sorrow at the turn of events.  Moments after Anne’s death he exclaims:

	New married and new widowed.  Oh, she’s dead,
	And a cold grave must be our nuptial bed.
						(17.123-4)

The loss of his wife is no small matter for him, which we see poignantly when he wanders around the house emptied of her belongings after the discovery of the affair and her banishment, expressing utmost loneliness and desolation when Nicholas finds a lute she has forgotten.  For Frankford, the lute represents earlier, musical happy times when the couple were together, and now ‘nothing’s left’ (16.23).  In fact, he already is expressing his sorrow in terms of grieving for the death of a loved one.  The same space which has allowed Anne a forceful presence and to command respect also allows her husband a chance to mourn openly, in front of the audience of his friends and the wider one of the theatre crowd.
	Ultimately, the arena of dying and the deathbed allows the audience a glimpse into the dark spaces at the end of life, where gender boundaries become fluid and unformed, and gender loses its strictly demarcated meaning.  This sanctioned gender play suggests the possibility for self-expression and self-creation in terms of shaping one’s own end and fate and also allows for the reactions of those mourning to be modified and adapted.  In a culture lacking the structure of Purgatory to give meaning to ways of dying and the afterlife, we see the final moment holding utmost importance, and it becomes apparent that bad actions in life could be negated and rewritten by an exemplary death, such as that of Anne in Heywood’s play.  The diminishment of the role of the clergy also, allows a more individualistic way to approach death, as the moriens can help form his or her own ultimate scene in life.  This self-definition is revealed in terms of gender, as deathbed practices after the Reformation allowed both sexes a chance to explore other attributes typically associated with the opposite sex.  












Two: ‘Somewhat a grave look with her’: Playing Dead, Gender and the Corpse


	When considering burial rites and customs in early modern Europe, Ralph Houlbrooke notes how attitudes to the body, or more specifically the corpse, changed with the Reformation and its aftermath.  In his discussion of the practice of wakes - a vigil or guard kept over the dead body before burial - Houlbrooke notes that:

the gamut of spirituality or psychologically protective measures ranged from candles, crosses, and prayers to convivial drinking and the playing of games, at least one of them with sexual overtones.  Medieval bishops had tried to curb the profane conviviality common at these wakes; Protestant ones sought to discourage watching customs which they thought superstitious.  Watching gradually ceased to be a major focus of ritual or conviviality except in the more remote parts of the country (Death 277 Italics mine).


	This concurs with a general trend to demystify religion and all its trappings post-Reformation – no Purgatory, therefore no candles or intercessory prayers for the dead, as their fate was decided during life.  But what might perhaps be surprising to a modern day reader is this “convivial” game at the wake performed in the presence of the dead body, with specifically sexual overtones.  Clare Gittings has also researched this particular cultural activity, explaining how wakes often featured some element of role reversal or ‘licensed deviance’ (Death 106) and a common feature was that sexual games were played around the corpse.  Surely, this begs the question; sexual in what sense?  How does the presence of the corpse fit into this picture?  Even if the corpse remains undisturbed and is never touched, the body is still involved in some way, even if just by its presence.  John Brand also refers to this sort of dubious activity in 1777, commenting that the ‘abuse of this Vigil or Lake-wake, is of pretty old standing’ as activities at wakes ‘still continue to resemble too much the antient Bacchanalian Orgies – An Instance of Depravity that highly disgraces human Nature’ as the watchers seem to believe that ‘since Life is so uncertain, no Opportunity should be neglected of transmitting it, and that the Loss, by the Death of one Relation, should be made up as soon as possible by the Birth of another’ (25-6).  The proximity of the signs ‘sexual’ with ‘death and burial’ (Death 277) both in terms of subject matter and, for Houlbrooke, in terms of syntax and lexicon brings to the forefront a set of discourses surrounding the body and/or corpse in early modern society.  Whilst no one may be having sex with the corpse, in a sense still they are having sex with the corpse; in the presence of the corpse.  Gittings suggests that such combinations of living and dead at wakes is not unexpected at this point of history and reveals a remaining close relationship between both.  Sexual games around the dead body draw communities closer together in attesting a strength against the power of death and it is not ‘surprising that a traditional society threatened by the destructive force of death should choose to counter the threat with games that recall the power of procreation’ (Death 106).  However, specifically for this chapter, I instead consider what Jonathan Dollimore terms the ‘paradoxical binding together of desire and death’ – Eros and Thanatos (Death 108).  
In recent years, attitudes to this dead body and its treatment on the Elizabethan and Jacobean stage have been treated to considerable research and thought, which will be further explored in this chapter.  Here, I explore the role of the body in Renaissance criticism with a focus on dead bodies—of the actor onstage, of the feminine dead.  This corpse is sometimes tellingly absent and sometimes present onstage which brings us back to the workings of language and signification.  I conclude with a focus on Thomas Middleton’s The Revenger’s Tragedy (1606).    Perhaps initially, however, we should deal with the nature of the corpse.  
It surely cannot be denied that there is something horrifying, intrinsically unnerving and fundamentally uncanny about the corpse itself.  Freud named the corpse specifically in his discussion of the uncanny as embodying this principle – as well as the many other occurrences to which he gave the title of unheimlich.  These are myriad: fear of losing one’s eyes or genitals, realising that someone is missing a body part or has a prosthetic limb, manifestations of insanity, mechanical and automatic life (dolls, trance, and hypnosis), live burial, cannibalism, the return of the dead, the figure of the double and a secret encounter.  The uncanny, as a concept of something familiar in a strange situation, or vice versa, is not out there in the simple sense of what is in or outside according to Royle but may be ‘construed as a foreign body with oneself, even the experience of oneself as a foreign body’ or ‘a strangeness of framing and borders, an experience of liminality’ (1-2).  It is this liminal, abject nature of the corpse, surely, which provokes much of the disgust, horror and unease.  The physical corpse or dramatic representation of one which exists but is lifeless and absent reminds us that borders and identity can collapse as it ‘simultaneously occupies two places, the here and the nowhere’ (Bronfen 104).  Strangeness emerges because:





It creates the sensation of uncanniness that we also hear voiced by Othello as he muses on the murder he is about to commit and the female corpse he is about to create, noting how when ‘I have pluck'd the rose, / I cannot give it vital growth again’ (V.ii.13-14).
	In confronting the nature of this corpse in contemporary staging and society one must confront key questions.  Why precisely is this body uncanny and strange to us?  What signs are inscribed on the flesh and bones?  And how might we read them?  What does this body/corpse actually signify to both contemporary and modern audiences and how can it be represented in early modern drama?  What can be said about “acting” dead – playing the part of a corpse on the Renaissance stage?  And finally - is a corpse, always, just a corpse? 

Different Types of Bodies: The Role of the Body in Renaissance Studies Today


	The field of Renaissance studies has recently enjoyed a shift in emphasis in the last ten years or so, in which the body has been placed in a central position from which new discourses have emanated, in what Keir Elam terms a boom in corporeal criticism, giving rise to a ‘ghost army of early modern organisms to anatomize’ (144).  Critics such as Darryll Grantley and Nina Taunton both expand these ideas in suggesting that an interest in the human body might be considered a natural product of the humanist philosophies of the realities of existence (5).  To borrow Elam’s phrasing, this newly body-centred criticism we could term the ‘corporeal turn, which has shifted attention from the word to the flesh, from the semantic to the somatic; or rather has insisted on the priority of the somatic over the semantic’ (143).  This emerging bodily interest is anticipated by theorists such as Julia Kristeva and Michel Foucault.  It is a product of the imagining of culture as a language or system of signs of which semiotics is one result, and the body as principle object of scientific enquiry or desire is another.  Elam posits that this is fundamentally embarrassing as the body ‘stubbornly resists reduction to language or signification’ (142) so we see an erosion of the crucial corporeality of the dramatic role, as the ‘actor’s body, again the main object of analytic desire, became a stage “sign vehicle” or multiple theatrical signifier (143)’; the body has become a nexus for convergent readings.  Does this imply the impossibility of finding a single monolithic meaning?  
From this body as a site of multiple signifiers and readings, a certain ambivalence emerges, or a difficulty in relying on bodily signs for understanding as suggested by Elam, which we see in drama of the period where the attempt to read the body proves duplicitous.  We can see this corporeal dissimulation in The Revenger’s Tragedy, a violent Jacobean revenge drama probably written by Thomas Middleton, when in act three Vindice and Hippolito are discussing their secret plans to bring down the Duke and his amoral family.  The revenge protagonist says to his brother, ‘The old duke, / Think[s] my outward shape and inward heart / Are cut of one piece – for he that prates his secrets, / His heart stands o’ the outside’ (III.V.8-11).  The danger in assuming both inside and out are matched, that internal motivations can be safely read on the body, are highlighted here, as well as the heart as the physical place for secrets to be kept and stored away.  The importance of the heart is something which I will return to in the next chapter in considering John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore, where the inner secret and incestuous workings of the transgressive female body are opened up and displayed to the audience in a horrifically visual and shocking manner.  
The body can hide its secrets.  However, as Jonathan Sawday’s extensive research into Renaissance anatomy theatres shows, the early modern period revealed and articulated a new relationship with the body.  This could transform the dead body of a criminal into a corpse functioning in a larger sphere of signification, re-gaining a certain amount of dignity through its use as anatomist’s tool in the world of these medical theatres, rather than simply bearing the marks of punishment and transgression (84).  Sawday argues the growth of public interest in anatomy theatres can be linked to a concurrent rise of science and discovery brought about by new discourses on the topic, for example the publication of Vesalius’ De Humani Corporis Farbica in 1543.   The science of anatomy reveals a quest for knowledge of a secret place which always escapes representation, as the core of the body escapes the view of the subject.  You cannot physically look inside your own body and survive or as Sawday writes ‘the body-interior speaks directly of our own mortality’ (12) – a bodily form of memento mori perhaps.  He continues to expand his discussion of dissection by positing how with a new understanding of the body there was a reawakening understanding of its penetrable nature.  Once this was understood the larger task of making sense of what was inside could be embarked upon – the ‘body was evoked, rather, so that it could be peered into, opened out, displayed’ (87).  Michael Neill also explores the new pursuit of anatomy and anatomy theatres, exploring this trope both in its historical context and in relation to Middleton and Rowley’s The Changeling and Othello.  He argues that the ‘microcosmic body was to be treated as a site of discovery, with important consequences for the understanding of human biology and pathology’.  However, the ‘central mystery’ revealed by the probing knife ‘was that of death itself’ (Issues 104).
An interesting idea Sawday raises is that what is fore-grounded in this new pursuit of knowledge of the interior – and thus subjectivity – was space over time, the organisation of spatial perspectives and distances, which is the very key to anatomy (organisation of the body interior).  Hamlet himself illustrates this new pursuit and the struggle of the imagination when confronted with new orders of spatial organisation.  He tries to escape the harsh dictates of time and specifically memory by instead trying to establish a relationship between cause and effect; the necessary actions which must be played out if a revenge plot is to be unfolded (92).
	Perhaps we could consider this new estimation of space over time in the light of changes in religious discourses – a denial of intercessory rights for the dead necessitates a renegotiation with the past, with established ways of remembering and also a need to navigate new avenues to express a relationship with the deceased.  Or rather, in place of a two way relationship which circumnavigates temporality (past/present) a new emphasis is centred on the physicality of the deceased, the question of the corpse and where the dead now reside.
	The new pursuit of knowledge of the interior is a ‘somatic impulse, the uncovering of the body as the familiar unfamiliar, is part of a process of self-discovery and, hence, self-creation’.  This ‘process of self-discovery’ (Sawday 162), of looking inside the body, mirrors to us the much commented upon growth of an individuality and subjectivity in the early modern period (Gittings, Death 13-14; 102).  We can see these beginnings reflected in growing trends in the English funeral, for example, an increased use of coffins, which suggests the ‘developing unease about physical decomposition, and a growth in funeral sermons and monuments, pointing to more emphasis on worldly remembrance’ (Gittings, ‘Sacred and Secular’ 169).  The body is placed as site of dissection and new discourses about interiority and knowledge.
	To stay with Sawday for the moment he notes how poet and theologian John Donne expressed his relationship with his own body during his illness in ‘Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions’; the sick man and disease are locked in combat as the body has fallen silent and is hoarding its own knowledge of disease.  To diagnose a sickness, we need signs written on the body – a mark of ill health or a physical symptom - but what happens if the body does not or cannot reveal its own afflictions?  Or what if these signs cannot be read and interpreted?  In order to be saved, the body must be made to speak and not hide its secrets (Sawday 33-4). In considering gendered bodies and Foucault, Judith Butler notes that coherence of identity is compromised because ‘words, acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core or substance, but produce this on the surface of the body, through the place of signifying absences that suggest, but never reveal, the organizing principle of identity as a cause’ (173).  So we must look carefully to the actual body for signs to be read which express not only an illness, in Donne’s case, but perhaps also provide clues as to the construction of identity.  It is interesting to note that despite his battle with his own body expressed in ‘Devotions’, Donne chose to represent himself to the contemporary world and posterity as a thin corpse figure with a blissful smile showing ‘peaceful anticipation’ (Doebler 203) in its winding sheet in St Paul’s Cathedral.  So consuming had his illness become it now wholly constituted the construction his own self and outward persona projected to the world, history and future generations.  
Building upon Sawyday’s arguments here, I wish to return to the concept of memory theatres.  In the same way that discourses in anatomy opened up the body and placed what is inside, out there, so too do memory theatres work in a similar way.  Here, as we have already seen in the introduction, the inner workings of memory are placed in a spatial context outside the self.  However, this doubling conversely points to a collapsing of boundaries and a breakdown of a stable notion of selfhood, which of course brings us back to femininity, the body and more specifically the feminised corpse.  The early modern period may present developing subjectivities and self awareness, but this collapsing of stable borders and identity is also placed as a direct antithesis.  
	We are to see that women’s bodies in particular are read in fundamentally different ways.  Rather than this sick body of Donne, we see interpretations of the pregnant, incestuous body of Annabella in John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore, where the marks of transgressive desire can be read in and on the flesh.  Maurizio Calbi takes this examination of the pregnant body further in his discussion of John Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi where he argues that:

The Duchess’s pregnant body does not fully pre-exist the act of examination and discovery.  Bringing before the eye the ‘secrets’ of the female body is a bringing into being of that which one claims merely to uncover.  It is a production as well as a regulation of the body.  Bosola’s reading of the body and subsequent diagnosis, as well as his fascination with the hidden scene taking place in the Duchess’s ‘belly’, inscribe a knowledge of the reproductive body that has less to do with a gradual understanding of its status that with the implementation of relations of domination (5).


Probing within the body to read its secrets can itself be an act of creation or construction of identity, although whether this is performed by the self or other members in society may have some bearing on the role assigned the owner of the body and could reveal it as subjected to certain powers.  This is evident in Foucault’s writings, where he posits the seventeenth century as the beginning of an age of repression emblematic in bourgeois society, aided by the counter-Reformation’s need to have ‘confession of the flesh’ due to rules of self-examination.  All trappings of sin connected to the body were chased down, and transposed into a new form of language with which to talk about such issues – ‘a scheme for transforming sex into discourse’ (Foucault, History 303-4).
	And there are more bodies which have been probed and dissected, read and moulded in Renaissance discourse.  Thomas Laqueur has explored the one-sex theory in early modern anatomy which viewed women as physical inversions of men (25-62); Peter Stallybrass and Allon White build on Bakthin’s ideas of the classical and grotesque body in carnivalesque discourse in their investigation into transgression and enclosure in the early modern subject (80-124); Gail Kern Paster also turns to the carnivalised body to probe the boundaries between in/outside through the consideration of Renaissance humour theory to define difference (1-22).  The body is open to a multitude of readings that offer alternative histories and interpretations, or to return to Elam but in a theatrical context, the body onstage is a ‘multiple theatrical signifier’ (143).  Elam takes this further in his discussion in constructing a theory of semeiotics in considering contemporary critical discourse.  Shakespeare’s bodies are no longer signifiers, but symptoms, so that rather than semiotics we should be turning to semeiotics, the branch of medical science that concentrates on reading symptoms in a ‘medicalizing of the dramatic body’ (146) which we can already see present in Sawday’s work on anatomisation.  The fact that for Elam, bodies onstage might have evolved beyond being simple signifiers, that he feels a whole new way of considering the body needs to be found, points to the abundance of meanings afforded to the early modern figure and discourses converging at its site.  As seen from just a few of the available readings above, all we can do is attempt to interpret the symptoms inscribed on the flesh and decode them, rather than necessarily take recourse in language.  As we could say that the body of the corpse signifies nothing, absence, by the very fact it represents one who was living but breathes no longer, we can try to read the symptoms of death, disease and also ideological discourse on its flesh or bones.  However, Elam suggests further that the semeiotically read body tends to collapse boundaries between bodies, so that the character and actor’s body become one reading, or in his example, enemies of the theatre such as Stubbes associated disease with acting.  The actor’s body therefore signifies as a moral or medical symptom of illness illustrated most aptly by the link between playhouse and plague (152-4).  It is this gap which I partly wish to explore, the boundary between the body of the actor – the acted corpse - and the dead body onstage.
So, what of dead bodies then?  What signs – or symptoms might we read on the corpse and how might we understand them?  Perhaps, we first need to consider the differing types of dead bodies onstage.  Dramatically the dead are not identical, and it seems that death does know difference despite the danse macabre’s insistence that all men and women will be levelled.  We can draw an obvious line between the incidental dead, such as those slain in battle or during the course of the play, appearing and remaining onstage, and those bodies which continue to signify and carry meaning in the space of the theatre.  These corpses are fore-grounded, becoming a displayed nexus of significations and interpretations.  We can also add a further category to this – the absent or missing body, killed offstage perhaps, or snatched from the main action of the drama.
	We turn to Shakespeare to illustrate this division.  If we consider the plethora of dead represented onstage it becomes very clear that not all the dead are equal.  In direct opposition to death as a leveller, we see the privatization of the graveyard and hierarchies in burial, as well as the later growth of aristocratic night burials for those with the necessary wealth (Gittings, Death; Houlbrooke, Death; Neill, Issues of Death).  In the culmination of the monarch’s struggles to hold a nation seething with rebellion together in Henry IV we see, as one would expect in a play dealing with nationality and power, the trappings of war and the inevitable fatalities of battle.  In V.iii, Sir Walter Blunt is in disguise as the monarch is killed onstage and we are told in the stage directions [They fight.  Douglas kills Blunt.  Then enter Hotspur] yet his body remains onstage for the rest of the scene, some thirty lines [Exeunt- leaving Blunt’s body].  Hotspur too receives a similar treatment in V.iv, remaining onstage for roughly seventy lines whilst Falstaff reveals that playing dead can definitely have its benefits.  Hotspur is finally carried from the stage as dictated in the stage directions, leaving the space clear for the final scene.  Here we see the necessary corpse, a form of stage prop or part of the dramatic process, killed in battle whilst fighting in view of the audience and unable to remove itself from the stage unless carried or dragged.  Of course, a brief interlude between scenes may allow the acting dead to remove themselves, but this is not always appropriate in a quick moving sequence of battle scenes, and besides, Shakespeare himself gives us instructions in this case as to how the corpse is to be treated and removed.  The dead here in these situations on the stage function as a dramatic object, and signify within this sphere.  They help propel the narrative forward, playing a brief role before becoming an obsolete footnote to the main action.
	However we can also recognise another form of the dead.  These dead come with a purpose, with a mission; they are the fore grounded dead whose presence continues to signify more than simply a theatrical death whether heroic or cowardly.  These dead continue to speak.  When Julius Caesar is brutally murdered halfway through Shakespeare’s play of the same name in Act III, we might expect no longer to see the actor playing Caesar onstage (unless the players are doubling roles).  But of course, Caesar remains onstage for a good deal longer than he perhaps should, unfortunately for the conspirators, as we are to see in Mark Antony’s famous oration in the market place, where he both uncovers the ‘piteous spectacle’ (III.ii.201) of Caesar’s body to the plebeians, and makes ‘Caesar’s wounds, poor poor dumb mouths’ (III.ii.216) speak for him, thus appropriating the body for the State.  We have already seen the importance of this particular corpse, the conspirators have even bathed in his blood in some kind of ceremony presumably designed to affirm the validity of a sacrifice (Caesar we later learn had ‘three and thirty’ wounds V.i.53) proclaiming that this ‘lofty scene [shall] be acted over’ (III.i.13) unaware that the body of Caesar is not prepared to lie down dead just quite yet.  This is what Gail Kern Paster notes about the importance of blood as a recurring image as Mark Antony fetishes the body’s open wounds, metaphorically putting his tongue into them.  This is not an attempt to restore the sealed nature of the classical male body as this is now impossible, but to redirect the politics of the conspirators in a rhetoric of blood, thus denying them exclusive rights to the Roman body politic (‘In the Spirit of Men’ 166).  We are speaking of dead bodies with a purpose, the corpse who still has something to say; but what is difficult to tell in Julius Caesar, of course, is who is actually speaking through these wounds.  This problem is highlighted by Philip Schwyzer in writing about memory and national identity, which often relies on a ‘form of legitimized necromancy’ (97) so that the end result is that we generally cannot tell who the ventriloquist is, and who the dummy.  We pose the question, who manipulates and controls the workings out of historicism – the dead or the living (98-9)?  The idea of a body which continues to generate meaning even in death and bears witness to events unfolding in the sphere of the living is something we also see in another play of Shakespeare’s, Richard III in I.ii, where Henry VI’s dead body tries to speak.
	The belief that a body may make some sort of sign of its demise in suspicious circumstances is something that was commonplace in England during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Gaskill 216-17).  Indeed we even see this superstition used by Thomas Heywood to defend the theatre when he tells us of the widow watching The History of Friar Francis who felt compelled on being confronted with a scene where an adulterous wife is haunted by the ghost of her murdered husband and confesses to this crime, to do the same herself in the midst of the audience.  Obviously for Heywood, only her confession was prompted by the theatre; drama did not encourage the murder as it was a case of art mirroring reality, not the other way around.  But her confession makes her a temporary part of the acting company, as surely the audience’s attention would be attained at the verbal expression of her ghoulish secret.  This is confirmed by Philip Armstrong, who suggests that her outbreak cuts into performance and inverts the conventional trajectory of the theatrical gaze, so that audience and spectator alike turn around to stare at her seated (or standing) (217-220).  An uncanny moment indeed.  To suddenly become the object of everyone’s gaze when you believe you are safe as a spectator is certainly startling and we can imagine that this is how it must have felt for King Claudius as he watched history repeating itself in the dumb show performance of Hamlet’s manipulated Mousetrap.
	In Richard III, the audience is confronted with an apparent conventional scene of mourning, as Lady Anne accompanies the corpse of her murdered father-in-law, Henry VI, onto the stage.  She is accompanied by gentlemen carrying the open coffin and halberdiers to guard it, and is the mourner according to the stage directions (Norton 519).  She invokes his stab wounds, cursing the hand that created them whilst penetrating them in a manner similar to the way Mark Antony does the wounds of Caesar.  However, she uses the ‘helpless balm’ (I.ii.13) of her eyes instead of words, before ordering the halberdiers to carry his body to the monastery of Chertsey.  The substitution of words for tears is perhaps appropriate.  Female mourning is something both Patricia Phillippy and Katherine Goodland explore in their research into femininity, death and grief.  Symbols of female mourning such as lamentation and dark clothing, plus other physical signs like hair ripping and so forth were considered excessive following the Reformation, and also potentially threatening in a sexual manner.  This is due to the new status of availability of the widow, combined with the sexual passions which may be unleashed by immoderate grief (Phillippy 15-48; Goodland 52).  So a switch from the stereotypical trappings of female mourning written on the body through tears, to a verbalisation of her grief fits in with the impact of reform and shows Richard III as situated at the axis of these conflating ideas.  Anne’s assignation as the mourner alerts us to her authority in this scene.  She is the chief mourner (perhaps only mourner?) and also possesses prestige as the daughter-in-law (and widow; Edward Prince of Wales is also murdered) so she holds sanctioned and proper weight in directing the funeral rites over these mortal remains.  Enter Richard.  
Examining this scene from the standpoint of performance theory, Peter Reynolds suggests that the stage directions from the First Folio can offer us clues as to how this scene should be played.  Any scene which starts with a grieving daughter-in-law and widow crying over one of the bodies, and ends with her being successfully wooed by their murderer, still over the corpse, not surprisingly might prove difficult to represent (91-8).  This is perhaps even more evident when we see directors such as Laurence Olivier actually exacerbating the situation by transposing the corpse of the father for that of the son, a stunt which could bring the scene ‘dangerously near to melodrama, not to say farce’ (Richmond 60).
	Reynolds contests the 1981 Arden edition of Richard III, edited by Antony Hammond.  Hammond suggests in his introduction that about nine people are onstage, including Anne, whereas Reynolds argues for at least sixteen actors – judging this on how heavy the corpse/actor’s body would be, plus the guards and of course Anne and Richard (35).  This gives the scene a very civic quality required for performance, a ‘ritualistic’ (Tillyard 41-56) aspect which is then very publicly appropriated by the murderer himself, a publicity which is surely necessary if Henry’s wounds are to bear witness as ‘their congealed mouths […] bleed afresh’ (I.ii.56) in the presence of Richard.  ‘Congealed mouths’ reminds us immediately of the ‘dumb, poor poor mouths’ of Caesar, as again the corpse onstage attempts to vocalise itself through the barrier of death – which seems to be, to some extent, navigable.  
Does Henry speak for himself, however, or are his intentions appropriated?  It is the same problem of the origin of voice and workings of puppetry noted earlier in this chapter.  Linda Charnes sees Henry manipulated in much the same way as the body of Caesar, initiated by Anne’s varying terms to signify Henry’s wounds (windows, holes, wounds, mouths) which in turn signifies their ability to be detached or substituted.  This is so that Richard can turn the political to sexual – by ‘recoding his wounds as portents of desire […] Henry’s wounds will no longer testify for Henry against Richard: now they testify for Richard and his desire.  The bleeding witness for the prosecution becomes a witness for the defence’ (42).  Perhaps then this corpse still is functioning as a form of stage prop, to be used as a ventriloquist’s dummy?  Yet this particular body cannot be a footnote to the action, there is no actual need for it to be onstage to be viewed by the audience – it must signify more than a dead body.  We think back to Elam’s idea of the actor’s body as a ‘multiple theatrical signifier’ mentioned at the outset (143).  The sight/site of this acted corpse functions as nexus of different readings; signifying nothing, yet signifying something.  
	Carol Chillington Rutter touches with startling clarity on the final category of dead to be considered here when she comments on another critic, Elaine Showalter, and her feminist criticism of Hamlet.  Showalter herself fails to register Ophelia’s final appearance in the play as a corpse at her own funeral.  Showalter has, in a sense, snatched Ophelia’s corpse.  This is the final category – the dead who are absent from the stage in one way or another.  Of course, Ophelia is not really absent in her final scene.  She is manhandled in her grave in a contest over ownership between the male characters, but she is certainly absent from Showalter’s discourse.  Showalter discusses the difficulties of representing Ophelia from a feminist viewpoint, and suggests how for most critics of the play Ophelia has been a minor and insignificant character, not helped by the fact that ‘Shakespeare gives us very little information from which to imagine a past for Ophelia.  She appears in only five of the play’s twenty scenes; the pre-play course of her love story with Hamlet is known only by a few ambiguous flashbacks’ (114).  It certainly is surprising to note how Showalter stops short of her burial scene, mentioning instead a possible “pre-play” knowledge, but not her life in the play after her death, when the focus of her argument is on Ophelia’s subjection.  Chillington Rutter consolidates her discussion of the absence of Ophelia in death by citing filmic examples (Olivier, Zeffereli, Vertinskaya, Branagh) where the view of her body is substituted, the camera is misdirected, or she is under-represented due to what she reads as a culture’s need to heroicize the male protagonists, so that for Chillington Rutter, Ophelia remains mainly an absent body in these acted interpretations, even when she is a central part of the scene.  She argues that ‘the bodies that interest are men’s at the grave side’ (39).  Other critics would disagree with the idea of an absent Ophelia; Roberta Barker notes how in the category of the early modern tragic heroine, few can rival Ophelia’s ‘iconic status’ over the ‘Western cultural imagination’ as she is ‘inextricably linked to the stage’s role as a site for the reinforcement of culturally established gender norms’ (29).  This in itself makes her such a discussed and argued over representation of femininity, even in death.  Should we read the mystery of the dead Ophelia as an expression of hegemonic discourses regarding gender roles?
	Other deaths occur offstage too.  To return to Julius Caesar, the strong willed and noble Portia dies by consuming fire – hot coals – offstage, which according to Coppelia Kahn deprives ‘her of the agency and dignity she has in Plutarch.  Her crazed, bizarre act of self-destruction reinserts her firmly into the feminine, while Brutus’s suicide signifies his virtus’ (103) while Lady Macbeth’s death is signalled in V.v by A cry.  Whether this is from her, the spectators or a mixture of both is unclear; we only know that ‘The Queen, my lord, is dead’ in answer to the question ‘Wherefore was that cry?’ (V.v.15) 
	The confusion in Julius Caesar surrounding Portia’s death is well documented; how are we meant to read the fact that the event is announced twice to her husband in IV.ii?  Is it demonstrating what Kahn sees as the varied ways Brutus can react to her death (Roman Shakespeare 102) and as Katharine Eisaman Maus suggests, his ‘ability to sequester domestic concerns from public and military ones’ (Norton Shakespeare 1529) or is it a textual error acquired during revision?  Portia continues to signify and carry meaning after death but it is unclear whether this is as the much loved wife we have seen in Brutus’ exchange with Cassius, or as a receptacle of his Roman stoicism, which is demonstrated when Messala tells him the terrible news.  This duality in Brutus’ response to learning of his widowhood not only reflects an uncanny doubling (the audience no doubt feels a sense of déjà vu and confusion if this repetition is kept in by the director) but also points to the fundamental problem with the acted corpse, and indeed any corpse – the diametrical coupling of something that is there, with something that is not.  
Karin S. Goddon raises an interesting point when discussing The Revenger’s Tragedy in an essay which considers the skull of Gloriana as a signifier for the erotics of death, and how Jacobean anti-mimesis can be paralleled with Baudrillard’s simulacrum of postmodern thought.  Anti-mimetic as Goddon argues that the mimesis used in the play is so exact that it renders the imitation static and artificial, for example, the plot involving rape and suicide-by-poison mirrors rehearses and duplicates the main action.  This in itself re-enacts Freud’s definition of repetition which is destructive instead of that which is constructive; repetition which advances the narrative must have a certain amount of change whereas that which traps the narrative in a frozen loop or arabesque (Brooks 58-9) impedes forward motion.  Chillington Rutter finds a similar imitation in her discussion specifically of Ophelia’s snatched corpse, and more generally in the playing out of gendered death onstage.  She suggests that feminine death replays original theatrical moments; for example, by drinking from the poisoned cup, Gertrude re-enacts her husband’s death; Lady Macbeth vanishes in a similar strange manner to the Weird Sisters; Desdemona dies in a love triangle which includes Emilia instead of Cassio; and specifically for Ophelia, we see a system of substitution and doubling.  Yorick’s skull, unearthed by the grave-diggers, displaces the horror of her young death to create a final image of dry clean bones rather than rotting flesh.  The skull speaks from beyond the grave for Ophelia and so we see ‘a displaced final love scene between her and Hamlet’ acted out before our eyes (17-42).  It could be argued that the struggle over her body during the funeral somewhat negates this final image, but for Chillington Rutter, this is immaterial, as Ophelia is generically ‘under-represented’ (42) in both stage and film productions.  Whether the repetition is constructive or destructive is not a point which is raised by Chillington Rutter.  Notably, the plays she discusses are all tragedy so must end in onstage death, which is in itself is an escape from the narrative impetus, potentially suggesting a constructive repetition which leads to exit.  Perhaps we could think about Peter Brooks’ use of Freud, which although he uses to discuss the narrative structure of the novel, does seem appropriate.  ‘The desire to wrest beginnings and ends from the uninterrupted flow of middles, from temporality itself; the search for that significant closure that would illuminate the sense of an existence, the meaning of life’ is signalled by escaping the detours of narrative and plot, and reaching the end, by which point we enter the ‘non-narratable’ (140; 139).  However, this is not necessarily closure, as this would suggest all questions have been answered, and we are still presented with the problem of the acted dead, onstage for speculation and significations.




‘My Poisoned Love’: The Revenger’s Tragedy and Gloriana’s Skull


‘Discourses and representations dealing with a corpse turn back to other matters, to the living […] Death transforms the body into a sign in the sense that the living can interpret the spectacle of the corpse as the repository of knowledge about the nature of our postlapsarian existence that is in fact inaccessible’.  So Elisabeth Bronfen argues in her discussion of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’ Julie, ou la Nouvelle Heloise.  She proposes that ‘[r]eading the corpse is meant to guarantee the possibility of true signification’ (84).  The corpse offers reflexivity, an ability to turn back on itself and continue signifying in the world of the living.  However, this signification is fundamentally flawed as already demonstrated by the lack of a single, agreed reading to be taken from the dead bodies considered.  Bronfen explores this through what she terms the linking together of the corpse with the image in art.  ‘[Y]et the problem is that the corpse, much like the image in general, is always a body-double, so that whatever the survivors see is only a reference to some absent and more meaningful concept or image’ (84).
	This seems to be the fundamental problem with reading the corpse – the uncanny strangeness in its signifying something which is conversely there, but not, and of course we are again writing about the processes of language and signification, which we might say are essentially born of loss and substitution.  Susan Zimmerman turns to two examples of early modern drama to explore this failure to signify cohesively; Thomas Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy and Philip Massinger’s The Duke of Milan.  She suggests that ‘“corpseness” itself [is] unsignifiable’ and entails a ‘meta-theatrical recognition not only of an illusion, but also in effect, of a double illusion – an illusion of an illusion’ (93).  So the living body of an actor signifies a dead body, (further complicated by boy actors) which taken further, as death is beyond our experience and cannot be evoked through memory, is to a certain extent unable to be fully represented.  She also sees the dead body as a site of idolatry, as the paradox which lies at the heart of the signification of the corpse onstage can also be readily applied to the ‘core concern of Protestant iconoclasm, that is, the question of what “dead” means in relation to materiality’ (90).  Although cross-dressing may appear to be the obvious locus for anti-theatre polemics from Protestant (or Puritan) campaigners such as Philip Stubbes in his Anatomie of Abuses (1583) or Stephen Gosson’s The  School of Abuse (1579), Zimmerman argues the corpse instead ‘is the ultimate site of the problem of idolatry and of impersonation’ (93).  
Both of these plays are based upon legends of Herod the Tetrarch (featuring necrophilia) and both have protagonists whose transgressive desires reveal and insist upon the re/generative aspects of the corpse.  By suggesting the corpse may have some potential for regeneration – re-animation, the realignment of the relationship between body and soul – we see these ideas dramatised on the stage in an attempt to represent the corpse as an idolatrous object of desire.  The acted corpse can be read in many ways, it appears.  Whilst it may be the site of a nexus of discourses concerning new religious customs and the practices of idolatry, it also reveals certain “truths” on its surface, whether these are marks of interiority and subjectivity, or what society wishes to read.  Whilst I choose to use this particular play of Middleton’s in the final chapter of this work where I consider the place of ghosts and gender onstage, here I turn instead to another of Middleton’s works, The Revenger’s Tragedy (1606).  Through this disturbing Jacobean revenge drama we can explore the interstices of death and femininity which haunt the Renaissance stage, as well as the workings of absence and presence. 
Arguably the central image the audience is left with in The Revenger’s Tragedy is Gloriana’s skull.  It is the female corpse in an advanced state of decay, stripped of flesh and dissected.  It is a feminine memento mori which Vindice, the avenger, carries about and continually positions as the central subject of his discourses.  Quite what this skull signifies however is a point debated by critics, as is the nature of its gendering.  Karin S. Goddon suggests that Gloriana’s skull whilst lacking a body does not lack sexuality, citing how the skull causes death by poison smeared on its lips, suggesting an analogy with female genitalia.  Once again, death proves tricky.  However, she notes that it is gendered only because we are told so, rather than because we can read the marks of femininity on its surface (126).  This suggests an arbitrary sign which defies interpretation, except by consensus; signification, as it must, originates from within society and culture.  
This semiotic instability of Gloriana’s skull is apparent through its denotation as picture, ornament or shell by varying characters.  We also see it linked with artifice and femininity through its associations with makeup and clothing; this skull/body ‘thus evades discipline by resisting a stable semiotic character: the will to knowledge can occupy the status only of a perverse and displaced voyeurism’ (128).   Michael Neill agrees that this particular skull functions as a representation and reflection of an outside attitude rather than being the source of its own meaning.  He sees the ‘metaphoric anatomy of the corrupt court world [paired] with his rhetorical dissection of Gloriana’ (Issues 138); we must look for signs of unrest in portents and omens, in the Ides of March or the ghost of Old Hamlet.  Neill’s paradigmatic choice of the lexical term “dissection” is telling; Goddon believes that the voyeuristic gaze replaces the scientific one of the anatomist displayed throughout the text in the prominence of the skull and Vindice’s abnormal attachment to it.  She continues to argue that fundamentally, the play reduces all dramatis personae to the level of props as the resistance of a stable semiotic character (in both the skull, and also Vindice) deconstructs the precarious distinction between the dead body as object and as animated, a basic collapse of boundaries.  The audience also becomes implicated in this.  She argues that:

the characters function as virtual props; thus the spectators, situated in the position of viewing the prurient machinations less of mimetic characters than of objects, are themselves inscribed as voyeuristic necrophiles (131).


We have returned to the failure of signification Zimmerman observes in relation to the corpse onstage, a breakdown which threatens divisions of borders and the security of the audience.  Kathryn Finn concurs with this use of Gloriana’s skull; she sees Vindice’s attitude to Gloriana as ambivalent at best and argues that he uses her skull less as a memento mori and more as a stage prop to help aid him to author his own revenge – thus appropriating her remains as a means to claim vengeance.  Finn tells us that ‘Vindice's need for a female body that cannot interrupt, protest, or complicate his plot in any way – his need, that is, for a dead female body – becomes apparent in his re-presentation of Gloriana’ (8) which we see when in act three as Vindice takes the androgynous skull of his dead beloved but carries it onstage dressed up in female clothing, whilst speaking in the discourse of lovers.  Laurie A. Finke argues that Vindice’s use of language reduces Gloriana to fragmented body parts which function as signs of his own morbid imagination and obsession with death.  When the skull reappears in act three, it has been transformed into a memento mori, but a feminised one.  ‘Here the Petrarchan image of the living Gloriana merges with its inverted mirror image, woman as death’s head’ (358).  Finke suggests that this is an appropriate image with which to consider femininity in early modern theatre as it not only suggests a ‘fundamental equivalence between the beloved as an idealized object and motivation for revenge’ (358), but also emphasises the double sense of painting; as timeless art which transcends death and as disguise when used in makeup.  This conflates the image of woman as an ideal and memento mori, resulting in one that is ‘at once inviolate and irrevocably corrupt’ (358). 
	Gloriana’s skull certainly exists in a field of duality for us.  Corpse-like, it conversely refers to both itself and what is not there: to the skull and the tissue.  We see this in Vindice’s evocation and recreation of its flesh.  Through language, he creates the ‘pretty hanging lip’ (III.v.56) and rebuilds the face, noting that ‘[h]ere’s a cheek’ (III.v.60), gradually fleshing out the skull.  That Vindice cannot leave Gloriana’s skull as a memento mori, but must feminise it into a gendered memento mori shows his need to retain the skull as love object and also bears witness to the trope of women and death.  We are brought back full circle to the opposition of Eros and Thanatos in an articulation of necrophilic desire.  Richard Madelaine disagrees with this reading, instead holding this deathly desire firmly within the confines of dramatic construction in writing about Vindice’s revenge through using the bony lady, built from Gloriana’s skull.  He suggests that this scene could only be described as necrophilic at the level of dramatic and moral irony since the old Duke believes the ‘lady’ to be alive, even if what he likes best about her is her ‘grave’ look (176).  However, Vindice himself is aware of the true nature of the bony lady, and displays a continuing obsession with the dead, so that we as the audience are given a glimpse of the workings of this taboo desire.  Goddon also notes how the audience becomes implicated in the workings of The Revenger’s Tragedy, through a necrophilic voyeurism; at this point I wish to consider these ideas in closer detail.  In writing about nineteenth-century French Literature, Lisa Downing notes that:

Necrophilia hints at the imaginative collusion between life and death, an ambitious leap between the physical and the metaphysical.  The obscure spark of desire in necrophilia lies precisely in the gap between the living erotic imagination and the object that is beyond desire (1).

Desiring death or the dead can be read as an expression of loss and mourning – loss of the original love object which is replaced with a second, which now becomes a site for an articulation of necrophilic desire. If this taboo yearning lies between the imagination and the object, we necessarily have to see an objectification of the original lost love through fetishistic replication to enable this desire to take root.  This is why Goddon suggests that the collapse of boundaries between subject and object leads to a view of the characters onstage as less than mimetic figures, and instead as objects, which ultimately implicates the audience and leads to it also sharing the role of the necrophile.  We see this when Vindice apostrophises the audience, declaring ‘see, ladies with false forms / You deceive men but cannot deceive worms’ (III.v.96-7).  The repetition of ‘deceive’ in this line not only draws attention to Vindice’s obsession with appearance and femininity realised in death, but it also reminds us of doubling; linguistic doubling and the doubling roles of the actor/spectator of memory theatres which results in a collapse of boundaries and identity.
	Vindice’s reanimation and feminisation of the skull is an attempt to deny this collapse in boundaries, and on one level, an attempt to re-clothe the skull in the trappings of femininity as it has moved beyond an ocular gender assignation granted through its form.  However, despite having no body, Gloriana’s skull does display a gross physicality as it/she is feminised through Vindice’s language.  In Bakhtinian terms, the skull is incomplete, open and grotesque in its dismemberment.  By filling in the gaps through language, we see an attempt to regain a stable and classical body, a safe cipher with which to articulate the experience of death and Other.  However, conversely this attempt can only point to dissolution.  Again we see this trend in Vindice’s language.  Apart from the interplay between absence and presence which accompanies signification, language proves duplicitous and reveals the link between femininity and death.  We see this in the use of ‘poison’ in the play.
	Poison is a reoccurring linguistic motif in Middleton’s play.  This in itself is not unexpected or surprising – poison as a method of murder is common in Renaissance tragedy.  Poisoning is the method Claudius uses to dispatch his brother whilst sleeping and it is also used to doubly ensure death in the final scene of Hamlet.  Romeo chooses to drink poison in the tomb rather than face life without Juliet.  In John Webster’s The White Devil, Isabella meets her fate by kissing a poisoned portrait.  Poison will also prove important in Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy, as we will see in the final chapter of this work.  And it figures metaphorically too; Iago pours poisonous slander into Othello’s ear (Neill, Issues 169-70) whilst Lady Macbeth whispers murderous thoughts into her husband’s.
	The paradigmatic case of poisoning in English Renaissance drama is of course the murder of Old Hamlet, as described by his ghost in act one.  Death takes the King unawares; he is sleeping in the orchard and unconfessed so that he is ‘[c]ut off even in the blossom of […] sin’ (I.v.76).  The orchard is reminiscent of the bower where Horatio’s body is displayed in Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, a text which I will explore in the final chapter when considering ghosts and gender.  Old Hamlet is murdered in this inner private sanctum by an insidious bodily invasion, as Claudius – a snake in the garden - drips poison into his ear.  He tells his son:

				[…] thy uncle stole
	With juices of cursed hebenon in a vial,
	And in the porches of mine ears did pour
	The leperous distilment, whose effect
	Holds such an enmity with blood of man
	That swift as quicksilver it courses through
	The natural gates and alleys of the body,
	And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
	And curd, like eager droppings into milk,
	The thin and wholesome blood.
					(I.v.62-70)

Unlike a heroic death by the sword, here we see a feminised death at work, highlighted for us by the lexical choice of ‘hebenon’, carrying its connotations of witchcraft and unruly feminine behaviour.  Rather than simply converting a body from a state of living to not living, poison, en route to this end result, affects many more changes in the body.  We see this in the detail with which Old Hamlet describes the consequences of death by poison; how it curdles and thickens the blood, then deforms the outer appearance with a scaly rash.  He explains how ‘[…] a most instant tetter barked about, / Most lazar-like, with vile and loathsome crust, / All my smooth body’ (71-3).  This not only signals a concern about feminine mutability – seen with the ‘quicksilver’ (66) or mercurial nature of the poison but also a conflict over different kinds of bodies.  
	Early modern culture harboured an ‘intensified preoccupation with the oldest of themes: mutability’, Jonathan Dollimore argues (Death 68). This obsession not only found its fulfilment in the belief that the universe was in a state of irreversible decay, but also in the fixation with death I have explored throughout this work (77; 68).  ‘Death, under the agency of mutability, inverts, perverts, contradicts.  As a result Man is permanently unstable’ he notes (‘Desire is Death’ 373-4).  Women’s changeable natures also formed part of a nexus of ideological worries.  We see this in Othello’s concerns over Desdemona’s reliability and fidelity (Fisher 51).  It is highly pertinent that this fear originated in women’s bodies as biology suggests these were more open to change.  Pregnancy was a state women found themselves in often at this time, so that ‘the female body – in direct contrast to the male body – is a body in a state of constant flux’ (Jankowski, Women 176).
	Old Hamlet’s misshapen and distorted body bears the signs of its grotesque nature whilst the mutability of poison conversely regenerates the body seen through the new signs we can read upon it, whilst it thrashes its death throes.  I borrow these ideas from Bakhtin, who examines the differing natures of bodies in his exploration of the carnivalesque.  The Renaissance body was closed off, sealed and isolated so that all signs of its ‘unfinished character, of its growth and proliferation were eliminated; its protuberances and offshoots were removed, its convexities (signs of new sprouts and buds) smoothed out, its apertures closed’ (Rabelais 29).  Old Hamlet’s horror at the changing nature of his newly opened and penetrated body reveals a desire to reinstate that classical form, that ‘smooth body’ (73).  Whilst Bakhtin may have distinguished this bodily opposition in terms of class rather than gender (Vice 156) we may read this open, regenerative and chaotic body opposed to the sealed classical one in an obvious gender binary, as does Philippa Berry in her discussion on feminine endings.  
	Poison too has other alignments with the feminine and aspects of mutability.  Farah Karim-Cooper explores the link between poison and cosmetics in early modern England, suggesting that contemporary fears about these substances were not entirely unfounded as ‘poisons were quite ubiquitous in medicines, ointments and cosmetics’ (44).  She aligns this fear of contamination of cosmetics by poison with ‘a fear of sexual contamination, which had literal implications when it came to painted prostitutes who hid their syphilis scars underneath thick layers of cosmetics’ (44).  As Juliet Dusinberre notes, chastity’s enemy is art – whether in the delusions of artistic creations or those of the painted face (63).
	To return to The Revenger’s Tragedy, we see a mutual emphasis on the tropes of poisoning and dishonest art, both of which are aligned with the feminine.  Vindice’s attempt to verbally rebuild Gloriana from the fragments remaining, and his desire for the dead translates itself into an attempt to negate the Other and control death by regaining the classical and whole body, whether through bodily reconstruction via language or union with the dead.  However, this attempt proves duplicitous.  Poison reveals the impossibility of regaining the whole body which is realised in bodily signs; the cankered skin of Old Hamlet, or the lecherous Duke in Middleton’s play, whose body literally falls apart before the audience’s eyes in act three, as the effects of the poison are seen.



















Three: ‘Keep well my heart’: Memorial, Gender and the Uncanny

	‘Tis Annabella’s heart, ‘tis; why do you startle?
	I vow ‘tis hers; - the dagger’s point plough’d up
	Her fruitful womb, and left me to the fame




	Giovanni’s words replicated above from John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore articulate the direction I will take in this next section.  He holds his murdered sister/lover’s heart on the point of his dagger to the horror of all present in the theatre, causing us to question this awful heart and to try and make sense of its myriad of meanings.  This heart helps us formulate questions I wish to explore in this chapter:  how can the meaning of memory and remembrance be negotiated in a new religious context?  How can we remember and also importantly form new memories?  And what role does gender play in commemoration?  To consider these issues I turn to two texts: an early modern funeral sermon by William Harrison concerning the good life and bad death of Katherine Brettergh and John Ford’s tragedy ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore.
	Both texts embody anxieties and struggles over endings and memory and, in particular, how to remember the feminine dead.  In the case of Katherine Brettergh, I argue that these struggles over memorial, allowed by her bad death, have opened up her identity to a necromantic appropriation by others in an attempt to anchor her meanings through language.  ‘Tis Pity also voices these worries; however, here I argue that the graphic and feminised image of Annabella’s heart suggests a collapsing of boundaries and dangerous liminality, which proves resistant to appropriation and reveals an ultimate breakdown in signification.  Through both, I explore the contradictions and uncanny oppositions present in language, which are symptomatic of the anxieties caused by changes in theology, seen in the feminine arena of death and dying.  
When Katherine Brettergh lost her life after a week-long illness in 1601, it seems she was in the middle of not only her own deathbed struggle and performance, but also a wider contest within the local community of Lancashire, due to factional oppositions between Catholics and Protestants.  As we will see, her death and its aftermath seemed not only to magnify these contests but entered into a dialogue with them as the dead woman was subjected to various interpretations by these opposing religious factions.  Moreover, her dead self was to become the nexus for these dialectics of faith, both in terms of a Catholic seizure of her death to signify God’s displeasure and a Protestant appropriation of her death (and life) for opposite purposes.  Katherine’s life and death are being re-written; her dead body is being re-animated by the writer/necromancer into a form of memorial.   
Death’s Advantage Little Regarded, a sermon by local priest William Harrison, was published in 1601, with another sermon, The Soules Solace Against Sorrow by William Leygh, as a tribute to the dead woman.  Through publication we become privy to the graveyard scene and also that of the deathbed, as an anonymous account of her life and death accompanies these two sermons.  In chapter one, we learnt how deathbed scenes often gave details of a pious life and godly existence through Katherine Stubbes’ account narrated by her husband.  Katherine Brettergh’s two-year marriage to William, High Constable in the Lancashire area, was played out against a background of civil unrest stemming from religious tensions in a society which had recently undergone a change in belief initiated from above.  These two sermons clearly voice the factional polemics of post-Reformation Lancashire, where tensions escalated in the 1590s between Catholics and Protestants (Phillippy, 99-107; Dottie, 132).
In this melting pot of religious tensions, William Brettergh had the task of maintaining and also regaining order during a period of Catholic recusancy.  The Lancashire area was an important pocket of strong Catholic sympathies which often clashed with the established Protestant order resulting in civil unrest.  This instability was heightened when in his role as High Constable William attempted to arrest rioters in Childwall and Huyton, including a certain Ralph Hitchmough, who was attending the funeral of Katherine Chaloner on May 19, 1600.  In an account which is both humorous and shocking, we hear how William gate-crashed the funeral to arrest Ralph and attacked him.  The wanted man escaped, but then returned to the graveside, by which point the vicar refused to conduct the ceremony unless the body be moved into the church.  Helpful mourners took it upon themselves to move the body for burial, but unfortunately placed it the wrong way round until an onlooker pointed out this grave mistake.  It is pertinent that this social unrest exploded in a burial, in the arena of death and dying.  It is also perhaps no accident that William’s period of forceful Catholic persecution coincided with his brief two year marriage to Katherine, a woman of intense religious fervour.
Struggles over Katherine’s body and memorial began shortly after her brief illness and sudden death, which was marked by pain, a loss of her senses as well as a confusion of faith and disorientation as to her surroundings.  As I explored earlier, in a post-Reformation context where the safety-net of Purgatory had been removed by official doctrine, supreme importance now was attributed to the moment of death, the final act so to speak.  The deathbed should be a place of quiet reflection and advice, spiritual counsel and a turning away from family and the world.  So a Protestant enduring a bad death – more so, a Protestant wife of an oppressor of local Catholics, who was commonly seen as influencing her husband’s attitudes - could only be a perfect target for an outpouring of Catholic recrimination.  To Catholic sympathisers Katherine’s bad death signified God’s displeasure and punishment, and the sanctity of the Papal cause, a reading supported by Harrison’s explanation in his dedication to the ‘Christian Reader’ of the ‘slanderous reports of her popish neighbors, who will not suffer her to rest in her grave, but seeke to disgrace her after her death.’  Harrison does not venture to verbalise the exact nature of these ‘slanderous reports’ except to re-affirm that they are rooted in ‘crueltie and lyes’ in a similar way to the untruths spoken about the deaths of German reformers, Luther, Calvin and Bucer.   
However, Katherine as a dead woman was to prove to be adaptable in many contexts.  Not only was she symbol of the spiritual victory of the Catholics, she could also be used to further her husband’s purposes as Protestant ‘trump card’ (Phillippy 103).  Her painful death could be manipulated to suggest Protestant religiosity – temptations inflicted on the most faithful of God’s servants.  Despite (apparently) exerting considerable influence on her husband’s actions in life, she is to prove yet more influential in death.  Phillippy agrees with this interpretation, explaining that

Katherine Brettergh, meanwhile, portrayed in her eulogies as a woman embroiled in religious controversy in her lifetime, is an even more powerful corpse:  her death promotes her life story as one of vigorous anti-Catholic activism – a story, perhaps, too dangerous, in its challenges to gender restrictions, to be told in other circumstances (103).


As we are to see, this idea of a ‘powerful corpse’ is to feature significantly in John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore.  The central, ultimately ambiguous image/symbol of the murdered feminine body of Annabella and its dislocated heart and meanings haunts audiences and readers, asking how we can now remember.  As Katherine is brought back to life and into public circulation through the power of narrative to overthrow the supremacy of slanderous local Catholic words, we see how she also embodies an anxiety over memory.  The act itself of re-creating her directly addresses issues of remembering, or finding new ways to remember and she is recast as a reflective surface or mirror, held up as an example to Catholics and Protestants alike.
In William Harrison’s introduction to Death’s Advantage Little Regarded, this search for new ways of remembering is acknowledged from the outset.  Harrison tells the ‘Christian Reader’ that his reason for reproducing the original words of his sermon in printed form is due to a general desire from the people, who ‘hearing it preached, earnestly desired to have it printed,’ despite the reluctance of the author to duplicate his spoken words.  He explains:

I know that speaking hath always been accounted more powerful than writing […] that the lively voice had a secret force, and being powered from the mouth of the speaker into the eares of the hearer, hath a stronger and more powerful sound (A3). 


Despite prioritising the oral method of storytelling in culture, Harrison ironically does this through the written word, an inherent contradiction in intent and conveyance which we will also see in the next chapter when I discuss Lavater’s treatise on ghosts and ghost lore.  Elizabeth Eisenstein has researched in detail the print culture of early modern Europe, seeing its development as instrumental in the advances of Protestantism (148-55).  However, Adam Fox suggests that we shouldn’t automatically assume a ‘crude binary’ (6) between the two cultures of narrative recall as despite the growth of the printed word this existed in a reciprocal relationship with the spoken.  We see this in Harrison’s introductory comments, as he acknowledges both traditions despite ironically claiming preference for speech, due in part to its intimate nature, as the sounds actually enter the human ear.  Language and words are imbued with a power strongly to affect others, so much so that Harrison notes not only the effect his words might have on his Protestant supporters through the manipulation of Katherine’s death, but he also points out how Catholic whisperings that cast dispersions on this godly woman’s life ‘would make a mans eares […] tingle to heare what malitious slanders’ have been said about her.  Despite his misgivings, turning Katherine from a narrated oral record of history into a written work has enabled longevity perhaps not so available to that of spoken histories, which are more open to adaptation by other speakers; Katherine’s story is now open to unlimited public access by print (Phillippy 103).  In the same way that Katherine Stubbes became a mirror of godliness and humility, a written exemplum to other virtuous men and women, so too is Katherine Brettergh and she will be duplicated throughout England.  However, her bad death is rewritten as good, containing within it factional political purposes to aid the Protestant cause.  Yet ironically despite verbalising his motive as one of salvation from slander and a Catholic inability to let her rest in peace in this rewrite, Harrison himself participates in this same act of necromancy.  Katherine is raised from the grave and written back into the world of the living to help fix meaning in public memory.
	Yet it is apparent that there will be struggles over her meanings.  Like Annabella’s dissected heart we will explore shortly, her image becomes the nexus for various interpretations and readings.  Catholic displeasure manifest in her painful death becomes the Protestant embodiment of a deathbed struggle only faced by the righteous, an exemplum of a troubled, but ultimately triumphant death and a written example to other women (and men) as the ‘living virtues applauded by their authors construct idealized portraits of feminine piety and domestic management’ (Phillippy 86).  Her memory becomes a battleground for signification.  It is perhaps no surprise then that Harrison’s text abounds in the language and imagery of war – a belief in a ‘militant Church’ which will ‘fight as the Lords souldiers,’ (63) in the same way that Katherine herself is written as battling against the forces of Satan.  Spiritual warfare reflects the political and cultural struggles happening in contemporary Lancashire (Phillippy 99). 
	I wish now to consider Katherine’s image in closer detail.  It should already be apparent that we are dealing with a doppelganger, a manifestation of the uncanny double.  Her body has been duplicated, through language into a representation, a memorial, an uncanny motif.  The doppelgänger, Freud tells us, has ‘the appearance of persons who have to be regarded as identical because they look alike’ (141) and was originally seen as insurance against the absolute nature of death, ‘an assurance of immortality’ (142).  This is clearly set up in Harrison’s sermon in ocular terms, as on the title page we see a visual representation of Katherine herself, dressed in typical Puritan clothing, gazing sternly out at the reader.  This indicates to a certain extent that these are her words and wishes, left for contemporary and future generations, indeed, a kind of immortality.  However, as we have learnt in chapter one, the deathbed accounts of women can prove duplicitous as to their authenticity and true authorship.  This is further complicated by the struggle over Katherine’s post-mortem representation by various factions so that the immortality achieved by her is more complicated; or as Freud states, the doubling experience can be fragmentary; substitution, division and interchange can take place.  The once familiar and comforting becomes the ‘uncanny harbinger’ of death (142).  
This motif is fashioned considerably through the use of the mirror metaphor, Harrison explaining to us that ‘the death of others is as a looking glasse, wherein we may clearly beholde the uncertaintie of our own lives’ (42).  This is a striking image as the death/experience of others who have gone before is held up to reflect back the manner and knowledge of death, or in Katherine’s terms, reflecting back to a contemporary reader, an exempla of a bad death re-written as a good one.  Of course, the conundrum, as we have seen throughout this discussion as a whole, is that the doubling of Katherine leads to a multiplicity of meanings, or a failure of significations; it leads to death.   
In discussing Edgar Alan Poe’s short story, ‘Life in Death’, otherwise known as ‘The Oval Portrait,’ Elisabeth Bronfen explores how a tale in which ‘a painter tries to immortalise his bride’ by painting her until he ‘sees only the image he has represented on his canvas, not his model’ reveals not only a nineteenth-century anxiety about bodily decay, but also how ‘a denial of her literal body stands in direct correlation to his affirmation of her figural body (114-5)’.  The substitution of woman for portrait, noted by the protagonist in an art history reference book, not only reveals ‘the double, simultaneously denying and affirming mortality [which] is the metaphor of the uncanniness of the death drive,’ but also exhibits a certain ambivalence as ‘by definition, portraits cannot be seen independently of their artist’s signature, and in some sense also represent him (114)’.  This is also true of Katherine.  Whilst she has been resurrected, doubled after death so she still exists albeit in a literary (as well as a spoken) circulation, her return is also marked with the purposes of its author/s.  Nicholas Royle briefly touches on the significance of the signature when discussing a book entitled Matter of the Heart, written by his “double” in name (another Nicholas Royle).  Using Derrida, he notes with regard to writing and reading literature/poetry that ‘One’s heart, even or especially when learning by heart, is never one’s own.  At the heart of desire, of the desire to write, of the desire to remember and of the desire to appropriate, to have as one’s own, to have as one’s own thing, is the otherness of a foreign body, a mechanical and deathly power of repetition (193)’.  The desire to write and be remembered is the desire to leave one’s mark or signature; the verbal resurrection of Katherine signals not only an uncanny doubling of her, of her image, memory, representation, but also of authorial intent expressed in the desire to live after death through language.  The represented/written and writer are inextricably linked.
	This duality is evident throughout Harrison’s text.  The desire to repeat/write is at the heart of the uncanny (Royle 193), and we not only see this expressed in the very act of raising the dead, but also within the language of the text itself.  In Helene Cixous’s terms, the uncanny is found in the interstices of the narrative, pointing out gaps which need to be explained, or the space between signifier/signified as language essentially denotes a form of absence or loss (536).  Looking in more detail at Harrison’s sermon, we see these working through the language of metaphor and comparison.  Harrison’s argument is straightforward and adaptive to counter-argument; death is a great leveller, but also originally a curse, now become a blessing.  All things must die, and the body must perish, releasing the soul.  Katherine’s death should not be thought of in terms of a defeat, but as a victory, as God tests the most righteous harshly.  It has already been noted how military analogies are utilised to express the struggle not only between Katherine and the forces of Satan, but between factional politics and in terms of this discussion, the tussle over Katherine’s representation and memory after death.  It is through Harrison’s choice of language here that we see the workings of the uncanny and of doubling.  Throughout the sermon he preaches by the use of example and by comparison, reaffirming the importance of exempla to others of the appropriate Protestant and godly conduct; and it is specifically Biblical examples which the author uses to help shape his argument.  For example, in considering causes of death and how some of the righteous are taken away in judgement and some in mercy, he instructs us that:

Thus was the man of God taken away which came out of Judah, and cried out against the Altar in Bethel […] Thus also were many of the Corinthians taken away for abusing the Lords supper […] (46).

The examples are repeatedly layered for the reader fully to represent and voice his opinions and as part of the process to raise Katherine from the grave and obscurity and back into circulation by memorial.  Notes by the side of the text helpfully inform the reader of the appropriate passages from the Bible, as proof of virtuous scholarship and understanding.  If the righteous are tempted by Satan before death we are told to consider the case of Job (56); to understand that the devil does most tempt the best we are asked to consider Christ in the gospel of Luke (57); if people wrongly consider a sudden death to be representative of a plague from God, we are pointed towards Ecclesiastes, to Samuel 1 and the example of Eli breaking his neck from a fall or Jonathan losing his life in battle.  Pre-eminent thinkers such as Augustine advise us to ‘correct thine evill life and feare not an evill death; he can not die ill that lives well’ (55).  If we can see the workings of repetition through Harrison’s method, it is also illustrated in the language – simile and metaphor also abound, usually expressed in terms of the body and soul’s relationship with each other.  We are presented with the analogies of goldsmith, castle, ship, temple and bird as the author searches for the most accurate expression to further his cause.  This is indicative of a certain indecisiveness of expression, or rather a failure in language; it points to a search for appropriate definitions and vocabulary to express new theological ideologies and thinking to express the changed relationship between the body and the soul, and afterlife.  This search through language is something I will return to in the final chapter, when I consider Lewes Lavater’s Of Ghosts and Spirits Walking at Night, where we see a similar multiplication of signs representing a search for new definitions.
	In a vivid passage, Harrison engages with the cumulative effect of this use of doubling and examples.  After using the metaphor of our bodies as old rotten houses for our souls to dwell in before death and the resurrection (29), Harrison suddenly faces the uncanny double with astonishing directness, which is an unsettling experience for the reader:
But another phrase is here used, to expresse the death of the righteous (are taken away.)  The Hebrew word doth sometime signifie to be gathered […] sometime the word doth signifie to take away […] wee may here observe a severall doubling of the same things in this verse: two words to set forth the persons which died, two words to declare the manner of their deaths & afterward two words also to shew the careless regard of their death among the wicked. (30)

Harrison helps the reader by explaining that it was usual for the Hebrews to use repetition; we should not assume there is any vain or pointless repetition in the Bible, as in this case the repetition served the purposes of prayer and prophecy.  Further to this, in the same way we have two eyes, ears, hands and so forth in case one should fail, so too did the Holy Ghost give

Two words of the same kind and signification, to many sentences of Scripture, that if the one shal faile in his office, and not fully expresse the meaning, the other might help it.  And this is the reason, why the words are so often doubled in this verse, least any should gather by the former phrase that the righteous so perisheth, that he hath not any more being at all, he now saith, that he is but taken away (32). 

It seems the author is only too aware of his language of repetition and the need to re-state meanings due to the very real threat that they will be at best, misinterpreted, at worst, lost.  In a post-Reformation context, we are seeing the search through language for new definitions and expressions, a new discourse with which to speak about the dead.
	It also proves interesting that this awareness or self-reflexivity is here, in the writer’s words, for the reader directly to confront.  In perhaps one of the most dramatic analogies in the text, in talking about the practice of sin, Harrison writes how ‘Sinne brought in death, and death destroyes sinne’ and that after death, the righteous shall be sanctified.  He continues

As herbs and flowers breed wormes in them, yet those wormes at last will kill the hearbes and flowers, so sinne bred death in it selfe, but at last death will kill sinne (65).

Death comes from within due to the nature of original sin and temptation in the garden.  This passage is a precursor to William Blake’s ‘The Sick Rose;’ it creates a startling sense of déjà vu for a modern reader– as the imagery of ‘flowers’ and ‘wormes’ reverberates with the later written poem from the pen of Blake:

	O Rose, thou art sick!
	The invisible worm
	That flies in the night,
	In the howling storm,

	Has found out thy bed
	Of crimson joy,
	And his dark secret love
	Does thy life destroy.


Sin in Harrison’s text is embedded in the sinner like the worm in the flower and destroys from within.  This is a powerful image with its connotations of the Garden and the Fall.  That death comes from inside reminds us that the uncanny is that which is at once unfamiliar, yet familiar, what is already known to us but made strange.  It reminds us again about Kristeva’s ideas about abjection.  She notes that emphasis is ‘placed on the inside/outside boundary, and that the threat comes no longer from outside but from within’ (Powers 114).  It also once again verbalises the linking of Eros and Thanatos; sin is equated with flowers, death with the worm and it destroys from within.
Death’s Advantage is very much an attempt to preserve the art of remembering by repetition in language and the written word, an attempt which is recognised by Harrison and shown through his direct engagement with his language of doubling and exempla.  Or rather, this is an attempt to forge new memories and thus preserve something of the old and familiar in a rapidly changing culture and society.  We can use Giulio Camillo Delmino’s ‘Idea del Theatro’ or the memory theatre here.  As I explored in the introduction, Delmino’s wooden memory theatre was created, it is believed, to aid memory and potentially unlock the keys to the mysteries of universal knowledge.  It was a perfect, smaller replica of a large auditorium and up to two people could stand on the wooden “stage” and look out to the “audience.”  If an actual audience was placed inside, it could consist of chosen spectators located in elected positions that the onstage spectator could gaze at. In this way the gap between the viewer in the auditorium and viewer onstage is overlapped and doubled.  All this is deduction.  Only fragments remain of this bizarre device, reconfigured mainly by Frances Yates in The Art of Memory, details of which I included in the introduction.  Peter Matussek elaborates:

The objective knowledge we do have can be summarised very briefly. The 
structure was a wooden building, probably as large as a single room,
constructed like a Vitruvian amphitheatre. The visitor stood on the stage and
gazed into the auditorium, whose tiered, semicircular construction was
particularly suitable for housing the memories in a clearly laid-out fashion -
seven sections, each with seven arches spanning seven rising tiers. The seven
sections were divided according to the seven planets known at the time - they
represented the divine macrocosm of alchemical astrology. The seven tiers that rose up from them, coded by motifs from classical mythology, represented the seven spheres of the sublunary down to the elementary microcosm. On each of these stood emblematic images and signs, next to compartments for scrolls.  Using an associative combination of the emblematically coded division of knowledge, it had to be possible to reproduce every imaginable micro and macrocosmic relationship in one’s own memory. Exactly how this worked remains a mystery of the hermetic occult sciences on which Camillo based his notion (2).


So ‘emblematic images and signs’ could be used to reproduce memory relationships by association.  It is an intriguing fusion of architecture, imagery and loci to create memory places and meanings.  
We can of course take these ideas further.  To visualise mental images which denote and help preserve the order of certain things/memories with practice means that eventually the image starts to denote the thing itself, so becomes doubled in meaning. If a chosen (arbitrary or not) object comes to represent a certain memory enough times, eventually all that is needed to re-create/signify the memory is the object, which now inhabits a doubled existence as both object and memory.  
This is what Harrison is attempting.  His eulogy to Katherine suggests the creation of a genus of memory theatre in his attempts to lock imagery with meaning through his use of comparison.  However, it is through language rather than image that Harrison constructs memorial.  In the same way that a user of Delmino’s memory theatre comes to see remembrance and object doubled in meaning, so too does the reader of Harrison’s sermon come to inhabit a position within the text where we can see duality of meaning expressed in the language the author chooses to use.  And in the same way that the purpose of a memory theatre suggests formulating or attempting a blueprint as to the process of remembering, so too does Death’s Advantage Little Regarded, published in 1601, represent the beginnings of a verbalisation of the altered process of remembering, and thus mourning and reconfiguring relationships with the dead and death.  In the face of the sudden realisation that losing the ability to remember the dead was a real, tangible experience due to the break with Purgatory, suddenly ways of remembering, of understanding the process of memory and creating blueprints to hold onto this art, seem paramount.  If we face the fear of losing memory, what becomes more important than ensuring we remember the way in which to create new memories, or find signs to link us to the older remembrances, before they are lost by future generations?  Language is used to bring this uncanny double to life and to shape, or try to shape, a culture’s new memories.  It is used to try and contain death.
	It is also relevant that these struggles over memory and language are played out if not on the actual female body and corpse, then on the doubled image of her, in a Kristevean opposition of the symbolic and semiotic.  This reflects a certain anxiety, not only about women and their representations, but also about how one might face death post-Reformation.  As noted before, the creation of an uncanny double is an attempt in the face of death to appropriate and control meanings.  However, conversely this creation also points to what is absent.  It brings us back to the puzzle of signification, and that language creates yet destroys and it brings us back to the semiotic and feminine.  That Harrison successfully appropriates Katherine’s meanings is clear – one of her meanings at least – and he consciously re-writes her into culture as an example of social and religious mores.  However, it is through his language that we see the presence of the uncanny, and the conundrum of signification is rearticulated.  And of course, this brings us back to death and the feminine, how despite Harrison’s best efforts to contain her meanings through language, language proves duplicitous.  John Ford’s 1633 play ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore can help us explore these considerations of memory and memorial further.  Here we will see how instead of a feminine double, verbalised through the language of the text, we are faced with the ultimate literal and metaphorical symbol of a bloody heart, which conversely eludes interpretation.  


‘She is like me, and I like her:’ Gender, Memory, Identity and the Uncanny Heart in ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore


					[…] ‘tis a heart,
	A heart, my lords, in which is mine entombed:
	Look well upon’t; d’ee know’t?
					(V.vi.27-9)

	When Giovanni appears onstage in John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore (1633), clutching a dagger with the graphic, strange riddle of Annabella’s heart embedded on its point, it is a shocking moment for character and spectator alike.  So much so, that the servant Vasques cannot articulate its meaning, asking instead for elaboration.  It is another moment of hiatus for the audience, another ‘vacuole in a cell’ (Engel, Death and Drama 40) from where we must navigate the play’s meanings from its static, frozen image.  However a monolithic reading of this heart will prove duplicitous.  Instead we see struggles for fixed definitions and meanings of this heart, a conflict over how best to form remembrances.  As anxieties about one’s place in the afterlife were multiplied by the Reformation in religion, surely some of the main worries concerned ideas about identity and continuation.  
Carla Mazzio notes how the heart in early modern literature and iconography was imagined as ‘the ultimate locus of interiority’ (63) and that the impulse to take revenge on the body is evident in revenge dramas with the  rupture and scattering of body parts over the Renaissance stage, revealing multiple anxieties about integrity and fragmentation (62).  The graphic revelation of the interiority of Annabella’s heart is a shocking visual display of this anxiety, this search for new ways of remembering.  We are already alerted to these issues in Giovanni’s language.  Syntactically his repetition of the word ‘heart’ potentially doubles its possible meanings, yet conversely it points to nothing, to absence.  It signifies a collapsing of boundaries and identity as he says that his heart is entombed within the murdered Annabella’s; their hearts occupy the same place.  We are again facing the conundrum of presence and absence, and of femininity.  
Annabella’s displayed heart also helps formulate questions that I will explore in this section:  how can we approach memorial in a changed theological landscape?  And how are women now represented in remembrance?  The Reformation in religion meant that new ways of remembering had to be formulated, as I have shown in the previous section on Katherine Brettergh and her necromantic memorialisation.  When thinking about a new Protestant regime and the changes this prompted, we have to consider how ways of remembering the dead and providing memorial to stand in the face of time and the fear of forgetting or losing meaning are now articulated.  We have already considered attitudes to the feminine dead body in chapter two; here I continue to look to representations after death and explore the struggles over post-mortem definition already considered with Katherine Brettergh, in Ford’s play.  I argue that ulterior ways of remembering have to be set up which Ford’s play dramatises and it is in the uncanniness of the text itself that we will see these expressions.  However, instead of a creation of a doppelganger through language, we are presented with the enigma of the ripped out heart.  We have to ask, if we do not have the language, or do not understand how to use it, how can we vocalise our losses?  I have already mentioned the anxiety of the national and individual psyche connected to the loss of Purgatory previously in this work and this unease has already been widely commented on in relation to remembrance.  We can see its manifestation in the increase in popularity of tomb sculptures and monuments, as well as the growth of epitaphs on gravestones (Aries 46-51; Gittings, Death 33-4; Houlbrooke, Death 351-55).  All these practices attest to a need to reinstate identity in the face of oblivion and uncertainty.  
	A heart haunts ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore.  A textual haunting is happening.  However, it is in the next chapter that I will take ghosts as my focus.  Here we can try to anchor the meanings of this heart but this attempt will ultimately fail, as seen by the many attempts by other critics to cement these meanings.  In discussing Giovanni’s actions, Susan J Wiseman tells us that

His reappearance bearing the bloody organ cannot be interpreted by the characters on stage.  For on the one hand the appearance of the real heart makes literal on stage the discourse of courtly love, yet on the other hand it makes evident the inability of this discourse to contain, explain or give meaning to incest, which has a meaning so much more illicit than that of, say, adultery (191).

It is clear that whilst the meaning of Giovanni’s final action may escape interpretation by the characters of Parma, there is certainly no shortage of critical discussions as to its central truth.  Michael Neill sees it as bearing the marks of the ‘anatomical will-to-knowledge that informs the bodily dismemberments of the Renaissance stage’ which leads only to an ‘impenetrable enigma’ (Issues 373).  Rowland Wymer believes it represents the Petrarchan hyperbole about possessing the heart of one’s beloved made literal with undertones of religious martyrdom and public executions in its iconography (137), whereas Lisa Hopkins views the heart as a visual emblem which attempts to force an equation between signifier and signified (116) – to open up the spaces between words.  Neill also engages with the conundrum of signification in a later essay.  He states the problem with the central image of Ford’s play and the multiplicity of readings is that ‘the greater the load of alternative meanings heaped upon it, the more the heart seems to assert its atrocious physicality, driving a wedge between sign and signification, word and thing’ (‘What Strange Riddle’s This?’ 163).
	That the symbol of the heart, which lies, ironically, at the heart of Ford’s play, confuses and multiplies meaning is impossible to ignore.  And perhaps searching for an ultimate meaning is somewhat reductive, as the import of this central image is posited in the fact that it eludes positive signification.  Conversely, its meaning is that there is no meaning.  It simply denotes absence.  Of course, this is a contradiction; however, as we have already seen, contradictions are at the heart of my discussions.  Uncanny contradictions and oppositions vocalise cultural anxieties about endings, often feminine.  To return briefly to the quote I opened this section with, this contradiction is implicit in the puzzle of two hearts uncannily occupying the same place at the same time – a ‘heart […] in which mine is entombed’ - thus destroying boundaries through death.  Other uncanny contradictions are also present in Giovanni’s line immediately before.  The oxymoronic qualities of ‘glory’ and the ‘midday sun’ when placed syntactically with ‘darkened’ and ‘night’ bring the audience closer to the sensation of the uncanny (V.vi.22-23).  This heart doubling also reveals Giovanni’s ultimate possession of his love object.  Not only has he literally opened up the secrets of her body and now holds her heart in his hands (or on his dagger), but this image works with an obvious metaphorical slant.  Robert A. Erickson notes how in the early modern period the word heart had come to mean many things.  It was ‘the center of all vital functions, the source of one’s inmost thoughts and secret feelings or one’s inmost being, the seat of courage and the emotions generally, the essential, innermost, or central part of anything, the source of desire, volition, truth, understanding, intellect, ethics, spirit’ (11).  The metaphorical reading of Giovanni holding his dead lover’s heart is clear - her identity has become subsumed in his.  However, if we look closely at his words, we see that Giovanni in fact says that it is his heart which is contained within Annabella’s.  Yet the fact remains that he physically holds her heart.  This is the image we take from the play, despite his verbal disagreement.  It is notable also that although he suggests it is he who is imprisoned, to be imprisoned within her heart still requires penetration, an entering into her interiority.   We are faced once again with a series of oppositions and a collapsing of boundaries.
	In his research, Erickson also explores how in the early modern period, two conflicting ideas about the heart and its workings existed.  These were layered on top of each other in the minds of people in an obvious form of doubling, in the same way that the death/wedding bed was doubled in chapter one.  These were older classical ideas derived from Galen, which suggested the heart was aligned as feminine and in contrast a newer approach developed by Harvey, primarily aligned with the masculine.  The Galenic heart is open and receptive.  It does not power the flow of blood around the body but simply receives it and lets it pass through its architecture.  In contrast, the Harveian heart drives the blood around the body like a gun firing.  Their gendered and reproductive associations are instantly recognisable (5-11).  At the risk of stating the obvious, the stage directions do tell us Enter Giovanni with a heart upon his dagger; the gendered connotations and phallic penetration of Annabella’s heart/interiority are clear.  
	I wish to consider some of Elisabeth Bronfen’s ideas on death and femininity at this point.  She explores Samuel Richardson’s 1748 novel Clarissa, a story of denied desire, rape and possession in a way that sheds light on ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore.  Lovelace’s need to steal Clarissa’s body after death to embalm it, and subsequently keep her heart as a memento once the body has decayed vocalises anxieties about bodily dissolution as well as his need to demonstrate his unlimited right to possess her.  This all expresses the perfect stability of Clarissa as an object of desire.  With a shift from physical touch to sight, as Clarissa’s body is replaced by the corpse or parts of it, these parts in turn begin to function as what Bronfen terms an “auto-icon,” signifying a representation of the thing itself.  Desire is inherently unsatisfied; it does not relate to a real object independent of the subject, but to an imaginary object, a fantasy or projection.  The embalmed corpse/heart of Clarissa demonstrates a situation of ‘eternally controlled deferral’ (96) and is typical of the fetishist who refuses to acknowledge loss by substituting something else for the lost object of desire.  The embalmed corpse or heart is used as a fetish to supplant the condition of nothingness.  But, as a double (auto-image) resembling itself, it ultimately signifies this nothingness, so this attempt at triumphing over the fragmentary nature of death is precarious; it is ‘the dangerous double’ (104).  A secure memorial image found in proper burial and commemoration will remove this dangerous fetish with something stable and safe.
	So perhaps we could consider Annabella’s heart as a form of auto-icon or dangerous double to borrow Bronfen’s terms.  The heart is a nexus of attempted readings and meanings, a sign ‘simultaneously overloaded with symbolic meaning and disconcertingly literal’ as Rowland Wymer points out (137).  We see the anxieties of a culture struggling to search for new methods of representation after death.  This is part of a dialogue acted out in dialectic opposition to the effects of religious Reformation and also with existing ways of dealing with death and memory.  The repetition of the signifier ‘heart’ throughout Ford’s text (Morris xxiv-xxv) not only draws attention conversely to the importance of the organ as well as the failure of signification, but also brings us back to the uncanny double, always present in language.
	We are reminded of the opening of Heywood’s A Woman Killed with Kindness at the outset of ‘Tis Pity.  Before, we saw how Anne’s fate was signalled by the combination of death and desire in the language of the play.  In the same way we see that the workings of Eros and Thanatos are once again connected as passion is subject to the workings of the death drive.

	If you would see a beauty more exact
	Than art can counterfeit or nature frame,
	Look in your glass and there behold your own.
						(I.II.199-201)

Giovanni tells his sister, Annabella in the opening act of Ford’s play.  When we first meet Giovanni, he is already in torment over his sexual want and has made himself ‘poor of secrets’ (I.I.15) by emptying the storehouse of his thoughts and heart to the Friar.  His scholarly lifestyle has made him able to argue his case easily with his ambivalent Catholic confessor, always finding another answer, another philosophy to support his desire, which will not be thwarted.  He suggests that if Annabella’s beauty was ‘framed anew’ (I.I.21) the gods themselves would kneel down and worship her image, already forewarning us of the presence of the unheimlich.  If Annabella were to be re-staged, re-created, framed as a work of art, replicated as Giovanni desires, then none would be able to resist her and she would be displayed in her beauty for all to see and admire.
 	The incestuous nature of their relationship means that their love is forbidden from the outset and clearly signals to the audience that it will herald destruction and annihilation.  A 2005 production I saw staged by the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama at the Bristol Old Vic reinforced this anxious and fateful opening, as whilst Giovanni confessed his black desires to the Friar, the stage lighting darkened, a maelstrom was shown in the backdrop and the sounds of thunder filled the theatre, creating a feeling of foreboding in the audience.  Giovanni himself seems to acknowledge this idea of an ill fated fortune, as well as the pairing of Eros and Thanatos; he knows it is his ‘destiny / That you must either love, or I must die’ (I.II.225).  The brutal force of male desire cannot be underestimated in Ford’s text.  Houghton’s production of the play certainly exaggerated this aspect, showing all male characters at one point or another forcing Annabella, Putana, Hippolita or Philotis to their will through sexual and domestic violence, assault and verbal brutality.  So we see Florio pulling Annabella’s hair and throwing her across stage despite his protestation that ‘I will not force my daughter ‘gainst her will’ (I.III.3) and Richardetto sexually abusing his niece.
	However, Annabella is not presented to us simply as a blank canvas subject to her brother’s will, but like other female representations we have encountered so far in previous chapters, she displays considerable agency in the making of her own destiny.  When Putana teases her mistress about the men fighting over her, Annabella reveals that her ‘thoughts are fixed on other ends’ (I.II.68) – she is thinking about her brother in lustful terms even before the action of the play, and whereas Giovanni’s answer is to seek confession even if he has no intention of following the Friar’s advice, Annabella displays no horror over her thoughts or actions until it is too late.  When Giovanni reveals his hand and expresses his incestuous feelings, her reaction is immediately accommodating and she requires no persuasion, telling him, ‘Thou hast won / The field, and never fought; what thou hast urged / My captive heart had long ago resolved’ (I.II.240-2).  The military imagery here reinforces the masculine ideology running throughout early modern theatre whilst reminding us of the Brettergh text; Annabella’s body is a territory to be won and fought over, yet within this she is not totally without will, even if ultimately she is torn apart by male desire.      	
	To give in to his lust, he asks her to look upon her own reflection and thus view herself as the object of his desire.  It is by viewing herself with the male gaze that Annabella experiences herself as Other.  She also views herself as a reproduction, alluded to with Giovanni’s mention of counterfeiting art and reproducing the original.  By gazing at her own reflection, Annabella sees herself doubled and reproduced through the eyes of her brother.  It is interesting to note that when we first meet Annabella she looks upon her brother and does not recognise him, saying to Putana, ‘what blessed shape / Of some celestial creature now appears’ (I.II.126-7), only to be told that it is Giovanni.  He is not recognised as he is ‘some shadow of a man’ (I.II.132), anguished as his love object is forbidden due to taboo and societal mores.  However, Giovanni is to regain his identity in the realisation of their relationship with each other, a wooing scene in which the highly charged image of the mirror is introduced.
	Giovanni and Annabella are uncanny doubles of each other.  As brother and sister they resemble each other and require the other to complete their identity.  This is why no other lover will suffice for Annabella, as we see when she says to her other suitor Soranzo, ‘You are no looking glass’ (III.II.40), as he does not mirror her as her brother does.  Soranzo is later to argue that Giovanni did not truly love Annabella for what she really was inside, but for what she looked like and the positive effect she had on him in terms of reinforcing his identity and mirroring it back to him.  He tells Annabella that 

	He doted on the picture that hung out
	Upon thy cheeks, to please his humorous eye;




Giovanni’s love for his sister is based on her attractiveness on one level and the positive affirmation she gives him, but on a deeper level this is a recognition that the couple function as a mirror image to each other, an uncanny doubling.  In a way this it is a form of narcissistic love, which is based on the reflection of the other who is the same; it is essentially a form of self-love.  This differs from Coppelia Kahn’s research into male identity in Shakespeare’s Roman plays, as Brutus relies on the gaze of other men to consolidate his masculinity.  When he relies on his wife’s gaze the results are less predictable and may not reaffirm him as a ‘Roman, whole and coherent’ (80).  In ‘Tis Pity, however, the couple are truly alike and as such, signify nothing, an absence, what is designated as feminine.  Soranzo’s words and mention of her heart also bring into focus the question of the correct form in which to memorialise Annabella post-mortem and the multiple meanings we take from her body parts.
	The mock wedding ceremony is a relevant scene to read closely at this point.  It heralds the first of many repetitions operating throughout the text, starting as it does from a position of mutual narcissistic desire and operating at the juncture of Eros and Thanatos.  I reproduce the exchange between the couple below:


	ANNABELLA:				On my knees,		She kneels
			Brother, even by our mother’s dust, I charge you,
			Do not betray me to your mirth or hate,
			Love me, or kill me, brother.
	GIOVANNI:				On my knees,		He kneels
			Sister, even by my mother’s dust, I charge you,
			Do not betray me to your mirth or hate,
			Love me, or kill me, sister.
									(I.II.251-55)

Both physically and in language, brother and sister mirror each other in their private wedding, hidden from the eyes of society.  In fact, it is positioned outside society, as is their relationship with its taboo nature and assignation as the cancelling double, posited as Other, as feminine.  Rowland Wymer sees this wedding not as a parody of a sanctioned ceremony, but an appropriation – the marriage with Soranzo might be legal but it is less valid (xx) - whereas Lisa Hopkins views the ceremony as an unholy sham, debasing a true and legal marriage (John Ford’s Political Theatre 86).  It is true we see a line drawn between inner and outer here, with the insistence that people’s secret deeds are hidden away, but can and will be brought to light, as we see with the revelation of Annabella’s heart.  Whilst the ceremony mimics actions and words, thus a form of repetition, it is also repeated later in Annabella’s official marriage to Soranzo.  Here the original mock ceremony perverts the true ceremony as Lisa Hopkins suggests.  However this is because in the doubling of the ceremonies we lose sight of what is original, since the original (chronologically) was a counterfeit, a sham ritual.  Yet conversely, the true ceremony is also a copy, as one has existed before.  In this way we see the workings of uncanny repetition and doubling, pointing to what is lacking – an officially sanctioned relationship in society.
	However, repetition, the creation of a substitute, can never replace the original; its very presence indicates a lack, the loss of the original love object.  Helene Cixous expressed this succinctly in her work on Freud’s theory in her essay ‘Fictions and its Phantoms’.  For her the uncanny is a ‘composite that infiltrates the interstices of narrative and points to gaps we need to explain’.  It draws attention to the lack/no meaning behind castration (linked to the uncanny for Freud and symbolized by blinding).  It explores the gap between signifier/signified and ultimately, how language itself replicates or replaces the original; the signified and its absence is marked by symbols in language (536).  Or as Catherine Belsey states in her discussion of love stories throughout the ages, ‘language erases even as it creates’ (56) so that the very act of speaking encompasses a void, and symbols in language replace or attempt to replace what has been lost.
	So the very text itself is doubled as language attempts to replicate the lost object.  As I mentioned earlier, the repetition of signifier heart operates extensively within Ford’s text, as does the verb, to know.  Lisa Hopkins explores how a new way of accessing knowledge during the early modern period was vocalised by the use of this verb and its related forms in John Ford’s play.  She sees knowledge in the play as envisioned as having an essentially physical basis which manifests itself in the body of Annabella, as the various male characters seek to uncover meaning in her bodily signs.  This can be seen in Soranzo’s reading of Annabella’s pregnancy through her body and Giovanni’s violation of her through incest, and ultimately by entering the secret inner chamber of Annabella’s chest cavity to remove her heart.  Hopkins also notices Ford’s fondness for repetition in general apart from heart:  blood, sweat, tears.  These subordinate parts of the body all put forward a claim to be the governing factor or mouthpiece of the entire body, suggesting they could speak separately on another occasion.  Repetition through language suggests a fragmented sense of self and the disintegration of self-expression (154).   
I wish to return now to the quote used above from the mock wedding ceremony as this scene dramatises a microcosm of these issues connected to language, repetition and uncanny doubling within the play.  Their words are thrown back at each other, repeated, circulated, in the same way that their unofficial marriage copies the original, legal ceremony and vice versa.  However, there is a slight difference in their words.  In the first line spoken by each sibling they invoke their mother’s dust to solemnise their vows.  Annabella speaks first and refers to ‘our’ mother, whereas Giovanni changes her words by repeating them slightly and vows to ‘my’ mother.  Perhaps this is indicative of an uncertainty as to his fate due to his actions.  Despite his protestations that their actions are right, the play does begin with his confession and it is initially Giovanni who is troubled by the forces of destiny as he wants to distance himself from the central issue of the play – incest – which is hardly mentioned by name.  This is what Susan J Wiseman means when she explains how different discourses try to make meanings around Annabella and Giovanni’s sexual relationship, which actually serve to try and conceal the truth.  In other words

Where other signifiers such as ‘heart’ are expanded in the play to operate at a complex and ambiguous level of meaning, the idea of incest constitutes what we might call the absent centre in Giovanni’s discourse, the hidden precondition of his platonic language (186).

    She goes on to propose how the language of courtly love is used to conceal and is ultimately revealed as duplicitous and untrustworthy.  But of course, what it serves to hide is in fact the ‘absent centre’ of incest, signified by the sham wedding ceremony, repeated to mirror a real one.  Or perhaps Giovanni’s manipulation in repeating Annabella’s vow with the slight alteration in what Rimmon-Kenan distinguishes as the difference between constructive repetition, which emphasises difference, and destructive repetition which emphasises sameness.  The former serves the pleasure principle, whilst the latter, the death instinct.  Bronfen explains it is

a repetition which succeeds perfectly may become fatal because the space of difference between model and copy has been eliminated, collapsing both terms into one entity, abolishing the singularity of each separate item (325).


So in this light, Giovanni is perhaps not only trying to repress the true nature of their incestuous relationship, but also is reaffirming to himself that they are subject to the workings of the pleasure principle, not the death drive, which over the course of the play we are to understand is one of the forces at work.  As Elisabeth Bronfen writes

The double, simultaneously denying and affirming mortality, is the metaphor of the uncanniness of the death drive, of ‘unheimlichkeit par excellence,’ grounding all other versions of the uncanny because it points to what is most resistantly and universally repressed, namely the presence of death in life and at the origin of life (114).

Giovanni is finally to come face to face with this truth: that their desire signifies the operation of the death instinct as typically for Ford, we see this on the stage with the alignment of sex, marriage and death in visual terms in V.v.  Previous to this climatic scene, Giovanni declares

	O the glory
	Of two united hearts like hers and mine!
	Let poring book-men dream of other worlds,
	My world, and all of happiness, is here,
	And I’d not change it for the best to come:
	A life of pleasure in Elysium.
							(V.III.11-16)

He still is fixated on the pleasure he obtains from Annabella and his relationship with her; he would not trade it for the joys of the afterlife, yet by mentioning Elysium, he is revealing verbally how in reality his incestuous relationship can only lead to annihilation and is subject to the workings of the death drive.  Despite his attempts to repress this knowledge it makes itself known through slips of language.
	Annabella herself seems to recognise the workings of the death drive through uncanny repetition and desire at the play’s culmination.  I have already discussed how the sibling’s mock wedding ceremony works as an uncanny doubling of an officially sanctioned union, yet there is another repetition to be explored.  In V.ii, as Soranzo plots with the scheming and duplicitous Vasques, he explains to his servant that he has asked Annabella to ‘deck herself in all her bridal robes’ in the privacy of her own chamber, where she is being held, in preparation for his plot to push Giovanni into a compromising position.  At this later point Giovanni seems oblivious to his fate – or maybe he prefers to carry on with his destructive path and in a sense is blinded to its implications, or represses them temporarily, brushing them to one side.  Annabella seems more self aware.  She asks him not to ‘waste / These precious hours in vain and useless speech’ (V.V.18-19) and goes on to say

	Alas, these gay attires were not put on
	But to some end; this sudden solemn feast
	Was not ordained to riot in expense;
	I, that have now been chambered here alone,
	Barred of my guardian, or of any else,
	Am not for nothing at an instant freed
	To fresh access.  Be not deceived, my brother,
	This banquet is an harbinger of death
	To you and me; resolve yourself it is,




The ‘solemn feast’ is a replication yet again of the wedding ceremony – the banquet after the event - and Annabella is dressed up in her wedding day gown, ready to re-enact it one final time.  This is the last time we see Giovanni and Annabella together living and the fact that it is lying on the bridal bed, according to stage directions, is not lost on the audience, creating a striking and arresting image.  It is now to become a deathbed, as Giovanni murders his lover/sister and prepares for the grizzly task ahead.  Yet whilst Annabella seemed more aware in that she recognised the workings of the death drive, realising their time is short and destruction is imminent, it seems unlikely that she envisioned their downfall in these terms.  When Giovanni asks her to look into his face and eyes, she seems unable to see the total darkness in Giovanni’s countenance, the exact method of her/their destruction.  In lines 45 to 55 she only sees signs of her brother’s emotional turmoil and weeping, whereas he corrects her explaining that what she sees is ‘Death, and a swift repining wrath’ (V.V.47) and that his weeping is in fact ‘funeral tears’ (V.V.49) to be shed on her grave; Annabella is getting a glimpse of her own future, the hour of her death, a predictive trait often expected in women and marvelled at (Becker 32).  He goes on to say that ‘these furrowed up my cheeks / When first I loved and knew not how to woo’ (V.V.50-1) – a reminder that from the outset their path was shrouded in the workings of death and annihilation.  Her death is mirrored in his eyes and face and in the same way Annabella also signifies destruction for Giovanni as they are inescapably connected.
	In the 2005 production I mentioned earlier, questions about memorial were brought to the forefront due mainly to the staging of act five, scene six.  Here, the graphic and horrifying image of Annabella’s heart penetrated by her brother/lover’s dagger was doubled by arguably an even more shocking one.  As the acting company clustered around Giovanni, trying to create meanings from his actions at the front of the stage, the heavily pregnant and mutilated body of Annabella was displayed until the end of the performance from a raised platform, overseeing all the action.  It was impossible for the spectator to take his or her eyes from it; in fact the stage lighting almost forced us to continually look.  The active choice to show the female body divorced from the heart highlights anxieties about how to remember.  Which image should I take from the play?  The ripped out and penetrated feminine heart?  Or the mutilated and penetrated feminine body?  Each operates in a relationship with the other, denoting absence and loss, constantly referring to what is not there.  By placing both onstage, we see anxieties expressed about such separations vocalised in the question – can we place them back together again?  
Of course, in the text it is just the heart we are left with; the feminised heart, the auto-icon.  It is the interior made public and reveals itself as fluid and unstable, permeable and penetrable.  In Kristeva’s terms, the heart is placed at the boundaries between in and out, and suggests a collapsing of borders.  In the ultimate failure of its significations and language, it brings us back to the semiotic.  In cutting out his double’s heart, Giovanni found himself at the brink of the annihilation of identity and stepped back, perhaps seen when he consciously changed Annabella’s words at their mock wedding.  Removing her heart may have been an attempt to negate death, however conversely it just ended up reaffirming it, as the final image we are left with points to a failure of meanings.  But ironically the heart denotes absence – the loss of the body and of unified meanings; like language it constantly refers to what is not there.















Four: “Never See Her More”:  Gender, Ghosts and Drama


	‘Twixt these two ways, I trod the middle path […]
						(Thomas Kyd The Spanish Tragedy I.i.72)

	
Keith Thomas has noted that today it may seem trivial to ask if one believes in ghosts.  But to someone living under Elizabeth or James’ reign, such a question was a ‘Shibboleth which distinguished Protestant from Catholic almost as effectively as belief in the mass or the Papal Supremacy’ (703).  It was a ‘deadly serious’ and politicised matter (Lederer 26).  This chapter will explore ‘the undiscovered country’ (Hamlet 3.1.81-2) of the afterlife, its geography now altered and changed in a post-Reformation climate.  In the introduction, I have already explored the repudiation of Purgatory, the middle ground for souls trapped between heaven and hell, and how these official doctrinal changes called into question not only men and women’s fate after death, but also how relationships with the dead might now be fashioned and spoken about by those left behind.  
	I put forward the argument that the processes of the Reformation created the cultural environment for a feminised ghost to haunt discourse and drama.  Ghosts by their very nature display a certain femininity as they occupy a position at the interstices of presence and absence; in their presence they refer constantly to what is lost.  They are also the ultimate in border crossing, moving between the here and there, between patriarchal society and the Otherness of death.  This feminised ghost has varying manifestations.  It is seen through a gendered impotence of the ghosts of old, through material artefacts onstage, and also through language and psychology.  I will also explore hauntings by specifically female ghosts onstage in this chapter.  The processes of the Reformation meant that this feminised ghost now took centre-stage.  But ironically this new status is at odds with the nature of the ghost itself in its interplay of absence and presence, its femininity and its removal from official church doctrine.
Any work which deals with ghosts must consider how the theft of Purgatory impacted on the nature of ghosts themselves, for as Hamlet says officially in a post-Reformation context ‘no traveller returns’ (III.i.82).  Yet they do, time and time again on the early modern stage; Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Richard III, to consider just some of the Shakespearean canon, have ghosts treading the boards.  The popularity of the convention of the dramatic ghost is perhaps best illustrated by dramatists such as William Gager whose 1591/2 Oxford production of Phaedra was expanded to include a ghost scene as well as Jasper Heywood’s translations (Boyle 154-5).  Troades (1559), Thyestes (1560) and Hercules Furens (1561) were all reworked by Heywood; conversely, Thyestes was given a Christianised ending absent in the original, whilst Troades received a new addition – the vengeful ghost of Achilles (Kerrigan 111-113).  Does this suggest that the stage is now the only outlet to play out anxieties about endings?  Perhaps.  Scholarship has explored and developed such arguments substantially over recent years, suggesting that the theatre is the space Purgatory has now been relegated to, producing a theatre of the dead (Greenblatt, Hamlet 257).  If as Boyle suggests, ‘the ghost remains an Elizabethan addiction’ (154), then surely the prevalence and popularity of ghosts onstage communicates a cultural tension about endings magnified by the removal of Purgatory.  However, I wish to consider a specific type of revenant that is not so thoroughly represented onstage as the ghosts of fathers, sons, brothers and kings; I wish to consider a feminine haunting.  I begin my argument by exploring Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy before considering Thomas Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy (sometimes called The Second Maiden’s Tragedy).  Whilst there is no female revenant in the former play, I suggest that Kyd paves the way for the emergence of the feminine ghost as we will see through his use of the domestic space, through psychology and through language itself.
	In his discussion of ghosts and nationalism Philip Schwyzer supports this idea of a displacement from the spiritual arena, suggesting that whilst the Chantries Act of 1547 may have purported to banish such spirits officially, its actual effect may have been to ‘set loose the ghosts of the departed in a newly terrifying form, inchoate and apparently unappeasable’ (Literature, Nationalism and Memory 102).  Rather than being exorcised, such revenants came to haunt popular consciousness, and also the stage, demonstrating yet again this contradictory attitude to such spirits, the need for release from the weight of the past, but also the desire to have the past accessible and within one’s grasp.  
	Freud also offers us many contradictions.  While discussing the etymology and shades of meaning of the word un/heimlich he reminds us ‘this word heimlich is not unambiguous, but belongs to two sets of ideas, which are not mutually contradictory, but very different from each other – the one relating to what is familiar and comfortable, the other to what is concealed and kept hidden’ (Freud, ‘Uncanny’ 132).  This surely is relevant to the figure of the revenant, who both instils fear, would ‘harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood’ (I.V.16), but also reminds us of the importance of family bonds and relationships so that the ‘honest ghost’ (I.V.142) and his commands for revenge will be followed and displayed in an oath of loyalty in Hamlet.  Kirsten Poole in discussing the juncture of psychoanalysis and physics tells us that the ‘sensation of the uncanny is expressed through a perceived destabilization in time and space’ (97).  This is certainly something we see repeatedly at the appearance of a ghost, the sense that ‘time is out of joint’ (I.V.189) as portents and signs of things wrong in nature herald its presence and act as omens of an ominous path ahead.
	It is partly this destabilisation, this contradictory attitude that I explore in this chapter; my subject here is ghosts and the nexus of meanings centring on them and the anxiety around such potent symbols.  Doctrinal changes meant that a new system of signs regarding the dead was in operation; we see that this system now relying on substitutes and doubling, shown clearly with Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy.  However, it is the female ghost that is considered more fully here, her representation and meanings. Most research has centred on the famous Shakespeare ghostly canon – Old Hamlet, Caesar, Banquo, Richard’s victims – the majority of whom are male.  However, as I shall argue, the figure of the female ghost also holds great relevance to our understanding of early modern culture, ideology and stagecraft.
If a person’s fate in the afterlife was the hub around which the theology of the church revolved (Marshall 1-2) then changes in religious doctrine meant that one particular way of seeing this world and the next was necessarily subject to change and adaptation.  We have already seen these modifications when considering the early modern deathbed.  Here theological change meant emphasis was now placed on men and women’s behaviour in their final moments, as well as the advice they gave to those left behind.  At this point, I first wish to consider how the processes of Reformational change affected ghost lore and the revenant, before moving on to consider gender.
	Pre-Reformation ghost lore holds the revenant in a position of importance; ghosts could and did return.  They demonstrate a social function; they have a message to impart or advice to be heeded by the living.  These communications clarify or restore not only familial bonds, but those of the community (Schmitt 2-5).  However the revenant also fulfils a role within economics as one of the cogs in the mechanism of Purgatory (Schmitt 159) and the relationship between the two worlds was often defined in terms of exchange and barter.  Requests for suffrages in the form of prayer or memoria might help ease the dead’s passage through Purgatory as the living fulfil their financial obligations and gain comfort from the knowledge that the fate of their loved ones still can be affected by action and deeds, whilst also accruing money for the church.  Or the needy dead might ask for a donation to the church coffers, a bone of contention for anti-clerical reformers such as Simon Fish who published A Supplication for Beggars in 1529 to attack the philosophy behind such donations.  ‘In the first half of the 1530s, controversy over Purgatory intensified’, Peter Marshall has noted (‘Fear’ 151) and Fish’s polemic was answered by both Thomas More’s Supplication of Souls (1529) and John Rastell’s New Boke of Purgatory (1530).  As I have shown in the introduction Purgatory ensured that the borders between the two worlds of the living and the dead were not absolute.  There was still traffic between both sides, surely both a source of contentment and conversely, anxiety and fear to those left behind.  Whether these visits brought comfort, anxiety or other emotions is impossible to know for sure, as Peter Marshall argues when suggesting the temptation to use wills to get closer to the true emotions of the time means there could be ‘no meaningful potential for quantification, and given the complexity of the cultural and psychological issues it comprehends, scope for only the most guarded attempts at qualification’ (‘Fear’ 150).
	Mediaeval ghost lore held three major types of story in circulation.  The miracula is often anonymously written and found in collections in religious buildings, functioning to enhance the reputation of such establishments.  Here we see the suspension of the natural order (praetor naturam) through the will of God, for example the Virgin Birth or the rising of Lazarus.  We also have the mirabilia, a tale of wonder and the supernatural usually written by a cleric, which differs from the former in its relationship to the Creator.  Instead of hearing such a tale and placing one’s faith in God, the curiosity of the human mind is aroused by such an astounding tale, which often incorporates folklore elements.  Lastly, exempla were seen towards the end of the Middle Ages.  These were supernatural tales with a moral or didactic purpose (Schmitt 59-93).  Ghostly visitations were mainly of an exemplary nature – to uphold Christian teachings, to describe punishments in the afterlife, thus warning against sinful behaviour, to testify the rewards for good conduct or even to confess a crime and point to a murderer.  The importance of ghosts’ social function, within a religious context, is clear.  Not only do they maintain contact between the quick and the dead, but also they help to glue together social bonds among the living – offering advice, weeding out criminals, ensuring society is cohesive, safe and contained.  
Officially the Reformation ended this relationship with the revenant.  However, whilst Protestant belief removed the possibility of a return, popular belief and folklore still maintained a relationship of sorts.  Now only certain reasons for a ghost apparitions remained valid, namely those to do with rectifying an existing social relationship, restoring stolen goods or denouncing an undetected wrong-doer.  As Purgatory was now removed from the geography of the afterlife suffrages and prayers could not be asked for to help the spirit’s passage through fire; ghosts were now on their own.  Their fate had already been decided during life.  We see these ideas in performance when Old Hamlet returns from the grave, bringing the burden of family duty and revenge with him to place firmly on the shoulders of the young and living, rather than requests for suffrage to help ease his passage.  Whilst ghosts admitting their crimes still did appear, this was less common and the emphasis was placed more onto removing suspicion from a living person rather than easing the suffering of the ghost.  As Keith Thomas argues, the ghost now had a more direct purpose for a visitation; ‘[h]e came to denounce some specific injustice.  He no longer wanted masses said for his soul.  Instead, he wished to alter some particular relationship between living people’ (Thomas 711-18; 713).  Thomas’ choice of gendered pronoun is worth noting here; I will explore the question of female ghosts shortly. 
But ghosts still did appear post Reformation.  However, their definition remains vague; whilst Protestants clearly stated what ghosts were not, what actually they were remains more uncertain, probably as new meanings and definitions were still being verbalised (Marshall, Beliefs 241) as we will see in Lavater’s treatise which I will consider in the next section.  Ghost sightings could be crafted by Satan, by witchcraft or be the result of Popish knavery as well as due to a variety of physical and psychological reasons. Drunkenness, melancholy, madness or a weakness of nerves all could be deemed the culprit for instigating a haunting.	
Do these changes in ghostly function necessitate a different reaction to the ghost?  What meanings do they still hold and how might we negotiate them?  Their uncanniness remains; their relationship between presence and absence.  But if ghosts cannot ask for suffrage, and can only affect social relationships in the world of the living, how can a culture now negotiate its relationship with the past, with memory and with history?  Peter Marshall suggests this leads to a forward thinking society.  He argues that:
the doctrinal rejection of Purgatory and intercessory prayer translated in cultural terms into a conscious abrogation of the hold of the past, a heedlessness of the wishes of dead ancestors, and a prioritization of resources towards meeting the needs of this world rather than then next (Beliefs 107).

 Philip Schwyzer however suggests there is no escaping the profound psychological repercussions of such changes, the aim of which may have been to lift the weight of Catholic superstition, but which arguably achieved the opposite (Literature 101).  The burden of the past weighs heavy.  This is perhaps partly due to what Peter Buse and Andrew Stott term the anachronistic nature of the revenant, its ability to double and merge time.  They argue that:

In the figure of the ghost, we see that past and present cannot be neatly separated from one another, as any idea of the present is always constituted through the difference and deferral of the past, as well as anticipation of the future (10-11).

We have returned to a merging of boundaries.  Buse and Stott’s ideas also remind us of Engel’s ‘vacuole in a cell’, the moment of tableau in Renaissance drama which encapsulates the past, present and future in one instant.  As the ultimate in border problems, ghosts compress developing and conflicting ideologies about the weight of the past and how we might address the dead’s needs.  As we will see in the texts I explore, they also operate in a highly gendered manner.


‘Those Rumblings of Spirits in the Night’: Lewes Lavater, the uncanny and the ghost controversy


But in these our daies, since we have refused mens traditions and willingly imbraced the doctrine of the Gospell, all appearings of Soules and Spirites have vanished away. 




	When William Blake wrote that John Milton was ‘of the Devil’s party without knowing it’ (The Marriage of Heaven and Hell Plate 6), he could have been writing about Lewes Lavater.  In this section, I explore the ghost controversy through Lavater’s treatise on ghost lore, in which he ironically maintains a Protestant stance on hauntings whilst conversely revelling in the ghostly narratives he employs.  I suggest that in this text we see a feminised ghost, necessarily altered by theological changes.  It is through language and uncanny doubling that we can explore the revenant and its newly articulated meanings, and how it haunts the pages of Lavater’s treatise.  This ghost is necessarily marginalised, yet conversely points to a chaotic breaking of boundaries and border crossings.
	The 1572 translation into English of Lewes Lavater’s 1569 Zurich treatise, Das Gespensterbuch, on ghosts and supernatural happenings in the new light of Protestant doctrine, is an expression of an ideology still in the process of searching for ultimate definitions with regards to the afterlife and the place of the dead.  His work was also translated in French, Spanish and Italian, gaining a wide circulation in both Catholic and Protestant circles, as well as prompting Catholic responses from Noel Tallepied and Pierre Le Loyer (Gordon 95).  The above quotation I start this part of the discussion with reveals an apparent certainty of thought and opinion as to the ghost controversy in post-Reformation England, but throughout Lavater’s text we are still to hear ‘those rumbling of Spirits’ (183) which apparently have been exorcised from religious and cultural life.  Despite Lavater’s claims that spirits have generally vanished, the bones of this religious and cultural debate will not be so easily laid to rest, as perhaps shown through the treatise’s republication in a second edition in 1596 (Wilson xvi).
	Lavater  seeks to unwind ‘this crabbed knotte’ (105) of the ghost controversy with a highly detailed exploration of the issue, incorporating examples of the supernatural coupled with evidence from Biblical sources to comply with the official Protestant view on ghosts and the afterlife.  However, it is telling that in his need to shape and support his polemic, Lavater turns to ghost narratives to help further his argument.  Ghost tales overflow from this tract, although moulded to illustrate the author’s own post-Reformation argument for the absence of Purgatory and thus revenants from this newly imaginary geography.  However, the fact that these stories remain demonstrates their relevance; this survival is a clear manifestation of the difficulty of removing ghostly traces from cultural consciousness and proof that the revenant is not so easily laid to rest.  Lavater’s numerous retellings of such stories aptly illustrate both his and society’s ongoing fascination with the afterlife.  We see the need to fill the void left by the removal of Purgatory and its continuing relationship with the dead with fictions and retellings of ghostly encounters.  The relish and attention to detail which Lavater gives his ghostly examples serves to illustrate this point.  Ghosts cannot be so easily exorcised from early modern consciousness; they simply reappear in different cultural forms whether it is in the theatre or in contemporary writings and publications.  Like the revenant doomed to repeat, Lavater too must turn back, and back again, to ghost narratives of old, eternally repeating their stories, conversely re-affirming their importance through denial of such spirits.
	The ghosts in Lavater’s discussion hold a marginalised and also a feminised place in post-Reformation society, pushed into isolation from cultural norms by official Church doctrine.  This connection should not seem surprising; in a patriarchal society it is perhaps natural for the outsider ghost or representative of the Other to align with the feminine, and as I have argued in this research, women and death present a natural association.  Ghosts are also connected with the feminine through their functions as keepers of memories and traditions.  The role of women in recording the oral traditions of mediaeval societies has already been noted.  As Elisabeth Van Houts writes, ‘[t]he gendered tasks of men and women were clear.  Men were expected to fight and die while protecting their lands and estates, while women were expected to remember their menfolk’s deeds performed in this process and to pass on stories of those deeds to posterity’ (11).  This gendered oral tradition quietly functions to preserve the memory of deeds done, an important and essential aspect of society, as I suggest, is the ghost. Early modern culture’s need for ghosts and ghost stories, its refusal fully to relinquish the revenant shows their importance in the wake of doctrinal changes which constituted an attack on established ways of remembering and articulating the past.  However, that ghosts in this post Reformation context are feminised not only reminds us of their crucial roles as preservers of memory in the face of instability, but also suggests how this need cannot be placed in the open.  As the designated Other, it is through marginalisation and gaps in the narrative that we see their expression, through language, which conversely points to what is absent and also through doubling.  Ghosts cannot be placed out in the open, but must occupy a marginalised and feminised place.  Yet by their very existence and in their femininity, they point to a chaos which Lavater attempts to contain.
Of Ghosts and Spirits Walking by Night is subdivided into three parts as explained in the Author’s Epistle.  Lavter tells the reader:  





The need to clearly define ghosts and their place in the cosmos is obvious, as well as the perplexingly ambiguous nature of the revenant.  Visions and spirits do sometimes appear; however, Lavater supports a Protestant polemic, explaining that these cannot be ghosts in the traditional sense, as souls escaped from Purgatory, but are evil spirits or some incomprehensible aspect of the work of God.  He goes on to inform us that his source material will be out of ‘the holy scriptures’ (b2) as well as other godly writings.  The treatise hinges on a contradiction.  As mentioned above, we have a tract arguing against the very existence of Catholic ghosts by using supernatural tales, in his very choice of sources Lavater again reveals a certain duality.  Whilst it is clear that the work is placed within a well established early modern context of learning and careful, religious research, we also see a varied use of examples to support his argument.  So we find ourselves reading his treatise with a doubled vision, as Biblical accounts from the Gospels jostle alongside Roman or Greek sources such as Plutarch’s retellings of various Roman lives.  Indeed Lavater appears to use his own discretion as to which of these pre-Christian classical writers are to be considered godly in contemporary terms (as they were without the word of God) and which are to be castigated as magicians and tricksters, thus reaffirming his Protestant polemic.
We see the conversely marginalised, yet potent ghost at many points in Lavater’s text.  He firstly turns to classical mythology to begin his discussion of the early modern ghost controversy:

Spectrum amongst the Latines doth signifie a shape or forme of some thing presenting it selfe unto our sight.  Scaliger affirmeth that Spectrum is a thing which offereth it selfe to be seene, eyther truly, or by vaine imagination.  The divines take it to be a substance without a body, which being hearde or seene, maketh men afrayde.   (A.j) (1).


We have a thorough overview of many different types of supernatural beings and creatures which belong under the broad umbrella of spirits such as the ‘Visum,’ (A.j/1) ‘Visiones,’ (2) ‘Phantasma & Phantasia,’ (2) as well as many Roman household gods such as the ‘Lemures,’ ‘Lares,’ ‘Manes’ (2) and ‘Penates’ (A.ij/3).  Other more mythological creatures are mentioned too such as ‘Lamiae’ (women who can remove their eyes), African wild animals shaped like women, (A.iij/5) ‘Striges’ (birds which drink the blood of babies) as well as the ‘Gorgon’ and ‘Incubi and Succubi’ (6).  Lavater continues with his list of fantastical creatures, many of which are recognisable from Greek and Roman mythology.  So we have the figures of Pan, the woodland companions of Dionysus, the Sileni, the Sphynx, the water monster Scylla as well as sea Nereids and Harpies.  The largely gendered nature of Lavater’s examples is clear to the reader.  Women and the feminine abound in this collection of mythological figures; the Lamiae, Succubi, Gorgons, Sphynxs, Nereids, Harpies as well as Scylla and the African animals and in female form.  They are also elements of the monstrous-feminine; a breed of monster that relies on signs of sexual difference to install fear signified through a breaking of boundaries (Creed 1-7).  Despite the need for containment, such gendered apparitions haunt the pages of Lavater’s text.
Such wealth of detail also reaffirms Boyle’s view I quoted earlier, that the ghost is truly an Elizabethan addiction.  But it is also through the displacement of the topic of ghosts from contemporary society into the realm of the mythic that Lavater is able to write about issues within his time, in much the same way that we see many early modern plays set in Spanish or Italian courts, for example Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi or Middleton and Rowley’s The Changeling.  That the examples chosen bear a gendered nature suggests how contemporary attitudes to ghosts and ghost lore are being shaped and articulated within the contestatory position they now occupy in England.  Lavater goes on to tell us the reader that ‘it is no marvell if vayne sightes have bene in olde time, neither yet that it is to be marvelled at, if there be any at this day’ (F.iij/43).  Miraculous occurrences from the time of myth do have some bearing on contemporary Europe – in discussing classical attitudes to the afterlife, ghosts and supernatural happenings, Lavater is able to address his readership and put forward his Protestant argument from a position of safety.
	It is perhaps natural that a text concerning ghost lore should operate anachronistically with the past, and we see this dichotomy again articulated through numerous references to the idea of a ‘tyme past’, (50) as well as the ‘auncient people and […] the olde people’ (4) who lived in an era when miraculous events were commonplace.  This is perhaps natural in a Protestant polemic.  There was a widespread belief that the time of wonders and miracles was past once the world had moved past the events described in the New Testament.  More so, Maurice Hunt notes that by the ‘late sixteenth century, belief in the continued occurrence of religious miracle had, in Protestant opinion, become a stigmal badge of Catholicism’ (29).  So an older time, a time of myths, legends and wonder is evoked and maintained vividly by Lavater, drawing a direct comparison with the present.  This is achieved by his overwhelming use of example.  Lavater heaps a wealth of stories, myths and anecdotes upon the reader.  
So we hear Homer’s tale of Ajax attacking a herd of swine, believing them to be the Grecian army and Agamemnon (B.iij/13), Aristotle’s story of a man visiting the theatre of Abydos in Asia and behaving as if he were an actor with the audience present (10) and Plutarch’s tale of how a man named Bessus murdered his father and was revealed as guilty as he believed a nest of birds he had killed spoke of his deed at the dinner table (15).  Many other names are mentioned:  Augustine, Euripides, Galen, Ruffinus Tyrannius, Pliny, Agricola, Suetonius and Cicero to name a few.  This veritable wealth of stories and names reveal Lavater not only as a competent researcher but also invoke a sense of confidence from the reader – Lavater is a man of diligence and learning, as we would expect with Renaissance scholarship.  These scholarly credentials help to counterbalance the topic Lavater is engaging with whilst negating the insubstantiality of spirits.  It adds weight to his argument.	
	The relish with which Lavater engages with these stories is obvious to the reader.  The entire first section is concerned with numerous examples listed one after the other; ghost narratives and stories of wonder are paraphrased in lively scenes.  Take his retelling of Plutarch’s account of the life of Brutus:

[Brutus] in his tent about midnight, the candle burning dimly, and all the host quiet and silent, as he was musing and revolving with him selfe, he seemed that he hearde one entering the Tente into him, and looking backe unto the doore, hee sawe a terrible and monstrous shape of a bodye, whiche farre exceeded the common stature of men, standing faste by him without any words, wherewith he was sore afrayde:  and yet he ventured to aske it thys question.  What arte thou (sayeth hee) eyther a God, or a man?  and why commest thou unto me?  Whereto the image aunswered:  I am (quod he) O Brutus, thy evill ghoste, at Philippos thou shalt see mee.  They sayeth Brutus being nothing amazed:  I wil see thee (55).

  
Lavater keeps very close to his original source of Plutarch’s Lives but his delight in this retelling is obvious.  He neglects to follow his paraphrasing of Plutarch with the account of Cassius’ typical Epicurean reaction, except to say that he ‘ascribed the whole matter to natural causes’ (56) and then instructs the reader to turn to Plutarch to read his whole argument, rather than negating the power of the ghost scene in Brutus’ tent, also evident in Shakespeare’s use of this material in Julius Caesar.  We also see the typical pre-Reformation response to supernatural occurrences – the standard set of questions to denote the true nature of the spirit.  Lavater however, does not simply use classical examples to illustrate his argument and provide excitement for the reader; he also turns to religious sources, creating a dual perspective.
	Biblical references fill this text, jostling besides Plutarch and Pliny.  We see the use of the Books of Daniel and Kings, (86) the four Gospels as well as the Book of Samuel and the story of Saul and the appearance of Samuel’s ghost.  Again, such is the structure of Lavater’s argument that he spends a great deal of energy retelling strange, portentous and supernatural events in the Bible in order to later shape his argument to the impossibility of spirits, but his initial animated retellings of ghosts stories remains in the reader’s mind.  
The author’s attitude to these varying stories is interesting.  As a Protestant, Lavater must adhere to the view that faith alone is needed and anything superfluous to the Bible is not only unnecessary but connected with Popish deception and trickery.  His belief that there is no third place (118) in the afterlife removes the possibility of a return from Purgatory.  However he does not condemn these tales of classical spirits, monsters and Biblical ghosts.  Instead, he attests to how strange things did happen in times past and in doing so gives us a picture of an older, mythological time, when fantastic events happened, divorced from contemporary culture in which Lavater lives.  However, there is a third type of example Lavater uses to furnish his argument which will benefit this discussion.
	We are told of the four monks of Berne, who in 1509 deceived a Friar from another order into believing he saw a ghost (28-35) and the Franciscans who feigned the ghost of a dead woman in 1534 in order to gain access to her wealth (37-41).  We also hear of a parish priest who filled a graveyard with candles attached to live crabs, to appear as the souls of the dead demanding suffrage to ease their passage through Purgatory (43-4) and another priest who took a young girl’s virginity by pretending to be the Virgin Mary and commanding her to acquiesce (42).  In contrast to the supernatural examples from classical myth and also the Bible, these events are placed as happening in recent history for Lavater – one generation before him – with the deception, greed, lust and general trickery of the Catholic Church posited as the cause.  It is also especially pertinent that many of his examples, once again, make use of the feminine in their representation of ghosts – or rather, ghost substitutes.  Lavater tells us that

It might bee somewhat borne withal, if these things had only chaunced among the Gentiles, which were without the word of God, if we dyd not evidentlye see the like happen often times amongst christians, and in case it were not to be feared least many suche things shoulde happen even at this day also.  For it is well knowne to all men, that there have bin many magicians, sosserers, & coniurers, & those especially Monkes and priests, who could easelye counterfeit visions, and miracles, and familiar talking with soules (28).

The appearance of spirits in contemporary society is linked inevitably to Catholicism and Papist trickery as the world ‘waxeth worse and worse’ and men are more ‘impudent, more bould, more covetous, and more wicked, then ever they were in times past’ (46).  It is also notable that Lavater differentiates between the immediate present in which he was writing his tract and the recent present, one generation before his own.  Keith Thomas also concurs with this link to Catholicism to help shape society’s attitude to ghost lore; he notes that for ‘the first generation of reformers, ghosts thus presented no problems’ as the pre-Reformation Church authorities had exploited ghost stories to enhance their own wealth and authority (711). This might explain the apparent contradiction in Lavater’s treatise – on one hand the current climate is one of worsening morals and the influence of Satan combined with Catholic trickery, but on the other, ‘since we have refused mens traditions and willingly imbraced the doctrine of the Gospell, all appearings of Soules and Spirites have quite vanished away’ (183).  A line is drawn between the recent past before the Reformation and a post Reformational society in which Protestantism has been established, in some areas of Europe at least.  Lavater will show the reader ‘the verye true cause why those visions are nowe so seldome tymes seene:  for soothe bycause the Dyuell perceyueth, that wee understande hys subtleties and craft, therefore hee hunteth after other men, and seeketh to deceyue them’ (Aa.j/185).  
The readership is placed within a position of religious superiority and elitism in contrast to those who are seduced by the Devil, embrace the trinkets of Catholicism and let themselves be governed by the deception of the monks and priests.  ‘If God then condemne and rejecte the unthankfull worlde, what marvell is it, if he vexe them with spirites and vayne apparitions?’(178)  Lavater never does claim that strange occurrences do not happen, but instead he affirms that ghostly shapes and apparitions can be seen by both godly and ungodly men.  However, he gives his early modern readership numerous reasons as to the cause of a visitation, which can be aligned with his Protestant viewpoint.  
	The mundane reasons are vast.  He lists melancholia, madness when men ‘have utterly loste the use of reason’ (13) sometimes in the form of a mental disease such as lycanthropy or dreaming disorders (when ‘a man of monstrous stature sitteth on them, which with his handes violentlye stoppeth their mouthe’ so the person believes they are pinned down on the bed; surely sleep paralysis), as well as a general weakness of the senses.  He notes that those men ‘of stout and hautie corage free from all feare, seldome tymes see any spirits’ (16) whereas those who let fear govern their lives are more prone to reacting to noises in the night.  Rather predictably, woman and children are seen as generally more fearful and having weaker nerves.  Extremities of emotion can also cause these ghostly hallucinations – worry, love, hate as well as drunkenness and wearing disguises, either deliberate as in the examples of the friars already discussed, or incidental as when prostitutes disguise themselves to solicit business.  There is a clear feminisation in his description of reasons.  We see an emphasis on the workings of the mind, a concern with mental instability and excesses of emotion, corresponding to a fear of unruly feminine behaviour.  In constructions of early modern subjectivities excesses of emotion were gendered, women usually being presented as more prone to outbursts of emotional display.  The body displayed signs of grief, anger, melancholy, happiness and of course the excessive mourning rituals such as weeping and clothes tearing (Vaught 1-4).
	Natural occurrences can also prompt the belief in spirits.  Lavater mentions the story of the near death of a man, prompted by the sound of his echo into trying to cross a river at a dangerous point, as well as glow-worms, will o the wisps, mines of sulphur and brimstone, fires at night and volcanoes such as Mount Etna and Vesuvius (G.ij/51).  Weakness of sight is also mentioned as a reason for seeing ghosts.  He notes that: 

Aristotle writteth that some menne through the feeblenesse of their sight, beholding in the aire neere unto them (as it were in a glasse) a certain image of them selves, suppose they see their owne angels or soules, and so as the Proverbe is, they feare their own shadowe (18).

This ‘shadowe’ is surely the uncanny messenger of death, the doppelganger.  It is the same dark shape that Lavater notes visits Pertinax for three days before his death when he ‘sawe a certayne shaddowe in one if his fishepondes’ (H.iij/61).  We also see this harbinger of death or ‘morbid double’ (Neill, Issues 74) in Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi when Ferdinand wrestles with his own shadow to prevent it haunting him (V.II) as well as when the Cardinal enters the final act and scene of the play.  Here, whilst engaging in his own battle against ‘a guilty conscience’ (4) through consulting books about hell and the afterlife instead of submitting to insanity like his brother, he admits to the audience that:

	When I look into the fishponds, in my garden,
	Methinks I see a thing arm’d with a rake
	That seems to strike at me. (5-7)

Phoebe S. Stinrad builds upon R.W. Dent’s investigation into the sources of this passage, noting how it represents a combination of ‘classic and contemporary’, much as Lavater’s use of examples, but in its portents of death and damnation.  The Devil was often represented pulling souls to a hellish judgement with a rake, while sometimes the image of Death in the arts, carried a rake rather than a scythe (Spinrad 210).  She continues, writing that:

The “thing” in the Cardinal’s fishpond, rather than being a specific figure drawn from any of Webster’s sources, is more likely a deliberate compendium of all the literary and pictorial bogeys representing things beyond the world: ghosts, portents, devils, and death […] (211).

For Spinrad, it is this multiplicity of meanings and the ‘vagueness of the Cardinal’s reference that makes the figure so horrifying’ (211).  It also suggests a certain failure of language and signification in its referral to the supernatural, a reminder of a search for a new language with which to refer to the dead and their place.  This shadow is also the unspecified apparition that visits Brutus before the battle of Phillipi and the strange figure that Hieronimo speaks to in Act III of The Spanish Tragedy.  As we know, the uncanny sensation is something familiar yet also unfamiliar.  It is a sense of homeliness uprooted or a curious coincidence and connected to the forces of déjà vu, repetition, the double, the return of the repressed – or the dead, according to Nicholas Royle (1-3).  
	Various types of literature, whether dramatic works such as those by Webster or  Kyd, or treatises and didactic tracts on the changes in theological and spiritual doctrine are able to give a modern readership a glimpse of cultural forces operating at this period, as we are shown a reflection of contemporary issues.  Lavater’s treatise provides a reflective surface for us in which we see the uncertainty and confusion surrounding theological changes, and also conversely, the very presence of an absence – the void left by the loss of Purgatory shown in the author’s need to fill this gap with the very ghost tales he is seeking to discredit.  The text is a product of its time – engaging with contemporary debates and uncertainties as to theology and the afterlife specifically through the question of ghosts.  His decision to focus on ghosts and their place through supernatural stories in particular instead of discussing a wider subject matter of witchcraft of which ghosts are only one small part also is telling, showing a continued interest in the role of ghosts and hauntings.
	Jean-Claude Schmitt tells us that ghost tales performed an important function both before and after the Reformation by expressing modalities of belief in the place of the dead and also by establishing morality and norms of behaviour.  He goes on to explain that:

in this way, through their massive distribution, the tales also fulfilled a cognitive function by inducing and confirming the representation of spatiotemporal structures (between the here – and – now and the hereafter) or social structures in which the dead, as well as the living were involved (171).

Lavater’s use of ghost exempla functions as a way to fill the empty space left by doctrinal changes.  Whilst verifying the removal of ghosts, Lavater simply reaffirms the need for such a function in society – the need to establish some sort of relationship with the dead or with remembrance which is often gendered, and the necessity to alleviate the trauma left by the removal of the safety-net of Purgatory with new alternative fictions.  As beings which operate at borders ghosts occupy a position of marginalisation and femininity.  However, through Lavater’s text we see such figures haunting the gaps within the text.  It is a textual haunting, a return of the repressed and it is feminine seen through language and through doubling.  As Peter Brooks argues ‘[r]epetition creates a return in the text, a doubling back’ (100).   Thomas Kyd takes this search for a new definition of the afterlife and ways of expressing memory in a different direction, as unlike Lavater who turns to outdated modes of expression – the fiction of the ghost story – Kyd moves this articulation of the afterlife and all the anxieties connected to these doctrinal changes into newer, more material areas, but one where once again we see the emergence of the feminine.






	Here, take my handkercher and wipe thine eyes,
	Whiles wretched I in thy mishaps may see
	The lively portrait of my dying self.
						He draweth out a bloody napkin.
	O no, not this:  Horatio, this was thine,
	And when I dy’d it in thy dearest blood,
	This was a token ‘twixt thy soul and me
	That of thy death revenged I should be.
						(III.XIII.83-9)

	Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (c. 1587-1592) dramatises key issues about the ghost debate after the Reformation which I wish to explore in this section, illustrated by the above quotation.  Kyd’s early revenge tragedy is bloody, grotesque and emotionally shattering for the audience in its portrayal of loss.  The horrific murder of the lover, Horatio and the subsequent revenge plot orchestrated by his father and his betrothed offers the perfect set up for the appearance of a ghost to cry for vengeance and help propel the action forward.  But whilst we do see a ghost, this apparition is divorced from the main action of the play.  It is neither able to affect the outcome, nor is it the ghost of murdered Horatio.  Instead, the ghost is vulnerable, subject to change and mutability; it is feminised.  I argue that Kyd’s play engages with contemporary theological debate by not only offering the audience a psychological haunting through the language of doubling, repetition and repression, but also a specifically feminised haunting.  The ghost is present in the feminine ‘hankercher’, in the bloody writ from the hand of Bel-Imperia and in dramatic impotency which I argue points to a collapsing of boundaries and identity, as we will see in the doubling motif of the ‘lively portrait of my dying self’(III.xiii.85).  In these ways, we see the presence of the deathly feminine haunting the pages of the play.
	At this point I want to explain a few details about the staging of this play.  The space of the stage is divided into two – an outer and inner frame of action.  The world of the Spanish court, where we see the lives of the characters played out, is surrounded by a neo classical space inhabited by two shadowy figures, Revenge and the ghost of Don Andrea.  So the audience already views the action with a double vision, seeing both worlds co-existing within the space of the stage.  This clearly suggests a dialectical opposition between old and newer ways of expressing and discussing religious change; the ghost is unable to haunt the inner action of the stage physically, mimicking the official removal of such apparitions in early modern culture.  It also reminds us of the dialectics between different times in Lavater’s treatise with an anachronistic time frame.
We can align these ideas with Louis Montrose’s argument that ‘the theatre was perceived to have constituted itself as an alternative site of authority within contemporary society’ (50).  Drama is an important barometer for dialectics and arguments circulating in culture.  It is not just a reflective surface, but forms a dialogue with contemporary tensions by finding expression in dramatic form.  In this space ghosts are part of ‘good theater’ (Greenblatt, Hamlet 200) as the stage offers a ‘specially demarcated space of make-believe’ (203) in which this can occur.  Purgatory and the reality of ghosts are subsumed into the theatrical world of ‘dispensable stage machinery’ (229), the product of the ‘fifty year effect’ - a time in the wake of great ideological struggle in which the generation that initiated this revolutionary break has all but died out, and the new generation are filled with nostalgia for the old world they have lost, and react against their fathers (248).  The Spanish Tragedy stages this polemic for us.  
	The Spanish Tragedy opens with the ghost of Don Andrea emerging from a classical netherworld with the figure of Revenge in tow.  Like Fury in Thyestes, Revenge has also roused the ghostly spirit for a specific purpose.  This ghost is to be the audience; he is going to witness an event apparently pre-ordained - the revenge on the ‘author’ (I.i.87) of his death, Don Balthazar.  Already it becomes apparent that the ghost is powerless and impotent.  Unlike the ghost of Tantalus, roused to bloodlust and spreading contagion on his family line and the world of the living, all the ghost of Andrea can expect to be is part of the ‘Chorus in this tragedy’ (I.i.91).  He is able only to observe and comment on the action, sometimes even without foreknowledge of events although he is able to help pronounce a doom upon the victims at the play’s conclusion.
In act two of Seneca’s Thyestes the Chorus is ignorant of the events which have just occurred onstage (the plotting of Atreus to receive his brother in friendship as a secret front for revenge) and the superficial reconciliation of the brothers is instead praised.  In much the same way, the ghost in Kyd’s play takes on this function, simply observing the action, rather than taking on the role of the Senecan figure of bloodlust.  ‘Come we from this from depth of underground / To see him feast that gave me my death’s wound?’ (I.v.1-2), Andrea complains to Revenge at the end of act one, to which Revenge reassures him that he will wreak his own brand of particular havoc across the stage.  The ghost is superfluous to the action.  Unlike the famed ghost of old Hamlet who appears to the Prince of Denmark, reawakening his memory and the need to avenge his murdered father, our ghost in Kyd’s play seems to hold a particularly distinct transparent nature.  He causes no effect on the action and functions simply as a powerless observer at the side of the stage.
	This supernatural impotence is made all the more apparent by the structure of the play already noted – the dramatist’s decision to use an outer and inner frame within which the action occurs and is divided.  The inner action centres on the “real” world of the Spanish court and the intrigues and actions of the living characters within the play.  So we see the aftermath of the warring campaign with Portugal in which Don Andrea met his end at the hands of Balthazar the Portuguese Prince, the acceptance of Balthazar into the inner circle of the Spanish court as guest rather than prisoner of war, the alliance of Lorenzo, brother to Bel-Imperia, with Balthazar and their underhand actions to win if not the heart, then the body of Bel-Imperia for the Portuguese Prince.  However, Bel-Imperia already desires another, Horatio, friend of Don Andrea in life, who observed the correct funeral rites and seems, as far as the ghost is concerned, a worthy subject for his former love’s affections to be transferred upon.  It is jealousy and desire both for Bel-Imperia and a political union with Portugal, then, which drives Lorenzo and Balthazar to murder Horatio.  At this point the revenge plot is activated.  Hieronimo, Knight Marshall of Spain and father to the murdered lover, is to find his son’s dead body murdered and graphically displayed.  Now the task falls upon the father to avenge his son’s death.  
	Framed around this inner action are scenes which contain only the Ghost of Andrea and the portentous figure of Revenge, who watches the world of the living from the side of the stage.  The sense of a different world is maintained by these two figures who bring tales of a classical underworld with them for the audience.  ‘Charon’ (I.i.20), ‘Cerberus’ (I.i.30) and ‘Pluto’s court’ (I.i.55) appear, as well as the actual geography of this Roman afterlife, placing it far away from contemporary politics and theology concerning life after death.  Yet even in this classical afterlife, the way forward is confused.  John Kerrigan draws attention to a change Kyd makes from his apparent source, Virgil’s Aeneid.  Whereas Aeneas has the choice of two paths to follow in the underworld, Kyd changes the details of this classical source from two to three paths which is of prime significance for Kerrigan.  Kyd must have had some ‘special purpose’ in this, which he sees as the message that the road to justice ‘leads through and beyond alternatives – and that it leads, in the end, to […] Revenge’ (172).  Lukas Erne provides another view, suggesting that:

[…]appropriately, the place which Andrea is taken to is not one of blessedness and rewarded virtue, but a Purgatorial place from which Andrea’s soul returns to the earth as a ghost doomed for a certain term to walk the night (53).


Erne ultimately sees the play as a manifestation of Catholic belief on Kyd’s part and in this light The Spanish Tragedy would be seen as an expression of pre-Reformation belief systems as the ghost is a revenant not only from Purgatory but from a time before what Greenblatt has termed the fifty-year effect (Hamlet 248).  The ghost certainly does suggest a Purgatorial figure; he claims he is Don Andrea’s spirit who has risen from the grave, but we are also to see in Kyd’s text how in the world of the Spanish Court, psychological factors will also come into play with regards to the supernatural world.  
Much has been written on this dual perspective in the play. The framing structure of The Spanish Tragedy effectively traps the ghost of Andrea so that he is unable to appear to friends or family.  Instead he resides in a quasi mythological location, divided from the living by scene, stage set and psychic geography.  Conversely whilst the audience views the stage with a sense of double vision, making the ghost and Revenge the objects of their gaze as well as the world of the Spanish court, these two figures also function as subjects, simultaneously viewing the events in the inner action onstage, suggesting a collapsing of boundaries.  Lukas Erne argues that this framing device helps us focus on the dialectic between divine and mortal in the play, which creates a tension between ‘supernatural and human theatre’ (99).  Gordon Braden sees this framing structure as vouching for the authority of judgement and the continuing concern of the dead with the world of the living.  The weight of the past results in the overwhelming need to avenge wrong deeds already performed (204).  However, the ghost does not initially seem interested in the actions of the living.  It takes Revenge most of the time within the play to inspire the bloodlust; it is not until the final act that he expresses the Senecan characteristics expected of a classical spirit, for example as when in Thyestes the ponderous and gloomy Tantalus, self absorbed with his eternal hunger and misery, is converted almost immediately by Fury into a raging spirit of revenge and contagion.  Even after his transformation the Ghost of Andrea does not seem enthused by matters of private justice and personal revenge.  Instead he claims, ‘Ay, these were spectacles to please my soul’ (IV.v.12) with regards to the fate of all the stage characters and their varied endings, regardless of his prior relationship with them when living.  So he relishes not only the death of Lorenzo and Balthazar, but also that of Isabella, Hieronimo and even his former love Bel-Imperia.  Gruesome murder and the workings of revenge become for him simply another spectacle or a form of theatrical entertainment.  
It is only after the living have passed over into the realm of death that he expresses differentiation, reasserting relationships he had when living by declaring he will lead those he loved to fair pastures, whilst the others are condemned into greater torments.  Yet even at this point he needs help from Revenge.  He has not totally become the figure of Senecan bloodlust which Peter Mercer believes him to be, ‘gloating over all the savagery and death’ (18).  Revenge has to instruct him in a suitable continuation in torture and hatred, and suggests sending them ‘down to deepest hell / Where none but furies, bugs and tortures dwell’ (IV.v.27-8).  Even here, Revenge claims it is he and not the ghost of Andrea, who will begin to administer the horrors of ‘their endless tragedy’ (IV.v.48). The ghost is impotent, powerless; relying on the guidance of other more primal forces.  
	Revenge as a concept is the source of the play’s action; it is the compulsion and drive which binds the characters together and solicits their doom.  Yet the actual personification of this force is seen sleeping by the edge of the interior stage of the human action, and when woken by the repeated cries of the Ghost, he explains himself to the agitated spirit by saying:

	Content thyself, Andrea; though I sleep,
	Yet is my mood soliciting their souls:
	Sufficeth thee that poor Hieronimo
	Cannot forget his son Horatio.
	Nor dies Revenge although he sleep awhile,
	For in unquiet, quietness is feign’d,
	And slumb’ring is a common wordly wile.
	Behold Andrea, for in an instance how
	Revenge hath slept, and then imagine thou
	What ‘tis to be subject to destiny.
						(III.xv.19-28)         

As far as Revenge is concerned, the business in the inner action of the human element is well and truly in hand.  The characters are all controlled by destiny, their fate is pre-ordained, and he can afford to sleep through the intrigues and meanderings of this path to fulfilment, unlike the Ghost who is growing more animated as the action progresses, watching it like a gleeful child but worried that the characters may act out of line so as not to reach their bloody ending.  More so, Revenge explains to Andrea that in sleep he can still affect the court and spread his own particular quality of retribution through their souls, presumably invading their sleep and psyches through dreams, spreading his malignant contagion.  He claims responsibility personally for unleashing the devastation; it is he who will: 

	turn their friendship into fell despite,
	Their love to mortal hate, their day to night,
	Their hope to despair, their peace to war,




However, it certainly seems that the characters of the Spanish court can find the impetus to perform murder, revenge and bloody deeds without any outside help, supernatural, classical or otherwise.
 
	O sacred heavens!  If this unhallow’d deed,
	If this inhuman and barbarous attempt,
	If this incomparable murder thus
	Of mine, but now no more my son,
	Shall unreveal’d and unrevenged pass,
	How should we term your dealings to be just,
	If you unjustly deal with those that in your justice trust? […]
	[…] The cloudy day my discontents records,
	And drive me forth to seek the murderer.
	Eyes, life, world, heavens, hell, night, and day,







	Hieronimo’s soliloquy presents a man crippled with grief, a father mourning the murder of his son and grasping for expression of the horror of the crime and his own loss.  His emotions and mood become so heightened and desperate that by the end of the above lines, his sentences have broken down into word fragments and lost their coherence.  His language becomes feminised, linked to insanity and losing its grammatical laws.  He is beginning to resemble a madman, raving and broken, searching desperately for the murderer and a channel in which to direct his anger, grief and retribution.  The path of revenge is suddenly revealed to him in the directions for the actors – a letter drops to the stage.  Yet despite his cries to heaven, this letter is not from a divine godhead administering justice.  It is a letter written in red ink (blood - either literally or symbolically) and it is the handiwork of the driving force of revenge which runs through this play.  However, the letter does not come from the figure of Revenge in the outer frame (who would have us belief that it is he who directs the course of the play), it is from another source altogether – the hand of Bel-imperia.
	This is a very different view to the action of the play than that presented to us by the figure of Revenge.  Instead we see the revenge plot being instigated by the decisions, actions and agency of a mortal woman, the twice widowed lover, Bel-imperia.  Frank Whigham centres his discussion of The Spanish Tragedy almost exclusively on the agency of Bel-Imperia.  He notes her forwardness in her sexual relations in the affair with Andrea, probably at her instigation due to her higher rank, and the lack of appropriate mourning time before beginning her relationship with Horatio, as well as its political unsuitability.  Her actions are a form of ‘ideological treason’ (26) and her sexual relations and rejection of a traditional marital relationship chosen by the family renders her the site of a radical critique of traditional social practice.  ‘[T]he compulsive risk-taking rebelliousness of Bel-Imperia […]’ is the source ‘[…] from which nearly everything else flows’ (31).  Katharine Eisaman Maus also notes Bel-Imperia’s norm-breaking agency.  She argues that in ‘the courts of Spain and Portugal, categories of class, gender and merit become blurred as male aristocrats degenerate and females and underlings aspire to heroic status’ (64).  We see a further manifestation of border crossing, one which breaks ideological rules.  Bel-Imperia’s actions drive the narrative arc of the play; they direct the revenge plot from inside, despite the promptings from Revenge, and the powerless ghost observing in the outer frame.      
	The impotency of this ghost is drawn to the forefront when we consider the classical revenant of Senecan drama in more detail.  Here we are given a bleak and horrific world which the gods have turned their backs on, leaving only the destructive force of anger or de ira which compels the action forward.  Governed by passion, mankind is turned monstrous and only capable of ruin and destruction, whilst destroying itself in the process.  These excesses of emotion seem very close to insanity; the loss of control and overwhelming anger throughout these Roman plays brings devastation across the stage and contrasts to a stoic philosophy which rejects such overwhelming and extreme emotions.  They also bring us back to the feminine, as propensities for excessive emotion, as I have previously argued, were linked to women.  
	Seneca’s tragedy Thyestes is a prime example which I want to take a moment to consider as a point of comparison.  The play follows the banished Thyestes’ return to the court and a bloody trap laid by his brother Atreus, in retribution for the theft of his wife.  The result is horrific.  Like Tamora of Titus Andronicus, Thyestes is also tricked into eating the flesh of his own murdered sons, yet the culmination of the play sees no punishment for this crime and Thyestes takes no revenge on his brother.  Atreus is left only with an empty feeling of victory, wishing he had inflicted worse tortures on the boys whilst Thyestes can only pass the curse, spreading the evil onto future generations.  He calls to the gods for vengeance but once realising his cries are not heard, he is left only to utter curses, which John Kerrigan suggests are the workings of ire when the violence of revenge cannot be fulfilled (128).  The deeds of Atreus are so repulsive that they cause nature itself to shudder, and the gods to depart.  Darkness shrouds the land and the sun refuses to light the dawn, prompting the Chorus to question whether:

	[t]his is the fear, the fear that knocks at the heart,
	That the whole world is now to fall in the ruin	
	Which Fate foretells; that Chaos will come again
	To bury the world of gods and men[…]
						(IV.828-832)

The contaminating anger or de ira of Atreus is unleashed at the beginning of the play by a demonical force from Hades – Fury - who rouses the reluctant, ever thirsting and hungering ghost of Tantalus, source of the original crime which has been passed through generations in the House of Pelops.  Tantalus is told to:

	[l]et loose the Furies on your impious house.
	Let evil vie with evil, sword on sword;
	Let anger be unchecked, repentance dumb […]
	[…] Let havoc rule this house; call blood and strife
	And death; let every corner of this place
	Be filled with the revenge of Tantalus!
						(I.25-7, 60-2)

Despite the ghost’s initial reluctance to spread this contagion further, Fury’s promptings slowly awaken the ‘old hunger’ (I.124) for blood in Tantalus, transforming him from a graven apparition, burdened with the weight of his starvation and denial of satisfaction to a figure governed by lust for devastation.  His deadened senses starved by eternal hunger re-awaken to the smell of blood.  The tragic action is born of anger, held festering through generations and so the events of the play seem fated, or doomed.  
	Kyd’s play may mimic Thyestes in that it also opens with a ghost scene in which the spirit is guided by Fury or Revenge; however, as I have already noted, this spirit is powerless in comparison to the terrifying and commanding figure of Tantalus.  It is necessarily a feminised apparition due to theological change, as well as the very nature of ghosts – something that conversely points to presence and absence.  It is interesting that whilst providing ghostly additions to one Senecan translation I mentioned previously, Heywood tempers this with his addition to his translation of Thyestes in which we see the protagonist expressing a need for punishment for his crime, a form of Christian chastisement after the gruesome events of the final act.  Ghosts prove a good dramatic device for Heywood, providing the audience with thrills and suspense, but they have to be tempered with a Christian morality of repentance, a trait that A. J. Boyle notes.  He tells us:
[i]n Renaissance drama, the Christian morality play tradition and the requirements of both monarchic pressure and the legal code often assert themselves at the end:  the revenger is punished or killed (184).


  This leaves the audience safely back on familiar ground, instead of stranded in a bleak Senecan worldview.  For Heywood to leave Thyestes and Atreus alive and perpetuating the cycle of revenge through continuing generations leaves murder witnessed with no punishment or remorse, so that social order is broken with no retribution.
	Of course, it is social bonds that ghosts help to maintain; they are the carriers of tradition and memory.  However, other aspects of the stage come to fulfil this function in The Spanish Tragedy, as other critics have already convincingly argued.  As the grieving Hieronimo cannot rely on a ghost to initiate the revenge action in the inner space of the drama – either the ghost of Andrea or of his murdered son Horatio - instead he must rely on ghost substitutes.  We have already seen one approach in considering Lavater’s treatise; a denial of ghosts which conversely attests to their continuing feminised influence through use of doubling example and story-telling.  Kyd’s play offers another approach.  Here the loss of Purgatory and therefore ghosts is shown symbolically on stage as props and areas of the stage come to represent the lost revenant and act as substitute.  John Kerrigan has noted this trend.  He argues that:

[m]ore than in most drama, the bodies of the actors are integral.  As an eye is taken for an eye, a tooth punched out for a tooth, both agents have registered upon them what they have inflicted on the other.  Under the arc of action, the ‘empty space’ of performance becomes patched with fields of meaning. Parts of the stage come to signify points where remembered, unresolved acts occurred (4).

These sites communicate the workings of loss and memory, whilst objects on the stage become imbued with meaning, like the bed and its significations we explored earlier in chapter one.  Ghost substitutes abound in this play: the body of Horatio, the handkerchief, the cord, the tree, the arbour, the letter.  It is clear that ghosts robbed of official life due to Reformational changes, are now embodied in physical and material objects and places which perpetuate and multiply in the text and onstage.  It is also ironic that whilst the purpose of Hieronimo is to exact revenge, this is both helped and hindered by the repetition of ghost substitutes across the stage.  Hieronimo’s refusal to assume his role and his desire to bury himself in the earth and dissolve into nothing hampers the progress of the play.  Whilst objects and places both psychologically and symbolically function as the ghost, ready to make his purpose firm and remind him of his role and familial duty, these substitutes also retard the progress of the dramatic narrative toward the desired culmination.  Ghosts by their very nature suggest violent acts, un-revenged crimes, the stagnation of a forward moving story into continual repetitions, which we see in Kyd’s play as the action moves forward, then back in Hieronimo’s vacillations in much the same way that the traditional figure of the ghost is doomed to walk the same ground, re-playing the same scene again and again.  
John Kerrigan agrees with this reading, noting how the paradox that recurs in Renaissance tragedy is that while the past incites violence, retrospection at the same time offers its own satisfactions and draws the avenger back from his task (171).  Peter Mercer similarly argues that the revenger’s structure of vacillation and postponement is a dramatic expression of the distance a Hieronimo must travel from first to last role (51).  Michael Neill suggests the role of the revenger in early modern drama is essentially that of ‘remembrancer’ in that ‘he is both an agent of memory and one whose task it is to exact payments for the debts of the past’ (Issues 247).  Memento moris or material ghost substitutes enable this, by continuing the memory process and reminding us of the horror.  
Sometimes it seems easier to live in the past, before the traumatic event.  At this point, I want to consider act three, scene thirteen when Hieronimo rejects his position as Knight Marshall and an upholding citizen who receives petitions and deals with issues of law and order, in favour of Francis Bacon’s wild justice.  In this scene I argue that we see the workings of uncanny femininity and doubling, resulting in a collapse of borders and identity, as the old man or senex comes to resemble Horatio; or as Hieronimo says, the ‘lively portrait of my dying self’ (85).
When Hieronimo draweth out a bloody napkin according to the stage directions, he intends to offer support to the weeping old man in front of him.  Bazulto has also suffered a recent bereavement as his son Hieronimo has also been murdered.  Here we see the ghost substitute in the form of a handkerchief.  It both censures the tardiness of Hieronimo and prompts him to accept his task and seek out revenge.  It does not ask for suffrages, or prayers, or give warnings of the horrors of Purgatory in the way pre-Reformation ghost-lore was used to instruct the people.  Instead it forces remembrance through becoming imbued with meaning, and compels and drives the revenge action forward through its sight/site.  It creates a chain of associating signifiers bringing us back to murder, to Horatio and to the arbour where dark deeds were committed.  
	It is also a specifically feminised ghost substitute.  Perhaps the most well known handkerchief in Renaissance drama belongs to Desdemona.  It is both a gift from Othello to symbolise their love and her husband’s ‘ocular proof’ (III.iii.358) of her believed infidelity.  It is the object of obsession for a large proportion of the play, as not just Othello but Iago, Desdemona and Emilia continually repeat handkerchief, until it almost loses meaning in its verbal replication and multiplication.  It symbolises love and death, the interstice of Eros and Thanatos.  It also registers ‘female chastity, sexuality, beauty and history’ (170), Karim-Cooper argues.  However, it also conversely points to exoticism and becomes associated with the artifice of painted women, as the preservative mummy, used in the dyeing process of handkerchiefs was also a chief ingredient in many cosmetics (170-3).  Desdemona’s handkerchief also bears the weight of many generations of gendered creation and of a feminine ‘prophetic fury’ and we are reminded of the link between women and divination.  In this way, Horatio’s bloody handkerchief which his father piteously clutches, points to a future end point.  However this end point only can signify death.  ‘The red and white hues of the handkerchief signify the Anglo-European feminine ideal: it is as red as roses and strawberries, and as white as the lily or as snow; it is as red as blood, and as white as flesh’ (170-1), Karim-Cooper notes, when considering the colour scheme of Desdemona’s handkerchief.  We also see this significant colour combination in Bel-Imperia’s letter: red blood on white paper, with its weight of symbolic prediction.  It too points to an end point in the workings out of revenge, driven by a feminine force.
In Hieronimo’s first glimpse of the old man he sees only a ‘silly’ figure (III.xiii.67) to be pitied, awaiting petition.  But the ‘humble supplication / Of Don Bazulto for his murder’d son’ (III.xiii.78-9) causes a sudden reaction in Hieronimo, a slippage back into his distracted and maddened state, searching for his son and tortured by the memory he seeks to repress.  ‘No sir, it was my murder’d son / O my son, my son, O my son Horatio!’ (III.xiii.80-1), he exclaims and Bazulto’s family tragedy only serves to re-awake the memory of Hieronimo’s own loss; internal grief and the workings of memory are breaking through into Hieronimo’s civic life.  He tries to reaffirm his identity as Knight Marshall by comforting the old man that both their situations are similar and they share their grief, but even in this Hieronimo is once again pulled back into the arena of personal memory rather than public. 
Hieronimo cannot operate in two arenas.  He has to give up his position as officer of justice in the masculine public sphere for that of the private revenger.  This is the only way for him to attempt to exorcise this haunting, where everyday objects come to signify so much more.  This exchange is graphically presented to us as he rips up the petitions (in the stage directions to tear the papers) – Hieronimo is accepting the role of an altogether older and more classical source of justice – revenge.  In tearing up his petitions he exhibits his readiness to adopt this role as the human agent of vengeance, revealed in his promise to ‘rent and tear them thus and thus / Shivering their limbs in pieces with my teeth’ (III.xiii.122-3).  The guilty will be punished, but this will not be delivered by the law and society, but rather by the family.  In role of the classical avenger he will take on the aspects of the avenging Furies from Greek and Roman mythology, hounding the sinful to the ends of the earth and ripping them apart, rather than petitioner’s papers.  However, conversely he turns to the feminine in his recreation of classical justice.  His examples both verbalise a Roman mythology and show him as feminised.  He refers to the Furies and Proserpine and articulates a general downward momentum.  His revenge will take him down, to the darker places of the earth, to Freud’s so called dark continent.  By assigning the old man the role of Orpheus, the pitiful figure of classical mythology as his guide, he evokes that which is missing both in the text and for Orpheus – Eurydice.  
	Their exchange also reveals the workings of the uncanny double.  Hieronimo’s descent into madness and the underworld is halted by a moment in which he and Bazulto are face to face, and Hieronimo experiences a kind of epiphany - a strange, uncanny recognition.  In what is a tense, but gently piteous moment onstage, the two figures are alone with each other.  Hieronimo speaks:


	And art thou come, Horatio, from the depth,
	To ask for justice in this upper earth?
	To tell thy father thou art unreveng’d,
	To wring more tears from Isabella’s eyes,
	Whose lights are dimm’d with over-long laments?
	Go back my son, complain to Aeacus,
	For here’s no justice:  gentle boy be gone,
	For justice is exiled from the earth:




It is a painful moment for the audience, as Hieronimo comes face to face not only with the doubling, ‘lively image’ (III.xiii.162) of his grief, but also with what he believes is the culmination of his search, the ghost of his dead son.  It seems all the more pitiful for the audience as this seems to signal a true descent into madness, for we are witnessing a man almost destroyed by loss and haunted by memory.  Horror and death are everywhere in this scene.  Hieronimo touchingly notes

	Sweet boy, how art thou chang’d in death’s black shade!
	Had Proserpine no pity on thy youth?
	But suffer’d thy fair crimson-colour’d spring
	With wither’d winter to be blasted thus?
	Horatio, thou art older than thy father.	
						(III.xiii.146-50)   

Here the awful and annihilating devastation of death is omnipresent, as Hieronimo voices the unnaturalness of a son dying before his father, leaving only the old to avenge the young.  Youth has been blasted, withered and blackened, just as the lover’s arbour has been desecrated by the taint of blood, so that it is no longer a garden of innocence.  In the same way that Proserpine’s absence from the earth brings winter and darkness, so too does Horatio’s death leaves only the old and weary.  
This is an unnatural vision of youth and age distorted; a son older than the father, the ghost of youth appearing to the aging, grieving family in the guise of an old man; the world gone topsy-turvy.  The change in appearance of the shade, from youth to ‘death’s black shade’ (III.xiii.146), also reveals to us how despite the removal of ghosts from official doctrine, ghosts onstage, even if psychological or symbolic, must still adhere to certain principles.  Jean-Claude Schmitt notes how clothing is never simply worn to protect the body but is a sign of social estate in this world and the next, so the apparel worn by the revenant and the state and colour of the clothing is an indication of the general spiritual state of the undead, and often a transition in colour is seen, from black to white (201-4).  For Hieronimo, the transformation of Bazulto to the ghost of his murdered son sees Horatio dressed in black, withering away un-avenged by his father, lost to torments and soulless wandering.  
Yet Bazulto is not complicit with his new role, nor is he possessed by the ghost of Horatio.  He inquires where Hieronimo’s ‘troubled speech’ springs from (III.xiii.144) before finally repudiating the idea the Knight Marshall is labouring under, that he sees his own son in the figure of the old man.  Instead, Hieronimo’s vision of his son is purely psychological, the old man’s body has become the site for the transference of Hieronimo’s grief, his feelings concerning his son, his inability to act and most significantly, the fruitless search for his son’s ghost.  In this way we see the trope of feminised death; instead of operating in the arena of masculine action, Hieronimo is trapped in the interior workings of the mind.  In his language too we see a breakdown of patriarchal rule, trapped in a cycle of repetition.
Bazulto is part of this continued repetition as a doppelganger suggesting a mind halted in forward motion by a traumatic event.  Like Isabella trapped in the physical scene of her son’s death, the orchard, which comes to inhabit the geography of her mind, Hieronimo too is caught in a process of oscillation between progression and retardation.  ‘The uncanny is that species of the frightening that goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar (123)’, Freud tells us in his essay.  The uncanny functions as an eerie set of repetitions, something familiar made strange.  We see how the trauma of his son’s murder and graphic display which Hieronimo wants so desperately to hide in the recesses of his mind is to resurface in multiple repetitions and reminders.
	The feminisation of ghosts can point only to a loss of a coherent identity.  We can see this in the language of the play.

	Lean on my arm: I thee, thou shalt stay,
	And thou, and I, and she, will sing a song,
	Three parts in one, but all of discords fram’d –
	Talk not of cord, but let us now be gone,
	For with a cord Horatio was slain.
						(III.xiv.171-5)

We can see all these issues encapsulated in these lines.  In the intermingling of ‘thou, and I, and she’ (172) as Hieronimo sees the image of his own grief in the old man and that his identity has become submerged in the issues surrounding mourning, murder and revenge so that he can no longer function as a member of the Spanish court.  However, we still see how his purpose is thwarted by the repetition of unpleasant thoughts, images and associations.  The progression from the ‘discord’ of their mutual mourning song, to the ‘cord’ with which Horatio was left hanging in the arbour demonstrates how the troubled Hieronimo cannot help but endlessly return to the scene of his son’s death, which both impels him forward to seek vengeance, but halts his progress in psychological trauma and horror.  This is supported by John Kerrigan, who in writing about death by violent means notes that:

A witness to and sign of atrocity (marturion and sema), the murdered corpse is an object which, by virtue of what has marked it, leaves those traces in the mind-stuff which characterize, in antiquity, memory (172).

The ghost of the post-Reformation is more insidious than that Purgatorial figure of fifty years before.  Whilst still working through memory, this ghost substitute uses associations, is pervasive and can appear at any time; it invades Hieronimo’s everyday reality as, sometimes arbitrarily, and sometimes by association, objects take on a new meaning linked to death and sorrow.  Places too reverberate with horror, and even language itself comes to signify something more to Hieronimo, as the ‘cord’ cannot help but cause painful memories and images to resurface through a chain of signification.  The ghost of post-Reformation England is contained in the mind, in everyday objects, in areas of the stage and even in language itself.  


‘Married to Death and Silence’: Female Ghosts and The Maiden’s Tragedy


	When we hear the Lady proclaim, ‘I am not here’ (4.5.40), in Middleton’s The Maiden’s Tragedy (sometimes credited as anonymous, sometimes called The Second Maiden’s Tragedy), her words voice not only a set of particular contemporary issues concerning the early modern ghost and its representation which I have already discussed, but also more specifically, the problem of the female ghost.  If the male ghost occupies an ambivalent, feminised position in a new post-Reformation context, what are we to discover about female revenants on the early modern stage?  The prevalence is certainly for masculine ghosts and this is where current research mainly centres.  However, I wish to consider what readings we may take from female spectres, if indeed, we can find any.  Kathryn A. Edwards notes the problem specifically with the female ghost in her discussion of the haunting of Huguette Roy; if the feminine is usually linked with the physical as women’s ‘visible conformity to appropriate sexual and social categories enhanced one of their most valuable commodities – their reputation – and regulated their relationships with various authorities’ (6), then how can we reconcile the contradictive nature of the female ghost, ‘a being that by its very nature is nonphysical’ (7)?
	If Renaissance drama is inherently visual (Neill, ‘Riddle’ 153-5) then maybe this also helps to explain the popularity of the ghost and the prioritisation of the male ghost onstage.  Considering the potentially inflammatory aspect of any ghost in a new theological context, it makes contemporary ideological sense for such sensitive figures to be male.  Of course, as I have argued, these male ghosts are subject to a necessary feminising, resulting in a blurring of gender boundaries and identity.  But female ghosts bring with them a new and more complex set of dilemmas involving the relationship between the physical and non-physical, as well as women’s roles in society.
	John Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi and Thomas Middleton’s The Revenger’s Tragedy dramatise these issues.  In the introduction I mentioned that in act five, scene three, of Webster’s play the absence of the Duchess’ ghost is all too conspicuous as all that remains is an Echo from her grave.  Her murder has left nothing behind; only ‘ancient ruins’ (v.3.9) which offer the audience a glimpse of the forces of change and iconoclasm in the dissolution of the monasteries, initiated by Henry VIII.  This Echo simply throws back the grieving husband’s language.  ‘A thing of sorrow […] O fly your fate […] Thou art a dead thing […] Never see her more’ (v.3.24-41) – the ‘dead stones’ (v.3.36) reverberate back Antonio’s emptiness in a form of barren comfort.  The feminine is resigned almost to silence, only able foolishly to repeat a husband’s words back to him, with no agency or impact, like the emasculated ghost of Kyd’s play.
	The Revenger’s Tragedy actually brings us this silence.  We have already explored Middelton’s play in relation to the gendered corpse and seen how the skull of Gloriana functions as an aide memoire, a site for meanings to congregate regarding the feminine dead.  However, there is no Echo in this play, only the quiet bones which Vindice gives meaning to through using them to frame his revenge and poison the Duke.  Frank Cottrell Boyce’s screenplay adaptation, directed by Alex Cox in 2002, draws further attention to Gloriana’s silence by showing her skull being physically ventriloquised by Vindice, played by Christopher Eccleston.  In the opening scene, he crouches in an underground vault, the aspects of misé-en-scene revealing his preoccupation with death and memory as he is surrounded by old trinkets in a shrine dedicated to his murdered love.  He addresses the ‘shell of Death’ (I.i.15) before breaking the fourth wall by turning towards the camera and moving the skull’s jaws in time with his cries for ‘Revenge’ (I.i.43), to give his dead lover a temporary voice through his own.  This filmic interpretation draws attention to a reading centring on the silence of Gloriana through Vindice’s loquaciousness in his need for vengeance; the lover left behind is forced to speak for her as she cannot and her revenant will not be seen onstage asking for this wild justice.
	However, female ghosts do appear onstage, although they are by no means as well represented as their male counterparts.  The Maiden’s Tragedy features the ghost of the Lady, who chooses suicide over the threat of rape and whose body is fought over after her death.  Amazingly, this female ghost actually speaks, holding a conversation with her betrothed in life, Govianus, who pines for death so that they can once again ‘walk together / Like loving spirits’ (4.5.82-3).  
	Once the Lady is laid to rest, her tomb is quickly violated by the Tyrant, who understanding the taboo nature of his demands, undertakes the deed under the cover of darkness and in ‘secrecy’ (4.2. 38).  His aim is to release his love from ‘the marble prison [she] sleeps in’ (4.2.49) and ‘possess’ her body for his own necrophilic satisfaction (4.4.114), citing King Herod’s keeping of a dead virgin in honey as an inspiration and example.  However, despite his defilement of her resting place, and attempt to debase and totally possess her body, he cannot lay claim to her soul.  His command to ‘prithee speak’ (4.4.87) results simply in silence, nothing, ‘[n]ot a word’ (4.4.89) as the animating breath of life, or animus is gone.  ‘The house is hers, the soul is but a tenant’ the Tyrant finally observes in act five (2.3) and is left with the silent corpse.  
	Despite the Tyrant’s wish to hear her body physically speak, it is the ghost whose voice we are to hear.  It seems, however, that it is only because of the corpse’s potential defilement that the ghost is prompted to appear.  The visitation occurs in the graveyard as Govianus visits the monument for his fallen love and he mourns over her ‘chaste body’ (4.5.37) that he assumes is lying in the tomb; unbeknownst to him it has been stolen by the Tyrant.  ‘Dear lord, I come to tell you all my wrongs’ (4.5.54), her spirit tells Govianus, demonstrating her position as a typical Protestant apparition, concerned with the material world and crimes committed which must be righted.  
	Her very words create a sense of uncanniness for the audience – ‘I am not here […] behold, I’m gone, / My body taken up’ (4.5.40, 61-2) - as we struggle with the contradiction of a clear view of the figure of the Lady onstage combined with her language which negates her own existence.  This of course is the very essence of the ghost.  But also, the Lady’s words resonate further; if the ‘I’ or the subject is not ‘here’, then where is the ghost referring to?  The Tyrant has already vocalised how the body is simply a shell.  The emphasis on the body of the Lady not only firmly aligns the feminine with the physical, but also helps confirm the presence of the uncanny; the stage directions are detailed and give a clear picture of how she should be represented:

On a sudden, in a kind of noise like a wind, the doors clattering, the tombstone flies open and a great light appears in the midst of the tomb.  Enter the Ghost of the Lady, as she was last seen, standing just before him all in white, stuck with jewels, and with a great crucifix on her breast.

Apart from a highly dramatic entrance, we might be struck with the purity of her white robes in direct contrast to the black her corpse wears in act five, perhaps mirroring the intended violation the Tyrant is planning.  Susan Zimmerman agrees that there is an overwhelming emphasis on the body of the Lady; an ‘overvaluation of her corpse (100) which underlies the tensions expressed in this play – that ‘the ideological confusions of The Second Maiden’s Tragedy foreclosed the possibility of doctrinal orthodoxy despite the play’s ostensible condemnation of idolatry’ (105).  This is linked mainly to the staging of the corpse; its prominence, role as the Tyrant’s idol and as site of conflation of opposing ideas about femininity.  The saintly aspects of the Lady (the white robes, the appearance of the ghost to ask that her body is saved from violation) are conjoined with the material, whorish aspects of the Lady’s body (dressed in black, as object of the Tyrant’s sexual affectations) both in the corpse/idol (103-5).  This doubling of the Lady highlights the duality and sense of opposition which infuses the play between body and soul, old and new.  
	Act five, scene two ends with a reconciliation between ghost and body as the Lady’s spirit enters the scene to attend her body and leave the stage by its side.  By this point, the ghost has lost language and become a ‘queen of silence’ after her last words at line 154, a blessing to Govianus for protecting her body after death.  It is this necessity that forced the Lady’s ghost to speak.  This is a remaining concern with the material world from beyond the grave and a need to ensure the continued chastity of the body.  In discussing the power of the cult of virginity in early Christian women, Theodora A. Jankowski suggests how in a ‘society which denied women autonomy, a virgin existence explored the possibility of a female autonomy that could only be viewed as threatening (Women 26).  Whilst the Lady does not posit herself as a religiously consecrated virgin in life, nevertheless, her chastity, reputation and refusal to give her body to the Tyrant must mean that his inability to possess her be read ideologically as an attack on his power, which he attempts to rectify after her death.  This is what Zimmerman suggests is an attack on actual Death itself – ‘to subsume and transform it’ (Corpse 105).
	‘To speak is to possess meaning’ Belsey has noted (Subject 191) and it is through the female ghost’s use of language that both she resists violation of the body and demonstrates a continued interest in the realm of the living and in material matters.  But as we have seen throughout this work, the very use of language itself denotes absence or loss, a continual referral to what is not there.  We have also seen this articulated by the ghost, and as mentioned earlier, her words help bring the presence of the uncanny to the forefront: ‘I am not here’ (4.5. 39).  Indeed, previous to the Lady’s suicide, we have already seen the ghost foreshadowed through the use of language.  ‘Loss’ and its variants occur consistently throughout the text: ‘The loss of her sits closer to my heart’ (1.1.59), ‘She’s lost forever’ (1.1.74), ‘Now I see my loss’ (1.1.110), ‘I will never lose him’ (1.1.130) are some of its uses solely in act one.  In this way, we see language itself functioning as a type of ghost substitute; however it is a substitute which forms through words rather than the stage props or the actors’ bodies as discussed previously in relation to The Spanish Tragedy.   
	The staged early modern ghost is often feminised in the years after the Reformation, as we have seen in its loss of potency and divorce from the main action.  However, the ghost in itself is clearly a feminised form regardless, due to its interplay between presence and absence.  It is concerned with boundaries and haunts the edges of the text, through language or absence of language or as Callaghan notes, ‘Thus presence is always haunted by vestiges of vacuity’ (Women and Gender 74).  It also blurs the boundaries between the self and other as the characters in the play texts mirror the ghost through their use of language.  Majorie Garber notes that the minimal use of the word ‘ghost’ in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar conversely ‘emphasizes its questionable nature’ (Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers 61); it makes us ask, what does this ghost signify?  So in The Maiden’s Tragedy does the repetition of ‘loss’ articulate onstage that which is absent, as do the other forms of spectres discussed in The Spanish Tragedy; impotent ghosts of old, of the mind, in handkerchiefs and notes, in blood, in uncanny doubling.  Renaissance drama operates in an arena of loss; ghosts as part of this reveal themselves as necessarily feminised.  A ghost by its nature denotes absence, as does the feminine denote Otherness; they are doubly absent in the eyes of the audience.  
	






	And will a not come again,
	And will a not come again?
	No, no, he is dead,
	Go to thy death-bed




	How to speak to and about the dead in a new context has been one of the focuses of this research.  Ophelia’s poignant words above remind us of the difficulties surrounding these theological processes of change.  Her movement between statement, question and answer reveal an uncertainty in her vocalisation.  Her use of different voices so that she becomes both subject and object in her own speech mirrors the semiotic instability of writing or speaking about death.  Her dialogue with herself brings her to a collapse of boundaries and identity brought about by death; it takes her to the edge of insanity and over.  Her new language of flowers, insanity and song voices her horror at a new relationship with the dead, one where the door is irrevocably shut.  Will he not come again, she asks, will the dead ever return?  The abolition of Purgatory and therefore ghosts is clearly articulated in her words.  Yet as we have seen throughout this thesis, the dead do return, both onstage and in contemporary texts; sometimes they do come back.
	Death in the early modern period inevitably raises the problem of gender and femininity, as I have argued over the course of this research.  Death and dying operate at the interstices of femininity, with what is designated as Other and at the borders of experience.  It is the old and established pairing of Eros and Thanatos.  Language enables us to engage with these contradictions, as signification itself is born of an opposition between presence and absence.  Freud’s ideas taken from ‘The Uncanny’ (1919) and ‘The Three Caskets’ (1913 ) have offered a way for me to engage with feminine death, as have those of Kristeva, textual deconstruction and to a lesser extent Bakhtin.  As I explored in the introduction, psychoanalysis is an approach which is often seen as at odds with Renaissance literature, which helps to offer a space for this work.  Others in the field do engage fruitfully with psychoanalysis, however this is often with a Lacanian emphasis, for example Christopher Pye explores the difficulties of engaging with early modern subjectivity and historicism, through partially using this theorist to try and locate a sense of the subject in Shakespeare’s plays.  I however chose not to adapt this approach instead preferring to focus on theorists I found less well represented.  I am aware of the limitations of a psychoanalytic approach.  There is a risk of oversimplifying what originally comes from another discipline and I do not come from a psychological or psychoanalytic background.  However, I hope to have demonstrated how a partially Freudian inspired reading of Renaissance texts can unfold exciting ways of engaging with the plays of Shakespeare and his contemporaries, as well as with other discourses.    
	Uncanny contradictions and doubling have helped me to explore these interstices of death and femininity, often in image and iconography, but always in language.  Each play I have discussed leaves the audience with a vivid image, a tableau which signifies and embodies many of the issues surrounding feminine death.  A Woman Killed with Kindness leaves us Anne framed on her death/wedding bed, ready for her controversial death scene, whilst in Othello, we see the Moor poised over the sleeping figure of Desdemona, halted for a heavy and pregnant moment before the murder.  We take the bony lady from The Revenger’s Tragedy, feminised and carrying poison on her lips in the woody clearing.  ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore gives us Annabella’s feminised and penetrated heart on the point of a dagger, graphically displayed for the audience.  Like Isabella in The Spanish Tragedy, we too are taken to the arbour and are left there; so horrific is the murder it continually haunts our minds unlike the impotent ghost in the outer action of the play, whilst in The Maiden’s Tragedy the figure of the Lady’s ghost raised to protect her corpse resonates for the audience with her words ‘I am not here’ (4.5.40).
	These are all parts of the nexus of ‘dark and vicious’ places which haunt Renaissance drama (Madeline 159).  They are also all aligned with the feminine, or become feminised through their association with death.  Like William Engel’s idea of a ‘vacuole in a cell’ (Death and Drama 40) these moments in the plays allow us to navigate backwards and forwards in time and see the workings of the plot from this point.  However, it becomes clear that they all point to death and the feminine, to the Other.        	
In Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, Hieronimo presents a pitiful figure walking around the garden where Horatio’s blood was spilled, once a vision of a pre-lapsarian Eden, but now tainted and stained with murder.  Nature and the garden now hold a different meaning for the grieving father.  The darkness of the night, once a cover for the soft words and actions of lovers becomes ‘a murderous slut,’ (31) whilst the tree can only now symbolize death and his loss, a reminder of the gallows with the strange fruit of his murdered son hanging from the branches.  Such spaces are precursors of Freud’s primal scenes.  Ned Lukacher in exploring the interstices between Freud and Heidegger places the primal scene as at the conjunction of literature, philosophy and psychoanalysis to work ‘as a trope for reading and understanding’ (24).  The primal scene does not simply reveal the parents’ sexual activity, as Freud outlined in his work in ‘The Case of the Wolfman’ (1914), but it ‘becomes an intertextual event that displaces the notion of the event from the ground of ontology’ (24).  It is clear that these dark and vicious places stage the workings of death and femininity for us.  Although this knowledge of a primal scene is repressed in the language of the play, it is conversely through language that we see the interplay of death, femininity, absence and presence.  
The imagery in Kyd’s arbour is horrific and disturbing; a parent’s love, the tree, the child and death become entwined, collapsing boundaries until we are not sure where the divides lie as this previous symbol of life and love becomes a gallows, revealing the ultimate collapse of boundaries in death.  We also see this breakdown of borders in Anne’s death/wedding bed, in the bony lady signifying death and desire and in the penetrated heart of Annabella.  We see an attempt to deny death, to repress its boundary-destroying nature, yet again and again this resurfaces in both tableaux and language.  Language cannot contain death, it makes itself known through the gaps in narrative and conversely points to what is not there – meaning, the feminine, Otherness.  It is the puzzle of signification which the Eden-esque arbour visually reminds us of, creating a chain of association, that the garden can never be re-attained, as ‘Paradise is always lost, and the loss is part of the meaning of the word’ (Belsey, Loss 75).
	I am conscious that the texts I have chosen to discuss in this work are all male authored which offers an opportunity for others to take this research in different directions.  Women’s attitudes about death could be explored in other female authored contemporary discourses.  Elizabeth Cary’s The Tragedy of Mariam (1613) has already prompted a substantial amount of research, but this could be expanded upon using an approach centring on Freud.  Others could also expand their areas of research to include women’s letters or diaries or even privately circulated messages.  Female authored letters before 1642 exist in large numbers and are sources of a wide range of issues which affected their lives (Steen 208).
Ophelia’s insistence to ‘Pray, love / remember’ (V.v.173-4) invokes pathos for her situation and is also emblematic of a need conversely not to forget the ways in which to remember in the face of contemporary flux and change.  Her words signify an inability or a difficulty to come to terms with such an upheaval of tradition prompted by the processes of the Reformation.  Is there a danger of overstating the all consuming and invasive effect of religious changes on the national psyche?  Perhaps.  Although writing specifically about Germany, Austra Reinis suggests that despite being initially traumatic, a decisive separation of the living from the dead did not prove to be the case in the long run, and the living remained connected to their dead through religious duties re-oriented to the social (256-7).  And it is true; we do see a growing secularization of death, a re-envisioning of its performance and trappings which surely must offer its own comforts and an emphasis on a growing subjectivity and individuality (Gittings, Death 22-34).  We might argue that the dead are receding from us; that the past is losing its hold.  Renaissance theatre is operating in a cultural arena of absence and loss.  There is a loss of a sense of continuity, of a relationship with the past and of the tangible presence of the dead crowding around the living asking relentlessly for help and favours.  We see a shift in a national psyche and modes of consciousness, from death experienced as continuum to the realisation that the ways of dying are also subject to alteration.  Funeral rituals and rites were to change from the late fifteenth century into the eighteenth century and beyond.  The denial of intercession, the growth in popularity of the Lutheran, the heraldic and the nocturnal funeral, plus the growth of the funeral sermon after 1550, all suggested that the way we experience death, the rituals surrounding it, were being ‘deployed, contested and redefined’ (Koslofsky 154).
	However, voices from the past, from the dead do not let go so easily.  The ghosts of the fifteen hundreds and earlier, before the Reformation in religion, came to the world of the living from Purgatory, asking for assistance, demanding that the weight of obedience and history be listened to, that the living constantly look back over their shoulder.  The burden of the past weighed heavy, but also the knowledge that loved ones might still be seen, that the end does not really signify oblivion, that one might know one’s place in the order of things, surely provided a form of black comfort.  Despite the barrier placed between us and them, we still hear echoes of these voices and share in Conrad’s fascination for the abomination.  The dead might find themselves further away now, divided by politics and religion, but their potency will not fade so easily.  Even if new modes of expression have to be found to speak of them, even if material objects and people have to take their role, they are still among us.  As Elisabeth Bronfen argues in her preface, representations of death ‘both articulate an anxiety about and a desire for death, they function like a symptom which psychoanalytic discourse defines as a repression that fails’ (x).  Using ideas about uncanniness has allowed me to explore these aspects of depiction and articulation.
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